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LEFT

S.

No. 30

GAS

Exchange
PORTLAND

W.

IN

W.

II4IS \DEN.

and Steamboat Joiner

Ship

Extension and Sale Tables, Writing Desks, Wardrobes of all kinds made of Walnut, Oak, or
Chestnut; Stores fitted out, and Jobbing attended to.
Cor- of Park & Commercial Sts, Portland.
Refers by permission to Capt. J. B. Coyle and
oss & Sturdivant.
jylSeodCtn

FIXTURES,

GEORGE L.

FICKETT,

WOOLENS,
Have removed to

Nos. 54 & 56 Middle St.

8i.

near

Piping

done

In noticing our removal we would also particularly call the attention ol the trade to our full And

December 2.

DR.

No. 143 (Congress.

Washington Street,
PORTLAND, ME.
O'* Physicians' Prescriptions carefully com-

BUZZELL,
resumed bis residence,

Has

near

pounded.

Comer Park and Pleasant Streets.

Fancy

and Counsellors at

Attorneys

HASKELL,

&

Dry Goods and Woolens

Lav,

and

Office, 22tt 1-2 Congress Street,
a.

B.

Near the Court House,
HOLDEN
sef»5ltb H. C.

WBIGHT & BUCK..
Proprietors of Greemvood

JJO. 18 TREE STREET.
They beg

Mill,

Stock.
DEALERS

!l. C.
Pine Timber and Ship
Orders solicited.
Yellow

obtained in this
Portlami, sept 26, 1667.

York;

New

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,
CORN Kit

dtl

n

SAM JJEL F.

RICUAItnSON di BAllXAlUt,

NEAR HEAD OF

Savannah, Ga.

Reynolds

Lufkin &

Perry,

April

JOBBERS OK

-IATS, CAPS. FURS,
Goods I

34 A 50 JliddleMi.over Woodman,True ,V Co’*,

BABCOCK,
STIMSON, AND—

LIVERMORE,
OF

Varnishes, Japans, &c.
31

BROAD STREET, BOSTON

AUGUSTINE

U.

S«p28

JOHN BABCOCK,
STIMSON,
Il3m
JOHN LIVERHO.il.

JOBBERS

ready

Cradles, taking

OE

AND

We have in store

tf

KING,

PORTLAND, MK.

Connscllor and Attorney

STATE OF MAINE BONOS,
CITY OF PORTLAND BONDS.
CITY OF ST. LOUIS BON Dm.
CITY OF CHICAGO 7 PER CENT.

Law,

at

SCHOOL BONDS.
This bond is protected by an ample sinking land,
and is a choice security lor those seeking a sale and
remunerative investment.

New Verb City.
43 Wall Nireel,
(^‘Commissioner tor Maine and Massachusetts.
_

June and

W. T. BItOWN & CO.,

Commission

Bolder* of 5.£C’s of 186i, will And a large
profit iu exchanging for other «j»ov-

September 20,

(foot of Park 8t.,)
au29dtt
Portland, Maine,

WEBB,

Cough

SC HU MACH Eli,

PAI1STEK.

THE

303 Cougiea *1, Portland, Jle,
UDe door above Brown.
jalzdtf

Charles

Mattocks,

P.

and Counsellcr

Allerney

o<22dtf

Law,

at

imroKTEH,

...

srs; GOWELL
pleasure in announcing to bis friend*, forpatrons, and the public gcnerall”, that he

TAKES

Nat ban Cleaves.

mer

Store No, 140 Middle Street,

in

Hopkins Block, and will open
On Monday, October 7th,
in the

FFI6W1TIJKE1
Beds, Ac.

DRW

& CO.,
Merchants I

at

NEW

A. N. NOYES & SOS,

Stoves,

Ranges &
Can be

prices

so

low

in

tumaces,

BdUtiivo OW «. M9 »Tm
(Opposite tiie Mar/et.)
Where they will l>« pleased to see all their former

G. HerbertCrawiord.

usual.

ang17dff

*

(jubeht It Pco8i,8f*

CRAWFORD <0

FUOSLET,

ATTORNEYS AT LAW,

Solicitors, Conveyancers, &c.
Office corner of PRINCESS and CROSS STREETS,
Nnint John, New Brnnu^ick,
gy Claims collected and promptly pad over.
nov20d5\v*

M. 13. L. LANK,

Attorney and Counsellor
NEW

Broadcloth*,

satiety the closest buyers.

Overcoatings* Doeskins !
Woolens and Trimmings, for Men’s
Now is the time to buy your tall

and all kinds of
and Boys’ wear.
ami winter yoods.
Give him a call. Alwnvs closod
from Friday evening sunset to Saturday evening
sunset.
oct5codtt
149 middle Wtrect*

at

machine burns water with any Petroleum
c*»n be adjusted to ruu the largest steaui
a biscuit, or to boil a tea-kettle.
It
engine,
or extinguished in an in taut, withcan be kindle
out lo*sol fuel. May be seen at

OH. It
THIS
to bake

j^TTown

and

i^

Law,

YORK.
eod2m

STREET,

Maine.

Agent for Maine,

30

Exchange

& 00,

Street.

"Furnishing

NO. 15

Goods,

VRFE & l

O.

CO.

GOODS,

dtf

lor

Lumber, Pine, Spruce, &e.,
SOLICITED.

CLAPBOARDS, SHINGLES.

and

Sash
—

AND

Blinds !

tarnished at short notice.
dtf

October 19.

REMOVAL..

Wall

The Company has the following Assets, via:
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stoeks,
$6,771,885 00
Loanssecured by Stock3 and otherwise, 1,129,350 00
Jeal Estate, and Bonds and Mortgages,
221,260 00
Interest and sundry notes and claims due
the company, estimated at
141,866 24
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
3,837,735 41
Cash in Bank
434,207 81

Join D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

S»-

sale.

A

Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russell.
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

B. J. Howland,
Bcnj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,
Rubt. B. Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,
Fred’k Chauncey,

Phelps.

BarsLow,

Geo. G. Hobson,
David Lane,

James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb.

Bryce,

J. H.

Hair, Husk aqd Excelsior

Walr and

Has removed to

O’DONNELL,

A

gf Deeds,
Has removed to Clapp’s New Block,
OOR. EXCHANGE AND FEDERAL STREETS,
dtt
Jan IB.
(Over Sawyer’s Fruit Store.)

II.

!

CLIFFORD,

at

Law,

Solicitor of Patents,
Has Removed to

Oorner of Brown and Ooncrcag Street*,
BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

Everybody

dtf

Wants It.

RICHARDS’

and

Castor

Oil

splendid compound differ? from all othei
Blacking, a? it is free from acids. I<s polish is a
beautifuljc black, is strict!y a leather *•pi esci vative.
and will not dry in the box. All vi ho
for 8
go in
splendid, quick polish and soft boots, will u&e Richards’ nevr blacking.
Tne names ot the dealers who have it in Portland,
will be published next week.
No. 167

dlw

MORE

EIGHT

ONE

HORSE

Portable
o

DeceailerD.

POWER

hilating

ist in the Kebel

EVAN*,

^BSdentist,

delegates
the

BETWEEN

Block, Congress St.,
TREBLE

AND

NO. 179 IIIDDI.B STBEBT.

administered

desired.

aprl.*67wtf

~lectxjresT
A new Course oi Lecturer as
being delivered al the
New York Museum or Anatomy,
embracing the subjects
**How to live and what to live for.—Youth, vaturitv and old age.—Manhood general)v reviewed.—
The causes of incfjgestlou, flatulence and N rvous
diseases accounted fjr. —Marriage philosophically

considered. &c.”
Pocket volumes containin' these lectures will be
lorwarded to parties unable to attend on receipt ot
bur stamps by addressing: “SECRETARY, New'
York Museum «»f Anatomy and science, 618
NEW YORK.”
J>ecember 9. eod3m*

C L O TH i pi G
Cleansed

MEET t

and

liepawed

WILLIAM BROWN,
formerly at 91 Federal
is
BYstreet,
located at his
store No C4 Federal
lew doors below
now

new

si, a
Lime street will attend
to bis usual business ot Cleansing and Repairing
of all kinds with his
usnalpromptness.
RP Second-hand Clothing tor sale at fair price*.
.Ian 8—eodt.t

Clothing

Parafine
at

Wax~Candles~!

wholesale

HAYES &

or

retail, by

DOUGLASS,

Patent Elastic Ventilating Inner Sole, reNo invention Is giving
troubles.
greater satisfaction to purchasers. Bo >t and Shoe
Dealers have them. Price $1
per pair. E. A. HILL,
Proprietor, 7 U nion St, Boston, Mass. dc4eod*wlm
The

all these

Seed Meal l

KA TONS Cotton Seed ITIcal. for sale by
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
^
is

dim

For Sale.
Saddle Horae, belomrine to

Excellent
tate of the late Dr.
Hall, New City Bul’dlng

An

SWEATY FEET.
ITIORK CORKS OK TDK FEET.
KO tiORE PERSPIRATION Willl.E
ave.vkik« rubber boots.

«ho es!'■ K.

HunkfoaT ifiufreol
q

de 11d«

For f>a'e.
A. Read, 143
tons, iievr meanone
ear old, well
i0„„,i in sails, rigJ. S. WlrfSLOW ffc CO.,
ging, &c. Apply to
decl2il2w_ No, 4 Central Wharf.
Brig Mary
THE
j
urcmeni,
tine

JUST OPENED A STORK
branch of the

Great American Tea
ot

Company,

New York city, at 21 Free Street, Portland.

The Great American Tea Company, of New York
have opened a branch atore.
Tea and Coflee,
or
money refundod on return ot
goods.
decidlm

Guy,

guaranteed to suit,

Co,

144Exchange Stf
Ofllce,

Crockery, China, Glass Ware,
Table Cutlery. Lamps, and Lamp
Goods fox Christmas and New Years, consisting of

Vases, Lava and Terra Cotta Ware,
Toy

Tea

Sets, Ac., Ac.

dol7(l2w

Holiday Gifts.

day7~jr.,

chas.
04
Are

& CO.,

Exchange St.,

opening a large assortment

Christmas

of

goods settable

for

Presents S

Sack as Gold Watches, Silver Wntchcs.flne
Gold Jewelry, Silver Ware, Plated
Ware, Handkerchief Boxes,
Work do., Opera Gimmes,
Vases, Toilet Set.,

Traveling Bag., Checker Boards, Skates,
Sleds, Games, Puzzle*. Needle Cans,
Games, Parlor Cae Alleys,
Basic Boxes, Parlor
Cro-^
quet Boards Work

Stands, Ate, Ac.,
with the finest assortment or
Fancy Goods
to be found any where.
We have secured the services of Frank Aborn,
practical Watch Maker, whowl'l attend to 'epiirtng
of Watches, Clocks and Jewilrv, left In our care.
CHAS. PAY, Jr., & ( O.,
dec7<itf
fd Exchange St.

Together
and

Toy*

may bo

for the

<fcc.

to

Congress

while th e

question

of

existence of State

gov ernment where civil government has been
overthrown, is that of Larabdeu P. Milligan,
decided about a year ago, and this opinion is
the more significant, because sanctioned by
the conservative members of the court. The
constitutional right of Congress to impose

IIOLIDAYS!

Splendid Gifts

military governments being shown, the extent to which this right shall be exercised is
a matter for Congress to
determine according to the circumstances.
The right of C ragrpss to allow colored per-

Holidays,

found at tbe store of

Misses WHITTKMOBE & KIMBALL,
Middle Store in tlie Mart, Congress St.

»

to vote is also questioned. It seems to be
believe! that the old State regulations on
this subject are still in force. But if the

sons

Jipanese

its own discretion and

Goofs and Scotch Wood Articles,

Folios, Writing Desks, Gents’and Ladies’Companions, Jewel an 1 Cigar Stands, Glove and Handkerchief Boxes, Trou seaux, Parlor Fireworks Magic Floweis, &c.,&c.,&c
Aim, a choice assortment of
Jef, Steel and Coral Seta, Perfumery, Are.
Please call and examine at No. 268 Congress Str.et.
December 17. d2w

the Declaration

Independence.

seem

to have influ-

enced Congress in
making regulations lor
calling conventions, the ultimate regulation of
suffrage being left to the conventions themselves, limited only by such conditions as

Congress

thought

has

essential to the con-

tinuance of those governments which it is
bound to guarantee.
The object of these remarks, it will be observed, is to show, not the wisdom, but the

constitutionality

of the

Congressional plan.

We have endeavored to show that the powers assumed by
Congress are incidental to
the powers expressly granted
by the Constitution. The arguments of Madison and
Hamilton in the Federalist show that our
earlier statesmen saw the necessity of arming the general government with powers
commensurate with the end to be achieved;
lest in a dangerous
emergency, the only
choice would be between the distraction of
the government and the violation of the

Constitution. They would Dot insert
provisions whose violation might be required
by

the supreme

necessity

ot

sell

preservation,

thus losing the benefit of those checks upon
the ceutral authority that might have been
observed if they had been reasonable.
What Congtesss has done is constitutional
if it be admitted that no legal State
governments existed at the Soutn. If Congress
has erred in the decision of this question, or
ifit has abused delegated powers, it is responsible not to Andrew Johnson, not to the
Democratic parly, not to any co-ordinate department of the government, but to the ultimate arbiter in all political disputes—the
PEOPLE.

Be.ch 11 edges.
We notice In the Maine Farmer a communication from Ambrose H. Abbott, Esq., of
China, Me., on the subject ot Beecn plants
for hedge fences. Mr. Abbott was one of the
Commissioners of Maine to the Paris Exposition last summer, and during his visits to the
French metropolis and other paits of Europe
he was careful to make and repirt several interesting and useful observations. Amongst
these was what he saw on the grounds of Mr.
Backhouse, in the eastern part of England in
relation to hedging plants. The following is
the communication referred to:
HEDGE PLANTS.

In

to

Inquirer,” in the Farmer of
the 7th inst., relating to bejch as a
hedge
plant, I wili say that 1 have seen many beech
hedges the past year in England, and one
that attracted my attention more than
any
other kind of hedge that I saw, was of that
kind in the eastern part of Great Britain,
near the city of York, on the
grounds of
James Backhouse, Jr. Mr. B.’s profession is
the propagating of hedge plants, fruit and ornamental trees, shrubs and flowers for the
market. F )r this purpose he has a level
piece
of ground, regularly laid out with
walks,
The
containing about seventy-five acres.
grounds occupied for raising hedge plants, ornamental and fruit trees, is divided from
those adapted to the cultivation of shrubs
and flowers by this beech hedge, which is
about seventy-five rods long, about eight feet
high and fifteen inches thick, and trimmed
on each side.
The top is straight as a line,
and so thick that I could not see through it,
with open spaces for walks that ciossed it at
right angles. This hedge, in addition to Securing his flowers from the north wind, showed what the shears would do in the hands of
an experienced workman.
Mr. B. had many
nurseries of various kinds of hedge plants
from one to three years old.
Many evergreens he cultivates for that purpose. His
hot houses contain a great variety of
tropical
plants. In order to raise certain alpine plants
he
rockery, which resembles a small
mountain, the base of which is several feet below the ground. On one side is a small lake
tor aquatic flowers, on the sides and summit
are alpine shrubs and flowers, which seem as
much at home as when on the summit of
their native mountains. The rocks draw the
moisture lrom the lake at the bottom, wbich
keeps them from drying up. Although this
rockery contains a very large quantity of
rocks, yet Mr. II. informed me that the nearest distance that he obtained any of them
was sixty miles. I presume that no articles
sold from this department of his grounds will
ever pay the expense, but it will
help give
reputation to his business.
In many places ia Ireland and Scotland, in
addition to beech, buckthorn and evergreens,
they use the h oily, which is quite plenty in
answer

built.a

those places.

A. H. ABBOTT.

We have
strong and

doubt Beech would make a
impervious hedgo fence. The
plants are indigenous to our soil soil and
and climate, are hardy and make a sure
growth. They may be raised in nurseries by
sowing the seed in autumn and at the age of
two years transplanted to the lines where they
are
to stand; or the Beech-nuts
may be
sown in a prspared soil where
you wish the
hedge to be, and the plants permitted to
grow whence they sprang up. Care should
be taken, however, to keep the drill free from
weeds till the plant becomes strong, and protected from cattle or other causes of injury.
Soon under the lea of any common fence,
they will in due time make an impervious
hedge. Apple seed then sown will make a
sure and
strong hedge when sufficiently
grown and properly tiimmed.
Thaxi.
no

Erasts East and West.

We are indebted to Lot M. Morrill, ot the U.
S. Senate (which body has abjured the
prefix
Hon. to Senatorial names, and therefore, we

prefer, in courtesy, to omit the rejected title,)
; for a copy of the Monthly Report of the Department of Agriculture, for Oct. 1867. By
FEs Dotes of the weather reports from all parts
of the Uuited States for September, we are
able to see the comparative costliness of frosts
in the different States of the Union. By this,
:
ij would not seem that Maine is not very much

A«*»le.

in Arooitnnk.

In the Press or oct,
i7jthe writer Mid.
In Aroostook Count,, whea lt ls
difficult, if
not Impossible, to grow
large apple trees,
producing such fruits as we havehere, the
people think ii an object to cultivate the crab
apple tor table uses and for cider, it is M
hardy, and matures its fruit so early, that u a
sure thing iu the Aroostook country.
In reply to this, a writer lor the Press In
Perliam Plantation who takes the, signature
of “Ex-Typo,” says:

I see that “Trail” thinks crab apples the
kind that can be raised In Aroostook
county, hot h>* is much mistaken, as good apples are raised as lar north as Cariboo
and,

only

and one man

inJAshlaud

raised

®F * ’ bushels of very nice grafted fruit the
past year in a young orchard.
We are very Klad to hear of
this, il it be
true. We hope the case cited of
the Ashland
citizen, is not an exceptional one. But we
have often hoard intelligent residents of the
Aroostook Valley, say, that the chance of
success in raising such apples as we have
here, viz,

K. I.

Greenings. Boxbury Bussets,

New York Pippins. Baldwins.

Pearmains,

Nodheads, Porters, Nonsuch, Spitzenborgs,
Bell-flowers. Ac., Ac., is so very small as altogether to discourage any general attempts.
They say the trees grow dwarflsh—do not
look like our trees here—and though they
may withstand a few winters and yield fruit
whilst, like the Ashland man's they constitute a young orchard,”—not
surviving long
enough to become old,—yet no dependence
can be placed upon their cultivation as a
profitable investment.
Will Daniel Htickney Esq, editor of the
Presque Isle sunrise, who is well acquainted
in every part of Aroostook county, and is a
a practical observor of Its
capabilities be so
kind as to say, whether, on the whole, he
would not advise the people of that county to
cultivate the crab apples, which are a sure
crop, rather than the grafted fruits raised in
the western part

ot

the State?

Tam

Reported Opinions op Senator Sumner.
—A Washington special says three delegates
to the Council of the Loyal League called ou
Senator Sumner, who in conversation favored
the distVanchisement of all who took an active
part in furthering the secession movement, all
who were in any Bphere leaders oi the people,
and all who formerly held offices in the federal service.
Such men as Hunter, Rives,
Letcher and others should never ohtrnde
themselves upon public notice, and should especially refrain from attempting to offer advice or give opinions on the affairs of the nation. He also denounced Conservative Republicans in Congress os the bane of the party, and said the great mistakes of the party
were the failure to impeach the President ant
to pass a political rights bill. Gen. Grant he
considered a good soldier, but nothing more,
and was therefore opposed to indorsing him
for the Presidential candidacy. Mr. Sumner
was sanguine if the House had passed the impeachment resolution the Senate would have
done its duty, and that Congress would refeot
no Constitution of a Southern State for
being
too radical.

Extraordinary Elopement.—An elopeoccurred in Middletown. Conn., on Monday night of last week, a Mrs. Price of Maroment
mas

eloping

with

a

young doctor from Chat-

ham, whose knowledge of medicine was so
deep that the sign on his door bore the name,
“Dr. Fuller, M. L>.” The lady was the
daughter of a miserly old farmer. She is now twenty five or thirty years of age, and inherited

much of her father’s property, but not bis
miserly nature. In fact, she was so free that
it is said her husband was not averse to parting with her, and in consideration of a deed
to him of the farm on which they lived, allowed her to take all the bank stock (one report
has it that her paramour got her signature to
a permit for him to
sell), deeming it no bad
bargain to secure a portion of the property she
brought him, even it he lost the wife and a
portion of her dowry. So escorting her to the
boat and kissing her good bye, the Smd couple
parted, he retaining the only child, a son. Her
paramour having sold the bank stock, worth
115, at par, weic >med her on board; since then
nothing has been beard of them. The doctor
leaves a wife in Chatham, for whom muob
sympathy is felt.

V iii-iotiew.
—A

hunter in Crawford county, Wis., rea cougar, or American panther,
measuring three feet six inches in height, and
five feet in length; the largest ever Men In
that region. He got $12 bounty, and deserved it.
—Three wild ducks flew through the lantern of the Highland lighthouse one
night last
week, smashing the glass and killing themselves.
—The Emperor of Austria has given the

cently shot

Empress Eugenie a piano, a chtf-d'ceuvre of the
principal Vienna manufacturer. Itisof satinwood, ornamented and sculptured with exquisite art.
—The recent frost in the neighborhood of
Nachitoches, La., has nipped the promise of
the cotton yield in that region, the bolls having been thereby prevented from opening.
—Madame Tussaud has added to her chamber of waxwork horrors in London an image
of King Theodoras, supposed tube a conjectural restoration from Muller the murderer, who
has ceased to allure.
—M. Bernadotte, formerly Mayor of

Bay-

onne, has just received the Cross of Commander of IVasa from his royal relative,
Charles XV., King of Sweden and Norway.
—There Is every probability of an immediate and general cab strike in London, unless

compromise can be offered by the Commissioners of Police.
—The Patrie says that it is not true that the

some

Imperial is going to spend
Nice, and adds that his health

Prince
at

the winter
never was

better.
—Victor Hugo’s drama, Le Koi s’Amuse, is
about to be produced in Brussels. The author
himself will be present. This play, after its
first representation in the time of Louis Phil?
lippe, was forbidden in Paris, its denunciations
of royal license being deemed inimical to the
safety even ot a “citizen king.” It has never
beenperformed there since.
—A young man at Grasse Point, near Detroit, while hunting ducks, sunk into a morass, and remained with head and shoulders
only above ground through an entire night.
—More wheat has been sown in northern
before, and it presents a

Arkansas tbau ever

very promising appearance.
—An Englishman has invented a process
for photographic printlug on oiled canvas. The
effect is

a

perfect cil painting.

—There is a model man-of-war in the State
Prison of New Hampshire, whittled out by a
convict with a pocket-knife.
—In Boston short dresses are about all that
seen upon the streets, but the length is

are

made up with the evening dresses with their
long trains. It is said of a fashionable Boston
lady, wbo went to a party in that city not long
since, that she arrived there about the first of
the evening, but the last of her drew did not
arrive until twelve o’clock.
Everything is
gored, and it is predicted that the fashion will
reign as long as have full skirts. For outside
garments, loose sacks, a trifle longer than last
year, are worn. The English jacket is a new
style; it is short, and fits the figure, with pockets ou the back. It is reported that the hair

which the right of refusal emanated) of
garden vegetation ail killed.
guaranteeing to the States governments reLansing, Mich. On the night of the 26th
the irost killed all vegetation susceptible to
publican in iorni.
the effect of autumn freezing.
lhe right of extorting conditions precePlymouth, IV’fs. The first frost of any
dent to the admission of Southern delega- amount was on the
morning of the 30tb; at is to come down a little, hat as yet no movetions has been questioned. But if Congress
day-break the thermometer was as low as
ment has been made in that direction. One
28
degs.
has a right to pass such laws as may be
Sibley, Min., September 1—Slight frost, the long curl down the back is commonly worn,
deemed “necessary and proper” for guaranfirst of the season.
and occasionally two braids.
teeing republican governments to the States,
•St. Paul, Min. Frost was observed on the
—The official Roman journal has 'a severe
nothing but a provision of the Constitution morning of the 1st, doing some injury to com article on the attitude of the English Governand
cucumbers.
can
to the contrary,
deprive Congress of the
ment in reference to the Conference. The
Independence, Iowa, September!}—A slight
right of passing a law requiring the accept- frost in some
writer accuses Englaud of encouraging the
localities,
ance of such conditions, if a law of this
Guttenburg, Iowa, September 10—Ther- revelation first, and then abandoning it. He
mometer at 5 A. M. 32 degs.; frost in low
kind be, in the judgment of Congress, “nespeaks of Mr. Gladstone as one who, “to secplaces. 30th, trost killed the corn and pump- ond the wicked projects of the revolution, has
cessary and proper” for effecting the object. kin
vines.
lied as rnuoh as anybody ever did, disguising
The second count in Mr. Johnson’s indictAtchison, Kansas. Light frost In the low
what had not even
ment consists in a recital of the horrors of
lands on tne morriugs of the 10th and 21th. the truth, and inventing
Glendale, Nebraska, September 0th—First the appearance «< truth.
what he considers illegal military governwe have heard of
frost. 8th, thermometer at 11 A. M. 90 degs.,
—Among the bard cases,
ments at the South. The security of lire
who took a short vaat 2 P. M. 07 degs.—a fall of 20 degrees in
gentleman
a professional
and property brought about as a result of three hours!
visit friends in Connecticut.
He
cation to
establishing these governments, sufficiently
Ickesburg, Penn., September 24th—Frost
all the time hu had at command snowed
„pt-nt
vindicates their utility. Their constitution- on rails, low roots and timber lying on tne
in the cars or on the road, and had to reNumber of days without any trost. up
ality is equally recognized by judicial de- ground.
turn to keep his appointments without reachthat
is
from
24,
121;
May 25th to September
cisions, if Congress is right in assuming exclusive of both days.
ing the place he started for at all.
—Colonel Mtline, in his lately published
that no civil governments exist at the South.
Emmettsburg, Md., September s4> lj?ht
frost in the morning.
volume entitled “Two Thousand Miles on
One of the cases in which the judiciary has
Penn. Several light fr°sts during Horseback,’’ tells this instructive story:
recognized the constitutionality of military theDyberry,
month which damaged late corn and
Anil this reminds me of a story T pr nnised
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governments was
pending, was proper, not only because their colder than some more southern and western
admission would have given them the right i sections.
of judging in their own cause, but because it
_.,Take Watertllle as a fair average of the cliwould have been a tacit concession that there mate of Maine. The Record
say3:
were at the South lawful constituencies,
but not severe enough
September
15—frost,
which would presuppose the existence ol le- to kill
vines; none in the garden of the regal State governments, thus decidlrg the porter. 26th—first frost to nip vegetation.
whole question, and concluding Congress
Now let us look at other places.
against any further proceedings.
Winnebago, III., September 30—ThermomIf the refusal was proper while the ques- eter at sumise 28
degs.; first Irost injurious to
tion of the existence of governments at the vegetation; potato and squash vines and
South was in doubt, the refusal was proper leaves 01 Indiau com killed.
Holla, Mo.. September II—A slight frost,
for a still stronger reason when that question
the first seen this season.
was decided in the negative.
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Hermitage, Mo.—Very slight frost on the
both houses jointly was proper because to morning of the 10th.
Litchfield, Mich., September 30—Ice in
both jointly was committed the power (Horn
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the reconstruction act, which commences,
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government has been once recognized, and no
disturbance has occurred, its continued existence is to be presumed. But when State
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government.”
Congress has adopted the same theory, and
to Congress belongs the right of deciding this
question in the first instance, since the constitution vests in that body the power to pass
3uch laws as may be “necessary and proper”
for guaranteeing “to each State in the Union
a Republican form of
government,” and as incidental to this, the right of interpreting what
the constitution means by a “republican
form of government, and of deciding in each
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But it seems consistent with reason that, as
the State governments derived their efficacy
from the consent of the people, the withdrawal of that consent by the acts of
secession,
was effectual in destroying the old
governments, though the substitution of organizations hostile to the United States was of
course illegal and void.
Mr. Johnson himself acknowledged the correctness of this position when in his North Carolina proclamation, he spoke of the rebellion as having deprived the people of that State of “all civil
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ignore a distinction which though sufficiently obvious, would create a chasm in his
reasoning not easy to be bridged over even by
Democratic engineering.
To show candid people that the action of
Congress is really constitutional as well as
salutary, it is only necessary to go to the constitution itself. Section 2, Article 1, declares
that electors of representatives to the national legislature, “'shall have the qualifications
requisite for electors of the most nvmerous
branch of the State legislature.” Unless a
State has a lawful government to prescribe
what these qualifications shall be, there can
be no such constituency as the constitution
requires to elect representatives to the national legislature, and there being no lawful
constituency there can be no representatives
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are not in a condition at once to resume
those relations. It is consideied that a State
like an individual may h?.ve rights which it
has no present capacity of exercising, and
that, as this was the condition of the Southern States during the war, so it
is equally
their condition now. Congress indeed, in the
reconstruction acts recognizes them as States
by calling them the “Rebel States.” While
the President thus needlessly wates a great
deal of ammunition in assailing a position
never held by any but avowed secessionists,
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CHESTNNT

OF

August 30, 1806.

other market.

Office No. 13 1-2 Free Street,
Second Rouse from H. H. Hay’s Anothecary Store.
Ether administered when desired and thought
advisable.
jy22eodtt

TO

REMOVED

any

DENTIST,

O.

HAS

or

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

mar26dtf

DOWNES,
MERCHANT TAILOR,

Gray,

be

as can

Searsport; Ryan & Davis,

Portland.

C.

Co.,

Buck &r

References—II. P.
Vm. McCilvcry. Esq.,

attention of the trade to
their

leave to call the

Ketv and Extensive Stoclc of Goods,
which they are prepared to sell on as favorable terms

BIICKNT1M.G,
in

agents for the

Warren Cassimeres and Flannels

PEABODY.

Cassimeres

21,800

20 000

5.0C0 5,500
10,000 10,200
7-30
25.00 1 20,250
Mich gan State Bonds, 6 per cent, 15 000 14,250
••
Conneci icut
6
10,000 10,00 >
Hartford City
6
10,o0o
9,800
Portland City
6
10,000
9,500

—AND—

JOBBEBS OF

HOLDEN & PEABODY,

S,

sept2ld3m

DAVI8, CHAPMAfl

1881,
61,

Total Assets,

S II *1 Tf* Ij

English & American Fancy Goods,

dislm

U. S. 6 per cent. Bonds,
6 20 Bonds, Nov 1st,
5 20
July 65,
10-40

COMPLLTE LINE OF

AND DEALER IN

the most reasonable term*.

on

Market
Value.
4'i,0lK> 44,400

B nk

Chandeliers, Pendants and Brackets. Druggist and
Apothecary,
N«.
Federal,
Temple
9li

as

Par
Vahl \

n021flt

ME

Invested

Assets

to

S'JOO.OOO OO
173,940 19
follows, viz:

AND

—

Co.,

1867, made confoimably

Capital Slock (all paid up)
Surplus over Capital,

Dry Goods,

Street.

Insurance

On the Bt (lay of Nov.
the laws ol Maine.

IN

Dartmouth

HARTFORD, CONN.,

OF

20. 1867.

SCHOOLS.

STATEMENT

Merchants

Locke, Jfleserve & Co.,
DEALERS

KMNgTdECEMBER

the Condition of the

Of

Sts.

STOCK BROKER.

BROWS,

DEALER

Washington

II. M. PA YSOX.

BUSINESS CAROS.

ANNUAL

REIOVAL.
Druggists and Apothecaries,
Congress Sc

MO

■NSUBANCIs.

SMITH,

one

—»,

_

TUBVEtt <e

KKiltOVALS.

put up,
°* “:® menit>er)* Ot prescriptionbcarefully
the firm having had ten years*
experience in this department.
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adyektiping.—One inch of space,in
teiK'ihoi column, con?t 11 uses a“square."
Sl.iyo per -quure daily first week
73 centr per
week after; lbreeinsertions, or lew, $ 1.0ft; continucent*.
oilier
alter
ttn-i
30
ing every
day
week,
Halt square, three insertion? or less, 75cent*: on®
ircck. $1 .‘Mi; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” .? Of ner square
per week; three insertion? or ics*. $i-50.
Special Notices,$!.*5 per square lot the first insertion, and 23 cents per square for each Bubseqnent
Ihsmjm ion.
Advcrli-ciucnts Inserted in the “MAINE STATS
Press** (whiclj hr.? a large circulation in every par)t (lie Siatcifor £1.00 per square for first »u?erlion‘
^nd 30 cents per square ror each subsequent insertion.

PORTLAND, FRIDAY

is claimed, lapsed on
account of secession, these regulations as
the other incidents of the social compact by

State

[

governments,

as

which those governments were formed, ceasH with the dissolution ol that compact flora

buckwheat in some place*.
2.—First
Grafton, West JV, September
frost.
it will be seen that takBy these examples
to Maryland and
the country from Maine

ing

to Illinois, Missouri
West Virginia, south,
of
Kansas and Nebraska, west, the average

autumnal frosts in this State is but a very
days if any earlier than lu the States
north of Kentucky. Indeed, we have noticed
for a number ot years past, that in many sections ot the south and the Great West, they
have had eailier and deeper snows than we
have had in Maine. We are willing to mention these facts to make people contented
few

with home.

Tbaxi.

—The death is announced of Count de Retz,
sergeant in the Pontifical Zouaves, and

nephew of

the

Marquis de Las Cases.

tell, in connection with the remarkable
tiveuty-ox teams mentioned in my last. As
ever in the Santa Fe trade, a high official in
Washington expressed great dissatisfaction at
the dilatoriness of the quaiterniasters at Fort
Leavenworth in staitiug transportation out in
to

the spring. He did not appear to know that,
uutil the grass grows on the Plains, the|animala jcannot be ted, and, consequently, cannot
be sent out They were always started about
the middle of May, but that, he declared,
would never do. He insisted on their starting
the middle of April—came out himself slid
made the contracts accordingly—very easily
finding the contractor that suited him- H“T;
th®»
iiig written triumphantly to Wasbl°K*°n of
he had revolutioniced the wi>°l® system
proportiontransportation contracts,

*'«.??
ately pleased with blui»»'f.
«»»«*> miles kom

Imj

ride out to Salt Creek.
enworth alinut the second We0K Of May,
Santa
onThe^oad"’^
agreed to!

just

as

they

Fe!

aDO

They had started,
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THE PBESS.
First Pago To-Day -Constitutionality of
Congressional Reconstruction Policy;
Beech Hedges; Frosts East and West; Apples

the

Gunning

on

It is surmised that Mr. Burlingame is comof
ing from China as the agent of the Emperor
Mr.
estate.
real
that country for the sale of
is
Seward’s reputation as a real estate broker
land for
now world-wide, and everyone having
At this rate
■ate hurries to Washington.
like the English,
boast,
soon
Americans may
the sun never seta.
of an empire on which
Tub Tribune Yields.—The all-embracing
even
Grant movement has at last prevailed
the Now York
over tho obstinate prejudices of
Tribune. It yields somewhat nugraciously,
however, and merely says that “the long suppressed letter of Gen. Grant to the President,

earnestly protests against the
suspension of Secretary Stanton, and his
hearty indorsement of Sheridan, more thau
justify tho assertions of friends who have
in which he

so

claimed that he is in full accord with Congress
and its policy of reconstructioh.”
The

Grnat

meeting

in Faneuil

Wednesday evening, was as complete

a

Hall,

he
CoustitutioDal Corvcntion, earing that
to limit the
disapproves of the
to persons who
franchise In Virginia after 1871
would be ho says,
can read and write. .There
and the oft-qaoted
no analogy between this,
constitution regMassachusetts
the
of
provision
In the latter ease no one
suffrage.
ulatinwho had ever voted, and the

disfranchised
educational qualification
was

was

made

Speaking of the Massachusetts qualification lie says:
Such a provision might be. an incentive to
young men of both races to better qualify
themselves to exercise the cleotivo franchise;
but to take from tens of thousands of colored
men to whom education has been denied, and
to whom suffrage has been given as a right so
essential to the security of their lives, liberty
and properly, and to dislraDcbise thousands ot
who have never enjoyed the
poor white men
common schools, would
priceless blessings ofmeasure
be a great tvrong—a
utterly indefensible.
Poor laboring men, more than other classes
of men, need the ballot for security.
Ignorance, if it be loyal, liberty-loving and .just,
is safer than intelligence that is unpatriotic,
unjust and selfish. No poor man in the possession of manhood suffrage shall ever have
the ballot taken from him by my advice, or with
my consent, unless for crime.
elective franchise.

President—a point which was highly appreciated by the audience. Hon. Geo. B. Upton’s
speech, in which he took strong ground for
Grant for the reason that he would he the
right man to collect the Alabama claims of

Following this anin Boston papers depreciatory notioes of the management ot the Cunard Company which, singularly enough, have
never appeared before, when the New England public was specially interested iu ob-

will

probably find themselves much mistaken.
Grant is the last of men to seek a quarrel, but
alter becoming involved in one, he is ready to
fight it out to the bitter end.
More Democratic Economy.—The Judicary Committee of the House has given much
time to the settlement ol the mileage question.
Messrs. Wilson, Boutwell, Lawrence, Thomas
and William are known to be opposed to the
to

pay three

mileages

to the

mem-

bers of the present Congress, while Messrs.

Churchill, Eldridge and Marshall favor it.
The position of Mr. Woodbridge is not kuown.
Here are the two Democratic members of tbe
Committee in favor of depleting the Treasury,
while of the seven Bepublicans only one is
The question
known to agree with them.
about mileage arises in this way; by the law
of 1883, 20 cents per mile is given to members,
and it is to be paid at tbe commencement of
each regular session. By the law of 1867, an
additional session of each Congress was provid-

for, to commence ou the 4th of March next
following its election, and it was also provided
that no members of the Congress immediately
preceeeding should draw mileage for the ad-

ed

ditional session. The question before the Judiciary Committee is whether the new members of tbe Fortieth Congress are entitled <o
mileage for the three sessions. If so, a large
sum will be drawn from the Treasuay for pure-

ly

“constructive travel.”

Thaddecs Stevens's bill, amenda'ory ol
the reconstruction acts, passed by the House,
on Wednesday, is a very important one.
It
will probably prevent tbe defeat of several
State constitutions in tbe South, by providing
that those constitutions may be adopted by a

majority of those voting on that question.
The original act required a vote of a majority
of all persons registered, either for or against
tho constitutions, to give them validity. One
very important section of MV. Stevens’s bill
was struck out before its
passsage. It assigned to the unreconstrusted States additional

tho first of

nouncement

basis of

representations in apportionments
previously made. A Washington correspondent says that a motion will be made, when
the bill comes before tbe Senate, to add
another section, providing that registration shall
not be opened after the conventions have been

called. This is thought by some Senators to
be necessary, because it is feared that one of
the present district commanders is disposed to
amend his registry lists just prior to the vote
on the constitution, in ordeT to give ex-rebels
a chance to deleat it.
Camden and Amboy.—A Philadelphia dispatch says great effort is being made by the
Hon. A. S. Snedan, of the Raritan and Delaware Bay Railroad, to crush the Camden and
Amboy injunction in the coming legislature.
He is supported by leading men in Philadelphia and New York, and if the matter fails in
the legislature it will be taken to Congress.
Great indignation is expressed there in high
circlet against the Amboy monopoly, which is
growing more powerful every day.
The llaaeock J?f orcmrnt.

The question is settled. It is General Hancock who will lead the forlorn hope of Democracy. Johnson has at last found the pliant
tool for whom he has hitherto sought in vain
among the officers of the United States Army,
and he cannot suppress the emotions of delight
which he experiences In consequence. The
following is the concluding portion of his message to Congress, recommending Hancock to
special consideration.
When a great soldier with unrestricted
powin his hands to oppress his fellow
men, involuntarily foregoes the choice of gratifying
his selfish ambition and devotes himself to the
duties of building u p tbe liberties and strengthening the laws of his country, he presents an
example of the highest public virtue that human nature is capable of
practicing.
The strongest claim of Washington to be
“first in war, first in peace, and first in the
hearts of bis countrymen,” is founded on the
great fact that In all his illustrious career he
scrupulously abstained from violating the legal and constitutional rights of his fellow citier

zens.

When he surrendered

his commission to

Congress the President of that body spoke in
hii highest praise in saying that he had “always regarded the rights of the civil authori-

ties through all dangers and disasters.” Whenever power above tbe law courted his
acceptance, be calmly put temptatibn aside.
By such magnanimous acts of forbearance
he won the universal admiration of mankind
and left a name which has no rival in the history of the world.
I am far from saying that Goncral Hancock
is tbe only officer of the American army who
is influenced by the example of Washington.
Doubtless thousands of them are faithfully devoted to tbe principles for whioh the men of
the revolution laid down their lives. But the
distinguished honor belongs to him of being
the first officer In high command, south of the
Potomac, since the close of the civil war, who
has given utterance to these noble sentiments
in the form of tbe military order.
I respectfully suggest to Congress that some
publio recognition of Gen. Hancock's patriotic
conduct is due, it not to him to the friends of
law and justice
throughout the country.
Ot such an act as his, at such a time, it is
but fitting that tbe dignity should be vindicated and the virtue
proclaimed, so that its value
example may not be lost to the nation.

Peusoxae.—Hon.

James G. Blaine passed
through this city yesterday on his route
home,

from
cess

Washington, where

granted during

the

he will

spend
holidays.

tho re-

The other memhers from thi3
Sta(e wil,

probably,

return home

occurs,
treated

or a

to-day.

traveller, however humble, is

Daily

The

never

discourteously.

At Bath ol J. O. Sb

comparatively deserted, for the reason that
dealers are purchasing sparingly and consumers are
compelled to practice economy in their
expenditures. What everybody says must be
true, that business is exceedingly dull, and
willing hands are seeking in vain an opportunity to provide the luxuries and in many instances the comforts of life for dependent families.

Heaven only knows
prosperity will flow in upon
The

Miellj

of the situatiou, are endeavoring to avail
themselves of the experience of the cities and
tjwns of other States before the sitting of the
Legislature, so that they may act with such

countenance

.J

vot£

esseo«a®

exe"_

^_

do

R D Rice,
do
W A Shapieigh, do
G Bachelder,
do
.7 Perliam,
do
G H Tucker,
do
J A Rice, Milwaukee
W C Dwinell, Me’c Fall
J Marks, Montreal
A J Stinson, Maine
JT J Herrick, do

do
do
do
do

do

was

not all out at the

Public and private libraries can be formed or
from the books on his shelves, as
all the new publications are received as soon

ing

RECEPTION OF GEN. NEAL DOW.

Maine Shipbuilder*’ Convention.

Bath, Dec. 19,1857.

To the Editor of the Prest:
The org inization which meets here to-day
hag been formed during the present year. A
large number of ship owners and ship builders assembled at Augusta on the 30th ot
last January, to take
into
consideration
the virious
depressing influences which
so
have
the
seriously affected
shipThe disping interest of the country.
cussion took a pretty wide range, but the

convention, composed

of

practical, business
men, wisely undertook to do but one thing at
a time.
The most grievous exaction under
which our shipping was then suffering was
undoubtedly the duplication of the tonnage
duty in certain cases, contrary, no doubt to
the expectation of the framers of the law bnt
required by the lettor. Tiie brig L. Staples,
for

example, launched in October or November, 1865, paid this duty of 30 cents g ton,
amounting to about $110 on the 29th ot December.
In the first week of January, 1866,
within ten days after the first payment, the
same vessel cleared from
Portland and on
taking out her papers was compelled to pay
the same tax again. This was by no means a
solitary instance. The instructions from the

Treasury Department were clear and explicit. The letter of the law required this twofold tax, and there was no remedy except
by
legislation. The convention accordingly addressed a memorial to Congress, setting forth
the hardshipof this exaction, and asking for
relief,and Hon. N. G. Hitchborn of Stockton
appointed to present the matter to the
proper committees of the two Houses of Conwas

gress.

In April, Air. Hichborn was ready to report
and on the 16th of April a meeting was held
at Portland to hear his report and take suet
further action as might seem necessary or desirable.

Air. Hitchborn was able to state that
Congress had granted all the memorial asked
and had provided that the tonnage duty should
be paid only once in three hundred and sixtyfive days. So tho first move had been entirely successful, and has unquestionably saved the
Stated Alaine dtringthe year more than ten
thousand dollars. The advantage of co-operation having'been so signally illustrated, it was
natural that the convention should next provide. lor a permanent organization, which was
accordingly done under the name of the Alaine
Sbipotyners and Shipbuilders Association,and

body which meets here to-day.
Tbe special object of the present meeting is
to consider the best means of presenting to
Congress the facts respecting the operation of
the revenue laws as they affect the shipbuildthat is the

ing interest. Mr. Lynch’s bill, already before
Congress, provides the remedy which it is
thought will relieve the disadvantages under

shipbuilders labor in their necessaThe dury competition with foreign builders.
ties on imported materials and the taxes on arwhich our

ticles of home manufacture not only enhance
the prime cost of vessels but their valuation
and subsequent taxation. Unless these burdens are removed, it is impossible for our
builders to compete with foreign builders who
The case
are not subject to such drawbacks.
is plain, but the object of the convention is to
facts
and figillustrative
so
make it
plain, by
ures drawn from actual experience, that Convress cannot help seeing the imperative necesv pi
doing something to save the commercial
lnarhu. of Ihe com
try. Meetings have been
held in
New York and Boston and shipowners
there are
ready to co-operate witli Maine in
urging uP°n Congress the necessity of prompt
and wise action.
The meeting thig
morning was brief and informal, adjourning till afternoon. The majority of the members of tilc Association have not
yet arrived. Jtis two h„ut8 yet before the
first passenger train arrives from the east, and
three before tbe passenger train from the west
is due. A few gentlemen arrived y sterdav
and it is understood that the Programme for
the meeting is already arranged, subject of
course to the exigencies of a free and frank
discussion. I close this letter in season for the
last mail for the day, and shall send you a report of this alternoon’s proceedings to morrow.
■

Sebattis.

by one-half.
splendid engine
Harrison boiler, by
a

glazing purposes

and from this floor the
ware is transferred to the kilns. The manner
of glazing this ware may not be
generally unis packed in the
kilns and has arrived at the
proper heat, the
glazing is all put on by the vapor of salt which
has a tendency to harden and make it more
durable.
lUe two kiln*
already erected and now in
use born $2000 worth of ware
per week. With
the cones they are about 62 feet high, and in
ware

their construction 250,000 bricks were used.
They consume about 30 cords of wood per
week. Connected with them, for the
puipose
of keeping the fuel in good condition, a wood
shed, capable of holding 700 cords, has been
built.
The main buildirg is 100 feet
long,
50 feet wide, and is four stories
high. The
third floor is used wholly by the
workmen,
who are engaged in fashioning
.Jars, jngs, und
in fact every thing in the stone ware line.
used

for

storing.

drying and

FANCY

blaak book

doing

YEA.HS!

Mails for Woodford’s
Corner.— Two
mails a day are now seut to and
from Woodford’s Corner. They are taken
out in the
horse cats to Dunning’s store in
the morniim
and afternoon, and return in
season for the
first train for Boston in the
morning and tor
the Eastern and Western trams in
the afternoon.
This arrangement is a
very convenient
one for the citizens
of that
locality and they
are very much pleased with
it.
Dickens’s Works, &c.—Messrs. C. R.
Chisholm & Brothers, No. 307 Congress street and
Trunk
at the Grand
depot, have all the different editions of Dickens’s Works, and a choice
assortment of gift books and
fancy articles
for Christinas presents.

Fubs.—McCallar, at No. 83 Middle street
Casco Bank block, has a choice assortment of
fur goods, just the article for Christmas
gifts.

d&wit

Still continue* to make the manufacture of
0

Blank Account Books

Also constantly

The Journal says Messrs. Rove and Monroe have nearly completed the carpenter work
on their new flour mill at Danville
Junction,
and will at once erect a store house on the
railroad land near Court street and the Auburn station.
From 500 to 1000 gallons of milk are sold
daily in Lewiston and Auburn. The price this
winter is 8 cents per quart.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The Chronicle ; ays the Barker saw-mills in
Madrid look fire one night last week. One of
the present owners awoke about 3 o’clock and
discovered a light in the mill. He found that
the fire had burned through the floor, having
smouldered sometime iu the damp saw-dust,
and was just gettii g under way when he discovered it. The fire was put out without doing much damage.
Belcher S. Stewart, of Farmington, was seriously iniured on Monday last, while loading
logs in his wood-lot.
The mercury stood at 22 degrees below aero
in Phillips Monday morniRg at 8 o’clock.
The Chronicle says the recent contributions
for the New Building at Kent’s Hill, made in
Farmington and vicinity, not including the
centenary offerings of last spring, amount already to $1500. Dr. J. N. Houghton, of Phillips, donating $500 of this amount.
The Chronicle says the two trout weighing,
one 9 and the other 7 or 8 pounds., which were
conveyed at a considerable expense from the
Rangely Lakes to a pond in New Jersey sometime last tail, died in a short time after their
arrival at their place of destination.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

The work on the newUniversalist church at
Augusta is approaching completion. The
whole cost will be about $34,000, making the
average cost of pews about $300.
Over six thousand dollars have been raised
in Augusta, for the
purpose of establishing a
young ladies’ boarding school in that city, under the auspices of the
Episcopal denomination. It is proposed to make the amount
up
to eight thousand dollars and
purchase the fine
mansion of R. K. Littlefield for the
purpose.
Jas. H. Nash, Acting 3d Assistant Engineer
of the U. S. S. Yantiq, died at
Tampico, on the
23d ult., from typhoid fever. He was a son of
Hon. James Nash, of Gardiner, and was sick
but a few days. The officers
speak in Ligh
terms of the deceased.
KNOX COUNTY.

ST RECEIVED
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STATIONERY!

SNOW

&

STEARNS,

331 COXORESS STREET.
December 16.

AT

Wholesale and Retail.

DESK FURNITURE !

In this city, Dec. 18, by Rev. Dr. Shailer. William
A. Willey and Miss Mary C. WeMotf, both oi Portland.
In this city, Dec. 19, by Rev. E. C. Bolles, Prank
H. Swett and Miss S. Lizzie Charles, both ol Portland.
In Pownal Dec 14. by Benj True, Esq., Leonard
A. Dyer, ot Harpswell, and Miss Liois J. Rider, ol
Pownal.
In Saco Dec. 11, Sbepley Smith and Miss Lydia
L. Me loud.
lu B ddetord, Dec. 5, Charles H. Parcher and Miss

AT
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The most complete assortment that

a Cold
Cough,
immediate

Requires

attention,

ed.

anil should be

allowed to continue,

Ii

Is often

the result.

Brown’s Bronchial Troches

Worthless Imitations that may

Everywhere.

no!3d&w3msx

“WEBER”
PIANOS!
In addition to

large

our

we shall
UPsCE-ylJ Piano-Fortes,
on hand

assortment ol

hereafter keep

CLcon-tancly

In Cumberland, Dec. 19, alter a short and distressing ickness. Capt. Charles Poland, aged 72 years.
AH the death oi Cayt. Poland, has lamily nave met
with an irreparable loss, and ihe community, n
which he so long res ded. A very large circle o* acquaintun es will mourn the loss ot a useinl c tizen
and a cheerful Christian man. He ied in the lull
hope of a blessed Immortality. An honest man, the

ders for

AND

Copper

We shall be ready to snpply our patrons with all
new publications as soon as
issued, trom all

DK8TIWATIOH

the

Belgian....Portland .Liverpool.Dec 21
.Dec 21
Rising Star.New York. .California
'••]ambit.New York. .Havana.Dec 21
Cit.yot Boston ....New York. .Liverpool.Dec 21
North America-New York, .liio Janeiro... Dec 23
Guiding Star.New York.. Rio Janeiro.. .Dec 23
Russia.. -.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 25
Union.New York. .Bremen.Dec 26
Hoc,'a.New York.. Liverpool.... Dec 28
Austrian.Portland.. Liverpool.Dec 28
City of Antwerp...New York. .Liverpool.Dec 28
A a ant a.New York.. Loudon.Dec 28
Ville de Paris.New Yo^k. .Havre.Dec 28
Virginia.New York. .Vera Crus... .Dec 29
..

‘Weber”

Piano

large

assonraent of

LIBRARIES SUPPLIED.

IN

In Macbias and
vicinity,
last week, (or six

N.:if. PERKINS & Co.,
No. 9 Free street Black.
Nov21 -eod&wlmsN

ORE ENBACK S!
A PREMiES OF F VE PER OEKT.
will be paid lor all National Bank Bills received

Skates
At

for

Sleds !

or

45 Exchange St.

dec4eodtf

G. L. HAILEY.

Items,

for sale at

candy store.

E. M. Patten & Co. will sell at auction today, at 10 o clock, at their office on Exchange
street, the stock of
lately of

Joseph

goods

Levy, consisting ot articles usually
clothing store.
The Ocean Ex-4's had

a

found in

a

Turner** Tic Douloureux, or Fnivenml
Neuralgia Pill, is a safe, certain ami speedy
Cor Neuralgia and all Nervous Diseases.
The

severest cases aie completely and
permanently cured
in a very short time. Neuralgia in the face or head
is utterly banished in a few hours. No form of nervous disease withstands its
magic influence. It has
the unqualified approval of many eminent
physicians. It contains nothing injurious to the most delicate
Sold everywhere
Sent on receipt ot
$1 and two
postage stamps. TURNER & CO., 120
Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., proprietors.
For sale by W. F. Phillips & Co., Portland, Me.
July 18. eod&wlysn

system.

Jackson's Catarrh
/ \»

TROCHE

DELIGHTFUL

A

Snuff 1

PlMVDERi

PLEASANT REMEDY

and

in

Catarrh, Uradurhe, Bad Breath. Hon-seal's., Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs,
Deafness, Ac,,
And all disorders resulting from 0 Ids In
Head, Throat and "Vocal Oignns.
This Remedy does not
Dry Up,” a Catarrh but
■jisOSrNS it; Irees tho heart 01 all often.ire
matter quickly removing Bad Breathand
Headache;
alloys and soothes and burning heal in Catarrh; is so mild nnd agreeable in its effects

that

First Class

to a

Coinfoi t.

Is the Best Voice Tonic in tho world!
Try ll! Safe, Rolinblc nnd only .15 cento.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address

CO.,

Proprietors, Philadelphia.

W. W. Whipple & Co, Porlland, General Agents.
holesale Agts, Geo. 0. Goodwin Sc Co; Rust Bros
& Bird, Boston; J. W. Perkins & Co, W. F. Phillips
W

Hay,Portland.

Nov U-SNeod&wljm

ITCH!

ITCH!!!

ITCH!/

SCRATCH I SCRATCH 1
in from 10 to 48 hoars.
men

Wheaton’* Ointment
W Heaton’* Ointment
W benton’* Ointment

"

cares
cares

cure?

he Itrh.

Great German Cough Remedy!
Is
be the best
market.

to

PRICE 35

Cough Remedy in the
CENTS AND $1,00.

Bronchitis and Phihisic Cared.
bad been afllicted tor eight years with Bronchitis,
causing a raw throat, Ircquent bleeding, and much
distress ;n the sir pipes aDd che^t, rendering it very
difficult and wearisome to speak. By the tiee use ol
the Great German Remedy tor two months. I was
I. C. Wellcome.
entirely cured.

Wednesday evening, and every thing passed
pleasantly under the supervision of the

off

are

For sale bv John W. Perkins & Co W. F. Phillip*
& Co., H, ‘H. Hav, and W. W. Whipple & Co.,
Wholesale Drug'isis, Portland, and by the trade
generally throughout the state.
Prepared onty by JEREMIAH BUXTON, J*..
Yarmouth, Mo.
s*-p;l:6eod&w3msn

to give

a

Have you seen the nice boxes that Perkins
putting his Christmas candies in. They

contain one and a half pounds of tho best of
candies—all for 75 cents. He also has the
largest assortment of confectionary in the
State at wholesale and retail.

Bn. Freeman’s Blood Food or Iron and
Mandrake Syrup, advertised in another column, merits attention from all afflicted with
liver or stomach diseases. Many of our citizens have used it and
pronounced it highly
efficacious. Lunt & Co., Druggists, sole agents
for Maine.
The children of the First Universalist Sabbath School are to give another oue of their
very pleasing entertainments this evening in
the vestry of the Congress square Universalist

Church. The stage arrangements are very
pretty, and the selections of charades and tableaux excellent.
There will be something
good to eat, and many fancy articles for sale.
for Janhas been received at the book stores of
Bailey & Noyes, and Hall L. Davis, Exchange
street; Short & Loring’s, corner of Freo and
Centre streets; C. R. Chisholm & Brother, No.

Periodicals.—Harper’s Migazine

uary

307 Congress street, and at the Grand Trunk
depot. Also at the school book, music and periodical store of E. C. Andrews, No. 30 Centre
street; the periodical depot of Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall, and at the fancy
•tore of W. D. RobinsoD, Exchange street.

FOR

SALT RHEl'M. OLD SORES, CHILDBLANKS. ULCERS, ITCH INC PILES,
and all Eruptions qf the Skin, of what-

ITCH,

Miles,

but Santa Claus did, and has left lots o| nice things
f»r the
children, viz., Music Boxes, Writing
and
other
Desks, work Boxes, Mechanical
with ropes ready for sc, with ut extra
Sleds
Toys,
charge, and-a large lot of German Aceordeons and
Sole agent for the best
Concert mas, Flutinas, &c.
Violin and Guitar Strings in the world. Clocks at
J. D. CHKNY,
cost.
No. 96 Exchange Street.
dcc9sn;.w

Catarrh Can be Cured!
relieved, and in Ihct every disease

nose

remedy,
Itaedcr’s German

ly

cured bv the

»nuff!

Try it, for It costs but 25c. For sale bv all druggists; or send 35c to O. P. SEYMOUR <fc CO.. Bosnoi, and receive a box by leturn mail.
feptdtlSN

Oil. S. S. FTTCH’S.

“Family X^liysician,”
Seventy-six pages: pnee 25cents. Sent to any address. No money required until the book is received,
read, and fully anpioved. It is a penect guide to the
sick or indisposed. Address DR. S. S. FITCH, 25
8N
Tremout Street, Boston.
Jnn&klly
Motli, Freckles, and Tan.
The only reliable remedv tor tho^o browu in'scolora'ions on the thee called Moth Patches, Kit ckles, and
Tan,!'* Pehuy’8 moth ash Frkcki.k Ionov,
Prei ared onlv hvDr. B. C. P»'RRY,
49 Bond street. New Yark. Sold by all Druggists in
Portland, and els where. Beware of imltatation
November 16. M W&S3m

Dermatologist

For Coughs, Colds and Consumption trv
old and well known Vegetable* Pnlmotmrv
Balaam, ap^roved aud used by our oldest and best

Nickerson,

Ar at llelvoct 3d

Boston:

Mont?v‘MooJaUeir0NOT,,bi‘r',nC
Bro'vn' for
»sfhdV»«3;1S!T'f.
A Rich. 1.OSS New Orleans;
d,>,8W YorKi
Ballimored,C1Hft
Ar at

Now Y<>rk;
Nov ■->. Ah-

Rebecca M

Atwood, Doane,

Boston.
CM at St John, NB, 14th, l rigs Lavlnla, Douglas,
Matau/.as: Fiona Moses. St Thomas
Cld l^tli ship Castine, lor Liverpool; barque Dcncev, Gary, Havana.
PI 1*0 REN.

Boston, Frornetors.

nov

26eod-»n

Dec 6. off Tortugas, ship Wild
Iroiu Liverpool lor New Orleans.

choice assortment of

and Hdkf. Boxes!

Furs, Furs,

Hunter, L ighton,

Furs!

At Me Collar’s, 9,3 Middle St.
CASCO BANK

BUILDING.

kT Cars Repaired n, abort Notice.
December 20 illw

To Let.
TENEMENT lu Franklin Street, containing?
rooms.
A is > one on Lincoln s~., containing 8
rooms.
Mr. M. LIBBY.
Apply to
Dec 20. codtf
gj Franklin St.

A

Wanted Immediately
GOOD GIRL to do the work in a pma’l family.
Algo a young girl to tike care of children.
at corner 01 Church and Newbury streets

A

Apply

Dec 20-dtt

Lost!
Collar,
A head of Casco Street
and the
and Paris
LADIES’ Sable

somewhere between the
corner of Portland
The finder will be suitably rewarded by lea viug it at A. G. Corliss’
Store, under
Mechanics’ Hall.
dec20d3f
Streets.

Found !
LARGE Iron Key, which the owner c«*n hare
by «ailing at (his office and paying for this advertifement.
dcc20d t

A

J.

C.
No. 8

J.

BARBOUR,

Exchange street.

Have for retail

a

large Stock

of

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.
For

U«b»«, IV«»en’«, IHliiea’, Boy’n

a„4

CIpildfrrH’a wear.

RUBBER

GOODS !

Belling, Packing, Hose, Clothing,
Spring-, COih, flan. Taking, Ac.
!V~ All descriptions of Rubber Gxxls obtained
Iroui Factory at short notice and at lowest
rates.

Oak Leather Belts.
IlOYT-*

Premium

Oak

Leather

Bella!

TUe moat perfect article in the market.

Also,
I eat her, and
Blake’s Bolt Studs.
Dec 10,18C7.-isco(10m

Page's Patent

taco

BRADLEY'S

GAMES.

Instead of spending your money lor Toys that
amuse tor a day, buy for your chiUln n dames that
are

at\rays

nzto.

fcu v any of

BRADLEY'S
And yon will be

M' Syrea, Oliver,

Demerara l»th ult, brig P M Tinker, Bernard, Boston, to load for Baltimore.
Ar at Gaibarien kBtb
ult, brig Ella Mai ia, Berry.
Fonlaud.
Sid lin Havana 7th Inst, barque Trovatore, Blanchard. Philadelphia.
Sid fm Cardenas 6th inst, brig Liberty, Devereux,
C harleston.
Ar at Nassau,
NP, 22d ult, schs Mary & Susan,

Kelley, Savannah; 23d,

a

Each I

suitable Ibr Christmas presents. Now is the time to
buy, Itemember the place, 307 Cangrea, Ml.
December 20 dtf

Inst, fhip Southern Rights, Wll-

Alberti Dow Machia*.
r#l,,Qin Br0’™.

as

Ladles’ Campanians, Dressing
Cases,
Ae
me , Ac.,

Faval.

Ar nt Liverpool 17th inst, ship W F Storer, BryJ
ant. New York.
Sid tin Queenstown 3d inst, ship S Blanchard
Mca iy. Cardin'.
Arat Montevideo Oct W. barque Falcon. Tavlor
*
30th.

low

as

Helen J

Sid tra Manila Oct U, shii s Asa Eldrldge, Kelley,
New York; 19th, Soo’oo, Hutchinson, rtos on.
Passed Anjier Oc 11, US steamer Wachmett, from
Singapore tor New Yora.
Ar at Calcutta Oct 23 ships Eddy.-*tone. Peteri-on,
Bombay; St Alban*, Pike, Liverpool; 29th Harry
Warren, Jones, do.
Arat do Nov—, ships Nonantum. Upton, L’ver
pool: Sintee. Salter, and G H Warren, Atwood, do.
Sla Oct 2tf, ship Sumatra Fletcher. Liverpool
Ar at Messina 24th ult. barque Union,
Marseilles; 2oi b, brig Eugenie, t oom b<* Bangor.
Sid fm St M chaels 12th ult, seb A Richards, Arev

11010-*, Baltimore.

works, in different styles of

Albums, Glove

Wright,

States.

;

same

Also

Sid I6tb, sch Maitland, Leigh-

York next day.
At Bangkoc Oct \3, barque Nellie Abbott, Jordan,
from Swafow tor San Francisco.
Arat Batavia Oct 2ft ships W A Farnsworth, Wilcoml', Boston; WinfieldScott, Hand. Hong Kong.
Mil Oct ’23, U S steamer Wyoming, fur United

hand

Twenty- l ive Cents

B«iSTON—Ar IStb, schs Giraffe. Kellev, Machias;
Venus Small, Pembroke; Solon, Perry, Rockland;
Gio B Mci.ellan, Keene, Bremen; C--ra,Greenwood,
Georgetown. Me; Cvnosure. Pinkham, Bad Annie
Sn gem, McIntyre, Boothbay; Mirror, Elliot, trom
Batb.
Ar 19th, schs Fairfield. Terrill, Calais ; Wil* an
Mc obb, Chase, Bangor; Oak Grove, Burgess. Lorn
Bel last.
Jonesboro.

on

binding,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Manila Oct 23, ships Col ra lo, Freeman, irom
Hong Kong, ar 22d; Herald, Gardiner, for no>ton.
At Canton Oct 2, ship Magnet, C osby. f^r New

WESTON

and head perraatien
of the
HEADACHE
of the well-known

Editions of the

At

ever nature.
Dr. A.
AYf*EY, Proprietor. Philadelphia.
W. W. WH IPPLE & CO.,
Price 35 cents.
Geue al Agents.
nov28eodtifc>’

use

Also

$1.10
14.00

•

T. B. PET£B80N’3 ABD APPLETOIT’8

Burges*. Oeorgetown.SC.

InUes.
SMI 1th brig Adeline Richardson, (new)
St Thomas.
Sid lith, schs Reno, Foster, West Indies;
Hoi way, (new) Ingalls, Porto Rico.

Itch & Salt Rheum Ointmert.

Did not make hi* Hundred

Niiagle topic*,
Compl- te Set (14 ▼•!«.)

MACHIAS—S<d 13tb, sch Cygnus, Small, lor West

Dr. A. BAILEYS

CURE

DIAMOND EDITION

days.

PORTSMOt’TH

BROS.,

307 Congress Street and Grand
Trunk Depot,
TICKXOR <g FIELD’S

i«HAKLKSToN—Ar 17th, sch Azelda & Laura,
Me Indoe, Karoc ta.
BALTIMORE—Ar 16th, ship Ft ant Flint, Crosby,
”
Callao.
Sid 16tl>, sch Ruth H Raker.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 17th, brig Circassian, Bunker, Boston.
C1<1 161 li, barque Horatio Sprague, Small, for San
Francisco.
Cld 18tli, sch Ne'lie Star, Poland, Trinidad.
At Delaware Breakwater 15th. schs B U Jones,
from Jacksonville tor New York; Eva May, trom
Philadelphia for Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, barque Cardenas, (new)
Paine, East port; brig Annanda'e, C ombs < a»barienj sclis B 11 Jones,Davis, Jacksonville; S II Talbot, Smith, Boston tor Newcastle, Del* Mahaska.
Pickett, CherryMeld
Below 17tli ship J A Stamler, from Havre barque
L >rana, Ironi Antwerp; brig E A Keed, trom King
ston, Ja.
Ar 18 h. barnue AreHa. Brown, Rio Janeiro; brig
B Ing’nnc
t*ray, St Marys.
Below, shin Fawn from Newcastle.
Cld 18th, brig John Freeman, Baker, Genoa; eebs
Catawamteak, Packard, Galveston; Nellie C Bur-

ton. fo

CHEAP,

0. R, CHISHOLM &

Bangor.

,

St.

-AT

Johnson lor do
Ar HtU, schs St Croix, McGregor. Calais lor New
Haven: Jas Warren. Orlsko, Machias lor N Vork;
Lebanah, Haley. Ell tabetli port for Boston,
Ar loth, brig C Matthews, Cox, Bangor.
Ar 17th, schs JedcUe. Fannin ». New York tor Boston; Goa Moade, Godfrey, 'm do lor Lubec; Jessie,
Fickett, MillbikJge tor New York ; Chars. Ea on.
New York toi Bo-ton: T R Jo its, Smith, do for
Portland: Rocket. Ea on tin Providence tor Calais;
Loochoo, McKarlanc, Beltast for Bal imore.
Sid. brigs J W Woodruff, Webster lvellcy, Mary E
Thompson: schs Violt, Lucy, Will e Harris, Grace
Webster. Fred AsK, Rena, Minquas, Harper, Cora.
w:iy State. Jo. eph Evelvn, Van Buren. Bonny Ives,
Clara Rankin, S F Nightingale, Walton, Jos Warren. A Inornate, and Silver Lane.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 18 h, brig C Matthew^Cox,

WELLGOME’S
acknowledged

FOR SALE VERY

WARREN—Ar lsth, s-n Atlanlio, Oakes, trom
Bangor
NEWPORT—Ar 17th, Fch Nancy R Heagan, Bunker, Bangor I r New Haven.
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar 12ih. kchs Grace Webster.
Randall, Baltimore tor Boston; ltena, M unroe, Pori

Salt Rheum.
Teller.
Bather* Itch
Every kind

cures
cure?

Exchange

Chas. Dickens' Books!

<

9

DAVIS’,

Portland, Dec. 20,18CT. d4w

DISASTERS.
The sclir which waa picked up adrift near Race
Point and towed into Prorincetown, Is the President
Washington of Augusta.
Brig Elias Dudley, Coombs, of and from Bangor
for New York, with a cargo f lumber, went ashore
on Rocky Point, East of Old Point Light, in a snow
storm night of the 12th inst. and 1-* a total loes. it
is expecte I that the cargo will be saved.
Sch Eddie Waters, Capt FoLom, from Dcmerara
for New York, was spoken 29th ult 55 miles West of
Bermuda totally dismasted, having had a h urncane
of} Hafteras. Sne was under jury masts an I was
makiag lor Bermuda, with a lair wind. Was supplied with provi-tons.
Brig Logan, irorn New York, which put into St
Thomas in distress, has been condemned.
Elsineur, Dec 1—Tho Fra* k Marion, of Bath, from
Cronstadt tor London, lost an anchor in the Sound
cn the 29th ult.

ges,

SCRATCH !

hmton’s Oiu

No. Sit

SAILED—Barque Mary C Fox ; brig Ant Has;
Tracy. Vernal, Allen Lewis, Ka'mer,
Eliza Frances, Louisa, and others.

Aspinwall,

Delicious Sensation of Coolness and

H. H.

HALL L.

CLEARED.
Brig Mechanic, Dyer, Cardenas—K Churchill Co
Brig Geo W Morris, (Br) Morris, St John, NB.
Sch Allen Lewis. Bennett. Baltimore—J 1 L bhy.
Sch Edinburg. iBri Barrett, St John, NB—Stover,
Sawyer & Kicker.

13tli, ship Clias Davenport,
Stevens, Liverpool.
PENSACOLA—Ar 16th. brig H B Emery, Small.

CURES WITHOUT SXEEZrNG!

«c0,

CA* BE rovn AT

Sch Jas Garcelcn, Anderson. Bos on,
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant. Ellsworth.
Sch Economy, Hutchins, Bristol.
Sch Annie Freeman. Rled, liootbbay.
Sch John H Kennedy. Keene, Bremen.

Scllman. ttew Vork.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld

As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the
taste,
and never nauseates; when
swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and vocal organs a

COOPER, WILSON &

BOOK STORE

Thursday* December 19*
ARRIVED.
Steamer Dlrfgo, Johnson. New York.
Sch L W Pierce, Collins, Boston.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Ar 15th, brig John H Kennedy,

it positive y

A SURE

crowd at their dance

Gentlemanly managers. They
grand ball Christmas evening.

Everything Pertaining

schsJohu L

cure

extremely cold,

of Catawba
grapes

FACT,

....

FORT OF FORTUM).

•f Humi-p like iflngie.
T rice. 50 cent- a
box; by mail,bo cents. ACMrwt
\\ EEKS Sc HOTTER, No. 170
Washington Street,
llO'ton, Mas?. For stIo by all Druggists.
September 26. eod&wly

cases

the country

PUBHC and PRIVATE

Miniature Almanac.December 20*
Sun rises.7.25 I Moon rises. 1.00 AM
Sun sets.4.30 | High water
C.15 PM

Skates fbr sale low at

WASHINGTON COUNTY.
A stray colored lad lound his
way, one night
recently, into the basement of Hemeuway’s
steam mill at Macbias. The
weather was cold,
rto built a fire and went
to sleep. Had the
nre not boen discovered at an
early hour the
lad would have boeu loasted and
the mill de-

Perkins’

publishing houses In

...

OF THE

Wheaton’* Ointment

Business

I* In to 10 njjrnvlng I

Wew Publications !

DEPARTURE OF OC EAN STEAMERS.
FROM

all kinds of

LITHOGRAPH

noblest work of God.
Com.
[ Fonei al Saturday attemoon, at 2 o’clock from
his laic residence.]
In Saco, Dec. 5, Lizzie T., adopted daughter of
Capt. Fred Wallace, aged ft years.
In Saco, Dec. 8, -Miss Mary G. Hartley, aged 6S;
13ill, Mrs. Eudoxia F., wife ot Thoe. Dearborn, aged
4i years; Mrs. Elizabeth L., wile of Willi* Mason,
aged 41 years.
Tn Poner. Dec. 7, Mr. Eli Cole, aged 72 veaiiIu Dayton, Dec. 1, Mr. I rael Maddox, aged 45
years 6 months.
In Sidney, Dec. 6. Mr. Ralph Wood, aged 79 years.
In North KcnDebunkport, Mr. Stephen Tar box,
aged 82 years 4 months.

NAME

POUR ELEtAKT SPECIME'S

PRINTING!

Of every description promptly and faithfully executed.
We are also prepared to fill or-

DIED.

Having a direct influence to the parts, givlne immediate rellet.
For Bronchifi , Asihma, Catarrh, Consunapf ire and Throat Diseases,
Troches are used with alw-iys good success.
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them
to cl ar and strengthen the voice.
Obtain only “Brown’s Bionchial Troches.” and do
Sold

MERCANTILE

cheek-

IrHfntion of the l.ungn, a Permanent
Throat Disease or Consumption,

found in

useful

and ornamental.

In West Baldwin. Nov. 28, A’fred B. March and
Mahaley Pilsbury, both ol B hide ford.

Throat,

Sore

or a

be

can

MAINE, embracing everything

Mary Sutherland.

A

passage up the Mississippi river to New Orleans. AH efforts to
help him were unavail'Tas about 20 years of
age, and leaves
a wife, but no children.

is

large assortment ol

a

Wholsessile and Retail.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Five

hand

on

MARRIED.

Fancy Goods & Toys!

A

was

SPECIALITY.

A

Main’s Pure Elderberry and Currant Wines.
So highly recommended by Physicianss, may be
found at wholesale at tba drug stores of \V. W. Whipple & Co., H. H. Hay. W. F. Phillips & Co., E. L.
Stun wood and J. W. Perkius & Co.
janl2sn«lly

VINE

Slate News.

A full supply of Artists Materials and
SheeVax f t Schlotterbeck & Co.’s.
2w—mwf

|

bn

DAVIS,

Bookseller and Stationer,

An Ess •ff.f'or Young Men, on Phvsiological Eirors,
Abuses and Diseases, incident to Youth and Early
to MARRIManhood, which create
AGE, with sure means of relief. Sent in sealed letol
J. SKI LDr.
charge. Address,
ter envelopes free
L1N HOUGHTON, Howard Association, Philadel2tt-d&
wSm
an
Sept
phia, Pa.

ELEGANT PRESENTS!

suddenly
They were
Tenbroek, who

according to the
nights in succession,
mercury in the morning ranging at 18 to 18 below zero!

enrertain-

27

L.

del7-d&w3m-SN

I

strumental music. Mr. M. W.
Whitney has a
powerful bass voice, and his song of the
“King
and the Miller,” and the Porter
song were excellent. Mrs. H. M. Smith,
soprano, and Miss
Kate Kametti, contralto, have each
wonderful
voices. Mr. James Whitney has a
very sweet
tenor voice, and in tact the whole
entertainment was very pleasing
throughout, and we
hope these talented artists will soon favor us
with another visit.
The members of the Army and
Navy Union
are meeting with
great success jn their course
of entertainments, and well
they might for
certainly they have given us lour
ments that have not been
surpassed by any
we have ever had in this
city.
The next lecture will be delivered
next
Thursday opening, Dec. 2Utb, by Hon. Henry
C Darning of Hartford, Conn. He
takes for
his subject, “The Passage of the Fort.”

HALL

Skates, Skates, Skates. MAHINENEW S

it

Navy Union, at City Hall, last evening, was a
grand affair, and the hall was filled with a
large and brilliant audience, that gave ver,t to
its appreciation of the excellent music
by frequent and enthusiastic outbursts of applause.
Prof. Waliach gave some splendid
music on
the Mouth Harmonica.
The production of
“Listen to the Mocking bird” by him was
one
of the finest things that we ever b> ard
for in-

MAINE!

impediments

NEW

as

Union,

The Concert Last Evening.-The
concert
given under the auspices of the Army and

Wine.

New Marriage Ouide.

be offered.

stroyed

very

Block, Congress Street.

-AND-

not t:«ke imy of the

Alfred C. Fales, of Thomaston, was lost overboard from the ship Kendrick Fisli on her

it'

pleasure

PUBLISHED

rTstma s

ch

IK-

TO YOUNG MEN and others, who suffer
Nervous Debility, Pr naluro Uccav ot Manhood,
*c stipplyinv T'lic Means o'Self-Cure. Wrlt'cn by
one wb > c jred hi ".self, and sent tree on receiving a
pod-uai'l directed envelope. Address NATHAN.
I EL MAYS'Alii. Brooklyn, N. Y. Also tree, by the
same publisher, a circular of D .1SY SWAIN, the
great Po* m of the War.

DAVI* Ac fO.
No. 10 Clapp’s
December Id. dtfsn

Berry

MANUFACTORY

Tlie Confessions and Experience of
an Invalid.
“V>r Hie benelit, and as a CAUTION
hom

GOODS

line can be lound at our atorc, and will be cold with
but a small advance above flr-t cost
Remember Ihe
place, and that Davis & Co.’s is the head cen're f ir
ob aiuiiig beautdul presents at a reasonable price.

“It?

tablishment is well insured in Boston.
They
have now on hand about 1000 tons of
clay,
which, with the present state of business, is
not a sufficient supply for the winter.
The
most ot their clay koines from South
Amb'-y,
N. J., and is of very fine quality. This is one
of the most enterprising companies in
theState,
and although in times past has had bad
luck,
having been heavily damaged by fire twice,
if now prospering finely, and is
a

flattering business.

amuse

The Rockland Democrat
says at a recent
visit to 1 hemaston
Governor Chamberlain
presented to the little daughter ol
Capt. 8. T.
formerly of the 20(h Maine regiment
kl lud at Gettysburg, the sum of $100 as a

On the eastern side of the main
building a
large store house, of two stories, has been
erected. It is 100 feet long, and 40 feet
wide,
and the roof of it during the summer answers
for
the drying of the ware.
every purpose
Mr. James N. Winslow, of Winslow’s Express, is Treasurer of this Company, and Mr.
J. T. Winslow the Superintendent. The es-

extensivo and

or

are

increased

now

nov

everything in the

<

pany are to erect two kilns in the spring. They
are
expecting to make the manufacturing of
this pipe a very extensive business in itself.
The second floor ol this establishment is used

The fourth floor is

the largest

ARNICA OINTMENT

.tlAlvfi’ELUEIlREIlRY WIRE.

of the late Rev. Petrus S.
!
for many years Rector of St. Pauls
Showing the different styles o! this splendid Instrunow
!
menl,
Church in this city.
acknowledged to bo the Piano Forte ol
the country.
These l lanos ore used exclusively by the two
A“Lectube Goer” complains of persons atprinc pal Musical Conservatoire
New York and
tending the lectures, who march out of the ball Brooklyn; and the Director* of the National Piano
Forte Association of New Y« rk, after a careful com(to the music of creaking hoots, of course) be- parison with all other first class makers
pretending
to excel, pronounce tho “Weber” to be the “Best Pifore the close of the lecture. On this point
ano Forte in America.”
he suggests that country people, servants and
N. la. STKVKPrs A t'O.,
all other* who must be at home before nine
145 Mid le st, Agents f r the Stated Maine.
Dec
6-eodlmsN
o’clock hereafter take back seats and leave by
the roar door.

of 20 horse power, with a
means of which the whole
building is well and
comfortably heated; and by which, at this season the whole
drying is done. There is also in
the basement a machine for making stone
drain pipe, for the drying of which the Com-

derstood. After the

new

was

steadily increasing. Never have we been
more strongly reminded of this fact than
yesterday, on visiting the new establishment of
flie Portland Stone Ware
Company, at the
other end of Deering’s bridge, and
standing
very near where the old building of this Company formerly stood. This is the largest stono
ware
manufactory in America; and in walking through it, you see at once that it has
been calculated and planned by men who
have a clear idea of what they need lor the
carrying on of this business. The building
with the aopurtcnances cost about
875,000, and
the Company give employment to about
forty
with
a
men,
probability that in another yeat

for

the taste

sons

July

the number will be

gratify

The brother of Dr. T. died quite
in this city about two years since.

fined

They have in the basement

to

the inflammation reaching his brain. From
this time till his death he suffered intensely.

Portland Stone Ware Company.
The manufacturing interests ol Portland

his family and friends.
Gen. Dow responded to Dr. Miner iu a most
happy manner, briefly reviewing the past history of the cause in this country, and the success that was attending the labors of temperance men abroad.
Gen. Dow was in his bust
mood and I never knew him to speak better.
He was listened to with the deepest interest
and was frequently applauded.
He was followed by William Lloyd Garrison,
Rev. Dr. Eddy, Rev. Dr. Manning, Rev. Edwin Thompson, Mayor Hull of Charlestown,
Rev. Mr. Beecher, -Rev. Mr. Turner, C. J.
Bishop, Esq., Rev. Mr. Geddes of Cincinnati,
Mr. J. N. Stearns, James N Buffum of Lynn,
and others.
Larger meetings have been held in Boston,
hut never one more ably addressed or of more
thrilling interest. Gen. Dow could not have
had a more uumistakable evidence of his eminently useful labors than that meeting affjrded.
C.

wanting

terday noon, about 1 o’clock. He was confined
to his room all day
Wednesday, and at halfpast 4 yesterday morning had a fit, caused by

Quincy

to

Almost

Sudden Death.—Dr. Tenbroek, Surgeon U.
A., stationed at Fort Preble, died very suddenly of erysipelas at the Preble House yes-

Court.

S. J. Court.

ju^t received twenty-seven packages of
and elegant good-, which were bought ex-

S.

fined and sentenced as usual.
Appealed and gave
sureties for his appearance at the
term of the

House this forenoon at 8 1-2 o’clock.
About one hundred and fifty of the principal
business and professional men of this and the
neighboring cities were present. The meeting
was called
to order by W. B. Spooner, Esq.
who presided on the occasion. The reception
speech was by Rev. Dr. Miner, and was one ol
the most fitting and eloquent speeches to
which 1 ever listened. He spoke of the labors, sacrifices and success of Gen. Dow in
the highest terms of praise. He thanked Gen.
Dow for his labors in Europe for a year and a
haif nast, aud thanked God for his safe return

is

the mind.

$20 and costs and
sentenced to three monthB in the County Jail. Respondent appealed to higher Court and gave sureties
in the sum of $200 for his appeura-ce at the
July
term of the S. J. Court.
David Crowley, tor same comi laint. Found
guiltr,

Some of the leading temperance men of this
city, wishing to show evidence of their appreciation of the labors of Gen. Dow, both in this
country and Europe, gave a breakfast at the

published.

His stock of choice works lor Christmas
presents is extensive, and it only requires a
look into his well furnished establishment,
No. 53 Exchange street, to perceive that noth-

adjournment.

Adjudged guilty,

MEW ADVERTISED ENTS.

for themselves.

replenished
as

CO.

Christmas k New Year’s Presents!

gay-color-

years.
In addition to blank books, Mr. Davis always keeps a large stock of the best stationery;
also .desk furniture. He has made arrangements to furnish customers with lithograph
and copper plate engraving.

Tuursi'AY.—A young man, for assault and battery, paid a flue of 38 and costs.
State v. Gorge M. Si evens. Search and seizure
process.

j

in
announcing that the above
named article may be tontul tor sale bv all city
Druggie's anil first class Country Grocers,
As a MediciNK Mams’ Wine is invaluable, betas:
among the best, ii not the best, remedy tor colds anti
pulmonary complaints.manufactured from the pure
by auy lm|ure
(niceot the berry,and unadulterated
ingredient, wc can heartily recommended it to'lie
sick as Mt.dici.se.
to the da vs ol tho aged it aildeth length.
To the mighty it addeth strength,”
’l isahalm lor the sick, a Joy lor the welt—
Druggists and Grocers buy and sell
We take

pressly lor

nearly twenty

H Ross, Bangor

do

Have

every county office in the State, and in the
counting-rooms of all our largest metchants in
this city; and their reputation has extended
South and West, so that orders have come for
them from those sections of the Union.
Every thing turned out from this manufactory
is made in the most faithful manner, the present foreman ot the establishment, Mr. L. G.
Phillips, having been in the establishment'

Mis Biban,
do
TH Hubbard, Biddeiord
TC) avenport, Boston
HA Belcher.
do

do

see

Mains’ Elder

NOTlcfS.

DAVIS

Blank Books.—The readers of the Press
are referred to the advertisement of Hall L.
Davis, whose manufactory of blank books is
the oldest in the Slate. The blank books
turned out from this conoern can bo found in

HOUSE.
W H
Coast Sur'y
A M Haclie,
Philadelphia
W Biban, New York

Municipal

regularly constituted Convention.

_

J®S®

Towle,

T Allen, Anson

ot the
cured.

use

can

of the Season.

Compliments

Mack,

JUDGE KINGSBURY PRESIDING.

of our armies, and dispersed at 10
o’clock with the firm belief that the Convention at Chicago would reaffirm and the people
ratify and sustain the nomination that has
been made in various cities in advance of the

We were somewhat recovering from the effects oi the hurricane when on the 18th inst
we
experiencid the severest earthquake
known to ihe oldest inhabitant of the Island
aDd which lias caused more terror and destruction of property than the hurricane. We
have had shocks to date, ol less severity and
said to be about 600—the one on the 18th uit.
caused a sea or boaz that approached us from
the south west which we cinnot compare to
anything better tliau a peak of snow some 30
or 40 feet high.
An island off the eastern part
of the harbor and on Battery Point at the entrance broke the severity of the sea, yet the
water receeded from the harbor and meeting,
tbe boaz came back with such violence that it
carried vessels on shore, injuring others, and
washed into the stores and main street doing
considerable damage. There is hardly a wail
or store that has not been more or less injured.
S' me few had to be taken down altogether.—
The excitement has been very great; as you
may suppose business has been paralyzed and
very little done before yesterday, hut as the
shocks are less frequent and of a milder n'ature we hope that we have passed the worst
and that confidence will be restored aud business resume its usual course.
St. Croix, St. John, Tortola and Port Rico
have all suffered more or less front this calam-

‘™nCul1’

State

leader

The Recent Disasters at St. xhomas.—
We are permitted to make the following extract from a private letter from St. Thomas to
a firm in this city, dated Dec. 4th:

w;j|

Hon. J. W. Edmsnds pre-

urged with a power and eloquence 1
have rarely listened to. At the close the excited audience sent up round after round of
the most enthusiastic cheers for the gallant

relative to
the present Chief of the six nations of Cherokecs. lie is about 5 feet 10 inches in hight, of
strong, manly build, and of pure Indian complexion. He served through the war on Gen.
Grant’s staff, and his position in the army is
that of First Lieutenant in the Second Regiment of Cavalry, transferred to staff duly with
the brevet rank of Colonel.

Political N«t,
Manchester,
England, speaks as follows
friends of Gen. Dix-who is
through the columns of the London Times:
n{J
home irom France in the Spring—say
Lily Maxwell is a widow, who keeps a small
he a candidate for the Presidency before
shop in a quiet street in Manchester. She suptyle
Democratic Convention, and that when Mr. ports hcrsell and pays her own rates aud taxes
own earnings.
She has no man
Johnson finds that he ain’t reach it himself, 1 'u out of her
influence or be influenced by, aid she has
he will throw his influence for Dix.
wr> decided political princip’ei, which determined ber ,0 votc f°r Mr. Jacob
A prominent Southern Unionist has advices
Bright at the
recent o\,.„tKin
AVe are perfectly aware that
from Paris stating that if John Slidell is
a lftsai
perthis
scrn«„y might result in
mitted to return to the United States he will
householder and ratepayer of thedepriving of
privi ege
give any and every hono rable assurance that th®
a
such
decision
though
>
might be
»tc unable to
may be exacted of him
perceive why
it should be equitable,otuke
,ler
Mr. Hubbard, Republican, of Wcit
Virginia from a person who has Wed that she values
the privilege, and Who fulfil,, eve
proposes to reduce the pay of members of Concondition
which the law declares
jt8
gress. All the retrenchment movements so
cise.
far have come lrom the Republican side ol the
house.
A Heavy Robbery in Baltimore.—pn BaI_
Forney’s Press is a little ahead of the times. tiinore, on Weduesdav. the theft ot a box
It says that official returns show that
Texas taining between $15,000 and $!i0,000 in bona,
and South Carolina are carried for a
Conven- and other securities trom the Chtsapeako
tfon. As the election in tlie former
State does Bank, where it had been placed ior safe keepnot occur for
several months yet, it is difing, was discovered. The robbery is supposed
CUU to conceive liow
there can bo any
to have been committed ten days or two weeks
J returns.
In the meantime the sale of the bonds
ago.
S.
S.
Cox, better known as “Sunset"
Cox, is has been negotiated and the money procure!
«a,d to be sure of
the
receiving
nomination for for them through a respectable bauking house.
the troublesome Austrian mission.
His confirmation by the Senate is another
Walking on All-Fours.—A singular
question
We are forced to conclude that
circuui8tan. match against time came off at North Parma,
ces over which the Argus had no
control preN. Y., on Saturday last. One Hezekiah Bilvented ita publishing Grant’s letter to
tlle
lings made a wager of $10 that he could walk
President on the removal of Stanton, of
two miles and a quarter, on all fours, in two
course it is in raptures over the epistle, and
is
hours and a half, the condition of thebctbeiDg
more than ever convinced that its first love is
that he must not straighten up till it was ac■till the best and brightest of all possible Prescomplished. He won the money by doing it in
idential candidates.
two hours and six minutes.

and

Mupwtue Judicial Court.
CRIHINAI. TERM.—BARROWS, J, PRESIDING.
Thursday.—la iliu case ol State v. Frederick H.
Bred, for compound la*ceny in breaking and entering tho shop of Robert F. Green a d Robert F.
Green, Jr., and stealing therelrom a quantity of
sewing silk, &c. ttie jury returned a verdict of guilty. S. L. Larleton, Esq., tOr the defendant.
Charles Leonard was tried on an indictmentcharging him with being* a common seller. L. D. M.
Sweat, Esq., conducted the detcnce. The jury bad
not agreed upon a verdict at the ndjuurnment oi
court, hav.ng then been out five hours.
Hiram Gould was tried on an iudictmcnt charging
him wiili comtonnd larceny in Bfcalimr from tho
dwel ing house of Moses H. Colley two
coats, a pocket book and $S0 in greenbacks, the
property ot Fred
erick A. Colley, two vests, one pair of pants and one
gold seal, the properly of Thomas W. Strout, and
some plated spoons and forks, the
property of Moses
H. Colley. Messrs. J. H. Williams and H. J. Swaior
tho
defence. '1 he evidence for tho
sey appeared

men were

full-blooded Iudiau, a
the famous Bed Jacket, anl of

The

Walluck,

plause. The fitness of Gen. Grant for the
Chief Magistracy, his tinwaveiing fidelity to
the country in time of war, his bravery on a
hundred battle field-, his magnanimity towards the conquered enemy, his unswerving
patriotism in time of peace, and the unbounded confidence reposed iu him by all classes of

a

Secretary of
Suffrage, iD

Whitney,

WWhJtney,
J?
Proft

sided, and the meeting was addressed by the
chairman, Hon. A. H. Rice, Hon. George B.
Upton, A. Hardy, Esq., Gen. Gordon, E. Atkinson, Esq., Gen. W. H, Cogswell and Judge
T. Russell. The speeches were eloquent and
Btirring, to which the audience gave evidence
of approval by frequent and enthusiastic ap-

readers will remember his oft-re-

and exercise the right to vote, the
the National Society for Woman

?

former campaigns and representatives of the
solid men aud mercantile and commercial in-

A Strange Affair in Washington.—Col.
the Indian Chief on Gen. Grant’s
shared largely in the admiration which
the nation has bestowed upon his superior,
but according to the following paragraph from
a Washington dispatch it
appears that he has
failed to come to time in one case:
A largo number of invitation cards were issued some days ago to a wedding announced to
take place,Wednesday morning, in one of our
Episcopal churches. At the appointed hour; he
church waslwell filled with the acquaintances
of the parties to the proposed wedding, but the
intended happy couple failed to appear. In a
short time It was whispered about that the expected bridegroom had failed to come to time.
Another story was, that the would-bc-brido
had been taken suddenly ill. Up to this time
the whole thing remains unexplained, and
the gossips are enjoying a delightful luxury,
rolling the sweet morsel under their tongues.”
The was-to-be groom is Col. E. Parker, a member ot Gen. Grant.s staff, aud a very excellent
gentleman, and the almost bride is a beautiful
and highly respected young lady of this city.
Gen. Grant ami staff were present to give the
bride away.
The lady who was to marry Colonel Parker
is Miss Minnie Sackett, of Washington. She
is one of the most beautiful women in the District, a bright blonde, with dark brown hair,
and but 19 years of age. It is stated that Col
Parker has been paying attention to Miss
Sackett for a period extending over several
months, and would have been married long
long ago had it not been for the objections of
Miss Sackett’s friends. As for the faithless

The First Woman Voter.—The life aud
adventures of the mau who first eat au oyster
have been duly set forth. Concerning Miss
Lily Maxwell, who is the fiist woman to claim

Dow,

j W
LR Lindsay,
Mrs H M Smith,
Miss K Kamelli,

every seat and standing place was occupied by
as exa full grown man, and all seemed to b
cited as though the campaign had been fairly
entered upon and the election at hand. On
the platform were many of the old veterans in

Parker,
staff,has

ity.

Biddeferd
Somers Elliot

J ( a. en, Skowliegan
W R Tarlen
Jr, Boston
J Styles & w
do
C L'arrabee
do
r.
Saco

Dennis,

do

?HDow,

hP£i:Ul.

mental, drawing-room styles. Here, tco, are
children’s books enough to stuff all the little
stockings in Portland,—a great many new
ones, and old ones as good as new. Desks
and portfolios, also, with all the furniture belonging to them; and hundreds of pretty fanciful things, the names of which, even, we
don’t pretend to know. Our readers must go

Willi,
P
G

E

J Fleming,
do
E Crockett,
do
K B Smith, New York
J ENye,
do
H Cousens, Rochester
E T Cushman, Boston

THE GRANT DEMONSTRATION.

ago.

near

Saco

J Roble, Auburn I
A J Colby, Chicago
A L Browu. Bosiou
M A Luce,
do

and support.

of Boston.

HOTEL.
S M Ross, Somerset
G Curtis, Haromerton
H T Tram, Boston
JM Montmarey, Newp*t
C Warner, Augusta
S Fraley Bangor

PREBLE

The meeting iu Faneuil Hall, last eveniug,
of those who favor the nomination of Gen.
Grant was one of the most enthusiastic 1 have
attended siuce the campaigns of “Tippecanoe
and Tyler too,” Fremontand Lincoln. Nrarly

terests

Freeland,

J M

not intend, by the recent vote, to. repudiate
prohibition, but to rebuke those who, while
they professed to be prohibitionists, were practically sustaining the liquor shop3 by their

When, by the

—

the baby will tear in
pieces before the Christmas turkey is carved.
Here are all grades of
authors, from Shakespeare diwn to Mother Goose; and all bindings, from tha heavy, substantial to the orna-

Shirley Val
S 5Ia*1,ew’ Bzr\l" FaU?„
V J^ PeiBons, Freedom
F
llHe?*
Keneson,
J Jr
M Hall,
E
Shapieigh

friends of prohibition learn to labor and to
wait they wi 1 find out that Massachusetts did

I remain, your obedient servant,
E. Cunard.

Colonel, our

¥ S, P:,VCi°5'> P

aud discretion as to prevent an
immediate reaction. A committee is now visiting the larger cities to consult with their
officers and profit by their example. If the
caution

It mata full knowledge of the facts.
little now to learn thatfromtke beginning to
the present time there have been “many evidences of a decline in its management, both
afloat and ashore,” and that there has been “a
want of consideration for the comfort of passengers which of late has been increasingly
apparent.’’ It reminds one of the sudden contempt ofKeynard lor the grapes which were
beyond his reach.
The following is a letter from Mr. Edward
Cunard to a gentleman in Boston in reference
to this subject:
JNEW AOIiK, Uec. 12, lob7.
Dear Sir,—I have to acknowledge the reof
on the subject
communication
ceipt
your
of transatlantic transportation, from which I
gather that it is the general ’'mpression that if
the proper inducements had been offered by
our line ot steamships that vast quantities of
produce would have gone to Boston for shipment, which port, with the proper inducements, yon say shippers would prefer to any
other. 1 must eoDless that I am at a loss to
know what is meant by proper inducements.
We do nut require in New York to make arrangements in Canada or in the Far West lor
freight, and during this last autumn, when we
have been sending an average of 2,500 tons ot
freight every week, or 10,000 tons per month,
in our ships from this port, we have been unable to get 500 or 000 tuns once a fortnight in
Boston at one-halt of the freight we are getting here, aud that was not considered sufficient inducement, as shippers in Boston complained at paying 20s. per ton when we were
asking 40s. and 50s. I should think that the
Boston shippers, it they wished to encourage
shipments via Boston, should not complain of
paying half the rate of freight from New York,
but we have taken lreight from Boston at 6s.
per ton, and even for Dothing. I have ascertained also that a good deal of the little
freight
obtained in Boston was sent on from New
York or purchased for New York account, the
low rate of freight being the inducement. I
do not know what Boston may be in the future
as a port of shipment—I have only to deal
with the present. I have received communications frum Philadelphia and Baltimore clearly proving that those ports offer greater inducements lor Atlantic steamers than aDy others. I have no doubt that the writers fully
believed what they wrote, but the trade was to
be built up aud the experiment was to be made
at our expense and not theirs.
I am very glad to hear that at last arrangements arc being made to make through connections between Boston and the West, but I
cannot admit that the reason why prodace
has not been shipped lrom Boston has been
that we have not off-red the proper inducements for taking it to England.
We could
uot do more than take it at 5s. per ton, and
sometimes freight free, and we have even not
been abJe always to get that, but have liad to
take stone ballast. I can only regret that the
arrangements you speak of bad not been com-

peated description, as
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C Young, Yarmouth
H P Warren, Gorham
A H Lewis, Boston
G A Walton, do
J A Dennison, Norway
S Hall, New Market
,,on<1
S Blake, rial rison
B Bucknell, Conway
H W Crane, Augusta
S Price, Skowliegan
S Scaticrgood, Hartford
S C'ark, Boston

anti-prohibitionists, having become mas-
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AMERICAS MOUSE.
M W Haskins, Rockport D T Huuton, Yarmouth
It L Tapper, Boston
C O Bailey, Lewisville
R W Randall, Biddeiord
Waterville
EC
W Kims, So Paris
C W Baker, Livermore
M C Thompson &l, Conc’dO Tnbba, Gorham NH
C C Jordan Aubum
S F Gray, Berling
K C Si
A D Soul Ipswich
evens, S. owliegan
W S Harlln, Newport
J W Wheeler,
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J W
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H C Gammon, Dedham
H C
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when the tide of
us as heretofore.

NOTICES.

Why Suiter from Sores ?

Read advertisement.

side Institute.

satisfactory presentation of the Scottish
poet’s master-piece
which has yet been made
to the public.
111,8
nme, when every one is, or
ought to be buying presents, we would recommend our readers to take a look into the bookstore of Messrs.
Short & Loring where they
will find such a collection of
tastciul and at
tractive things as will
inevitably cnarra the
purse out of the pocket. Here are gilt books
in every variety from the
costly illustrated editions of famous
works,resplendent iu gold, vellum and Russia
down to the

»w.

Hotel

are

_SPECIAL

Friday evening, Dec. 27th.

on

A Magnificent Chiustmas Gbi,—Five
certificates of tho Washington Library Company of Philadelphia, in aid of the Riverside

represent with remarkable
fidelity the spirit of the
The whole
poem.
and
stylo
execution of the volume are very
hand-ome. It is the most

Maine Stnlc Prea*

May be obtained at the Periodical JJci»ot* ol FesBros., Marquis, Robinson, Colesworthy and
Chisholm Bros., at Boston Depot, and od llie trsln ol
G. M. Curtis, and at Portland & itochesier Depot.
At Biddetbrd, ot Pillsbmy Bros.
At Saco oi .1, S. Locke.
At Brunswick, of W. It. Fielda.
At Waterville, nt J. S. Carter,
At Gorham et News Agent.

While the streets of Boston give evidence of
of door activity, the stores and warehouses

ters

pleted long

I.ibbv.

out

January.

we

and

hold their next levee at

Spiritualists

■>

senden

BUSINESS.

taining

Representatives

in Congress according to the
number of their negro population, two-fifths
of that race not having been reckoned in the

*BW ADVEBTISEMENT COLUMN.
Blank Books—Hall I. Davis.
Dickens’ Works—Chisholm & B’O*'.
Furs—McCallar.
Girl Wanted.

PROHIBITION AND LICENSE.

Withdrawal ofCunard Steamers.—Considerable feeling of an unpleasant nature has
been excited by the proposed withdrawal of
the Cunard line of steamers from Boston after

ceedingwith reference to them will enter extensivelyinto the discussions ot the coming Presidential campaign. But those people who think
that Gen. Grant would, if elected President,
be inclined to engage in quarrels with his
neighbors so long as it can possibly be avoided,

AUCTION COLUMN.

Fur Goods-E. M. ratten & Co.
Groceries—F. O. Bailey.

Sable Coliar Losf.
Iron Key Found.
Tenements to Let—M.

The

Mechanics’ Hall

beea-Mly
It has relieve'! thousands
yon
nothing handsomer than a new illustratfrom Barns, Scalds,
Chapped Hands,
Sprains, Cult,
ed edition of Bnrns’ Tam O'
Wounds,ana ecery Complaint
is
of the Skin Trv
which
J it
Shanter,
Institute for educating orphans, costing five as it costs but 25 cents. Bo sure to ask lor
just published by W. J. Widdletou. of New
“Marriage
Hale's
the
with
Arnica Ointment,
splendid engraving
York, and for sale at the establishment of dollars,
For sale bv all dnigzis s, or send yonr address and
of Pocahontas,” worth at retail at least S7.150
Messrs. Short &
as cents to O. P. SEYMOUR A- CO., Boston. Mass
Free Street. In form
Coring,
and besides each certificate secures a present flint receive a box by return mail. \V. F.
t is large quarto,
Philliia &
printed only on one side of
Co., agents for Maine.
at the great distribution by the Company, and
apriljciysn
the fair,
richly
broad-margined
page, and
the
of
more
or
an equal chance that one
bound in crimson and
gold. The illustrations
Long Sought For l
thousands of dollars
are a
novelty. They are photographs, Irom de- presents may be worth
in
rich
friend
make
each.
your
Truly, you may
Come at Last J
signs drawn with great vigor and delicacy by
the most pleasant way while aiding the RiverE. H. Miller, and
seen

«>I,TTMN.
Christmas Ball—Ocoan Assoc at’on, Ex-4.

fly. but to partake of her hospitality, exchange
the products of the field, the forest and the
dairy for her merchandise or money, or to add
to her|industrial
enterprise. Among the best
managed of these roads are the Eastern and
Boston & Maine, on which an accident rarely

very lorcible and worthy of the attention
of those individuals who eagerly catch at every proposition to place limitations upon the
are

approach

KlCnCBTAJNMFNT

paper we should have a fac simile of the main
threads of the spider’s web, in the center of
which Boston sits inviting all creation, not to
come into her parlor as the spider said to the

only to persons who bpcamc of age subsequent
to the establishment of the regulation. The
following paragraphs from the Senator’s lett o-

Christmas is
coming.—The near
of the holiday season is
signalized as usual,
of
by the appearance of n ]ar„e
proportion
books suitable for sifts.
Among these wc have

Vicinity.-

WtW Advertisements tbi» Pay*

RAILROADS.

success

Great Britain, was received with special faThis incident is another indication of
vor.
the great Importance which is beginning to be
attached to these claims, and there is no doubt
that the question of the proper manner of pro-

l’oi-tland and

19,1867.

Standing anywhere in full view of Boston,
during almost any hour of the day or night,
trains of cars, heavily laden with humanity or
that on which humanity subsists, can be seen
coming and going in every direction; and if
the tracks were represented by lines upon a

applicable

that previously held at Cooper Institute in
New York. Alphens Hardy, in presenting the
1,^1 resolution, said that Giants platform
could be found in his private letter to the
as

proposition

I.etler from Boston.
Boston, Dec.
To the Editor of the Press:

Virginia

proposition

Priday Momina;, Deotmbar 20,1867.
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Senator Wilson has written »
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Notice.
hereby notified not to trust or
give credit to any person on niy account without
written order troni rue.
WILLIAM CHASE, Stevedore and Bigger.
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Biidiy Morning, December 20,

1867.

MA1NJE.

Domestic Markets.

INDIANA.

LATEST NEWS

New York, Dec. 19.—An Indianapolis dispatch says the Morgan Raid Commission having visited every couuty that suffered from
tbe invaders, held a final meeting to-day to
prepare their report. The claims audited
amounted to $415,000. It is thought that the
next Legislature will order the claims paid
and that the government will reimburse the
State, as all the captured and abandoned property of tho raiders was sold on government accou ut.

(Special dispatch to the Dally Press by International
Line.;
Augusta, Dee. 19.—At half past 12 o’clock

to-day

fire broke out in the machine shop of
A. & W. Sprague, and consumed two-thirds of
the buildiug before it could bo subdued. The
building was built in threo sections, separaied
by a brick wall. The fire caught in a small
a

building north of the mill used as acutting-np
shop, from a stove, while the workmen were
at dinner, and spread rapidiy to the main

building. The two northern sections, occupied by Bangs & Mosher, sash and blind factory, K. A. Soott, grist mill, and others, were
I to tally destroyed. A large lot of lumber beogning to C. H. Milliken, was burned. Total
Foss about $75,000; no insurance.
ITo Associated Press.]
shipbuilders’ convention.
BATn, Dec. 19.—The Convention of.shipbuilders and owners of Maine, held in this city
to-day, under the auspices of the Maine Shipbuilders’ Associaiiou, was well attended. Hon.
N. G. Hicliborn of Stockton was chosen President and Edwin lteed of Bath,
Secretary.
The Convention appointed agents to
press
upon Congress the removal of the duties upon
articles used in ship building and the repeal of
all unfriendly legislation. Delegates were also
chosen to the National Commercial Convention to be held in Boston on the 22J of February. The Couveutiou closed this evening.

WASHINGTON.
PRESIDENT’S ORGAN ATTACKS GRANT.
Washington, Dec. 19.—Gen. Grant is attacked in the National lutelligencer of this
morning for his letter to the President on the
suspension of Stanton aud the removal of
Sheridau. The Republicans, on ih« other
hand, regard the letter as removing all doubts
as to Gen. Grant's soundness
on
the great
questions of the day, as his private expression
of opinion shows that however conservative he
may have beeii in years past, he has been converted to the broad radical grouud by the stem
road of practical experience.
THE

THE STEVENS RECONSTRUCTION..
New York, Dec. 19.—A Washington special
says there is no doubt of the passage oi the reconstruction bill iu the Senate, and that its
passage in the House yesterday has led to a
better uuion in the Itepublican ranks. The
measure is considered by the radicals as insuring a speedy restoration of the excluded Statcf.
ANNEXATION PARTY IN CUBA.

The same special says there has
long been a
among the native Cubans who are anxto bring about annexation to the United
States, and who look forward to the fourth of
March next as the day when the American
nag shall he hoisted over Havana.

party

ious

NEW FINANCIAL SCHEME.

The Senate Finance Committee are considering the report of a sub-committee, which
provides for an apportionment of the currency
not iu the ratio of population, hut in the ratio
of production and manufactures. The Comptroller ol the currency is directed to apportion
to each State such proportion of the maximum
amount ot circulation heretofore authorized
by law as the number of its population and
the entire value of its productions multiplied
together bear to the sum ot the products, which
are to be ascertained
by census.
If the amount of circulating notes now issued to the National Bank associations exceeds
the amount apportioned to them by 10 per
centum, the sum shall be so reduced that the
proportion ot circulation ot capital shall he 10
per centum ot the amount of capital less than
the rate fixed by existing laws, but such reduction shall take effect only as its circulating
notes are retired and cancelled on account of
mutilation, etc.
The committee will report this measure to
the Senate at an early day as there is a strong
pressure brought to bear from the localities
which are now deficient in hanking facilities.
THE FREEDMEN’S BUREAU.
Gen. Miles, Freedmen’s Commissioner in
North Carolina, writes Gen. Howard that at
no period since the close of the war has the
bureau been of greater advantage than now,
and that since the late election the most intense hatred is evinced by the whites toward
the blacks.
MORE RETRENCHMENT.

The Senate Naval Committee has instructed
its chairman to report favorably on the bill authorizing the President to appoint naval officers on the
retired list, not above the rank of
commander, to consular positions under the
Government. It is estimated that these appointments will save hundreds of thousands
of dollars annually to the Government.

XL'h OONGEESE—Second Session.
SENATE.

Washington,

plemental

to

Dec. 19.—The House bill supthe reconstruction act was re-

ferred to the Judiciary Committee.
An unusual number of petitions were presented, among them one from the citizens and
City Council of Cincinnati, praying, in view of
recent occurrences abroad, that citizens of the
United States be protected in their rights.—
This gave rise to remarks from Messrs. Couness, Sherman, Conklfng, Johnson, Sumner,
and others. The memorial was referred to the
Committee on Foreign Relations.
Mr. Morrill, of Maine, from the Committee
on Appropriations, reported the House deficiency bill with slight amendments, which were

adopted.

Considerable discussion arose on the motion
of Mr. Buckland to strike out the words
“either House of Congress” from the provision
restricting members and Senators to $125 for
stationery and insert “House of Representatives.” It was finally voted down.
Mr. Ramsey offered an amendment that no
member of either House of Congress shall be
allowed stationery or newspapers, or any modification thereof. Lost.
On the second reading Mr. Ramsey renewed
his motion, when it was carried—24 to 21.
After ineffectual attempts to strike out the
proviso amended, Mr. Edmunds moved to add
at the end, “provided* further, that no newspaper, periodical or stationery shall be ordered
or paid
for any member of either House by
any officer thereof.” Agreed to and the bill

TRIAL OF DR. WHITE.

Springfield,

Dec. 19.—The trial of Dr. W.
H. White of this city for ubortton was concluded to night by a disagreement of the jnry,
which Btood eight lor conviction to four for acquital. The prisoner is in jail awaiting $400
bail.
VIBUINIA.

Richmond, Dec. 19.—In the Convention today the Judieiary Committee reported adversely to declaring void all debts contracted since
18(50 lor the jiurcbase of slaves, on the ground

that the Convention had not the power to impair the obligations of debt, which must be
decided by the civil courts. Tho report was
laid on the table.
Tho report of tho Committee on Printing,
giving the Convention printing to the proprietors of the New Nation, was adopted.
The following resolutions of inquiry were

adopted:

Ou establishing houses of correction in cities with over 10,000 inhabitants;
establishing
primary schools in districts where 50 children
can attend, and
grammar schools where 200
can attend; clothing the Governor with
power
to remove political disabilities when he
pardonscriraiuals; of requiring all voting to be
done by ballot.
A resolution requesting Gen. Schofield to
abolish distinctions on color in public conveyances, and a petition asking the same thing of
the Convention were referred.
A resolution to require the Legislature to
impose a capitation tax of two dollars on all
persons over 16 years of age for educational
purposes was tabled.
After some debate relative to drawing pay
up to the recess the Convention adjourned.
The three members ot tho Convention
appointed by the Republican caucus, proceeded
to Washington to-day, to see about reconstruction, including the matter ot the Convention
forming a new State government.
4

CEORCU.

January. Adjourned.

or

house.

The

Speaker presented petition from the
Secretary of War ad interim, with a copy of a
report from Col. Hasson, of the Engineers,
re.-pecting the improvement of Pawtucket
a

river, Rhode Island.
tee

on

Referred to the Commit-

Commerce.

A resolution was adopted that the Military
Committee inquire into the expediency of
amending the bounty laws, and that they be
adjusted by the Second Auditor.
A motion to introduce a resolution ol thanks
to Gen. Hancock was objected to as out of regular order.
The bill relative to dgserlers was taken up,
and, after debate, recommitted.
Several resolutions were introduced and referred.
Mr. Judd introduced a bill to amend the act
of June, 18G4, to regulate the foreign coasting
trade in the northern, northeastern and northwestern frontiers. Referred to the Committee
on Commerce.
The Speaker presented Executive communications, which were referred.
The Hou^e then went into a committee of
the whole on the deficiency bill.
Mr. Wasliburne, of Indiana, from the select
committee on payment of additional bounties,
made a report, which was ordered to be printed and postponed to January 6th.
The Speaker presented a message from the
President on the report of the Secretary ot
State in reference to obtaining testimony
abroad as the assassination of Mr. Lincoln.
Referred to the Judiciary Committee.
Alter discussion, principally relative to the
cost of reconstruction, the committee rose and
reported the deficiency bill without amendr
ment, and it was passed—97 to 35.
Mr. Dawes, from the Election Committee,
reported that Mr. Cleaver bad the prima facie
right to a seat as Delegate from New Mexico,
and should be sworn in without prejudice to
the merits of the case.
After considerable discussion the report was
agreed to, and Mr, Cleaver was sworn in.
Mr. .Stokes introduced a joint resolution
amending the act ul July 4,1864, to more etfectually secure the payment of c'aims of loyal
persons for property taken and used by the
federal forces during the war. Referred to the
Committee ou Claims.
Mr. Eldridge gave notice that he would tomorrow introduce a resolution of thanks to
Gen. Hancock.
Mr. Kerr offered a resolution instructing the
Military Committee to inquire into the expediency of retaining in the service the veteran
reserve corps. Adopted.
After other unimportant business the House,
at 4.30 P M., adjourned.
NKIV YORK.
CORONER’S JURY.
New York. Dec. 19.—Tlie Coroner’s jury on
the bodies of the persons who lost their lives
by the Second avenue house tire, found a verdict to tbe effect that the fire was originated
by Max Miller, and censuring the owner of the
b'.J'sc, Charles Hoffman, for not providing
suitable means ol
escape from the building.
Miller was
committed without bail.
THE VICTIMS OF
Til* RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
VERDICT OF

°F
£dics“att
recognition'^Th '"p
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of

additional dead recognized
of Worcester, Mass.
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Thompson

OHIO.
THE MANUFACTURERS’
CONVENTION
Cleveland, Oct. 19.—The National Manu
facturers Convention reassembled this
raorning. A committee was appointed to present
Congress with the wishes of the manufacturers and secure the
removal of taxes from

manufactures.
A constitution for the National
ManufactuAssociation was adopted, of which the
res
officers of the Convention are to be the
officers
until the annual meeting in Mav
next, to be
held at Cleveland. After which the
Convention

adjourned.

CONVENTION.

Atlanta, Dec. 19.—The Convention to-day
recommended the appointment of It. B. Bullard, m Richmond county, as Provisional Governor of Georgia, and passed several measures
in regard to per diem and mileage of delegates.
At a caucus of the members of the Convention, held last night, it was resolved to support
Chief Justice Chase for the Presidency.
EPRESSION IN FAVOR OF JUDGE CHASE.

New York, Dec. 19.—An Atlanta special
states that the radical delegates to the convention have adopted
resolutiousendorsiug Judge
Chase as a Presidential candidate. Joshua
Hill last night rebuked the resolution as
premature in a speech to the convention.

New Story in commenced In No. 6 of
York Weekly now' ready, by the
great American Author,
A

EMERSON

SOL

city.

1^25,000

EMER 8 ON

SOL

San

Francisco,

EXPRESS COMPANY.

Dec. 18.—The

incorporated
were

tiled to-day. The incorporators are some of
the wealthiest ritizens of the city, and A. E.
Tilton and T. C. Durant, of New York. The
company propose doing business between San
Francisco aud New York and China. A. K.
Guirr is the President, and F. W. Cox, Vice

President.

SAILING OF

A

STEAMER.

San Francisco, Dec. 19.—The steamship
Constitution sailed to-day for Panama, taking
$1,038,000 in treasure, of which $980,000 goes
to New York.
NO ELECTION OF U. S. SENATOR.

The Legislature has balloted unavailingly for
the past three days in joint convention l'or U.
S. Senator to succeed Senator Conness. The
Democratic legislative caucus cannot agree
upon a candidate, although they have held
nightly sessions since the 12th.
V. 8. STEAMER TUSCAROBA CONDEMNED.

The United States steamer Tuscarora has
been condemned at Mare Island. Her officers
and crew are assigned to other duty.
Arizona advices state that Gen. Gregg has
gone, with a force of cavalry, to escort the
railroad survey expedition to the Little Colorado.
The Apachee Indians visited the reserve in
the absence of the Superintendent and carried
off the crops.
The Indians who ran off the slock in the vicinity of La Pas were pursued and compelled
to kill the animals to prevent their recapture.
The removal of the'Indians of the territory
from Prescott to Tucson had commenced.
Marine Dhaalen and La»

main royal yard to the deck and was killed.
Steamship Georgia, from Vera Cruz 4th inst.,
has arrived.
The ship Universe, from Liverpool, reports
Dec. 7th, J. F. Kenny, seaman, ot Boston, id a
gale, fell overboard from the main royal, and
the carpenter, Henry Wilson, of Norway, and
Augustus Hay, seaman, fell overboard while
lowering a boat to save him, and all were
drowned; Dec. 16th, lat. 39 18, long. 72 15, fell
in with the schooner Caleb Stetson, of Milford, Del., Somers master, from Philadelphia
for Braintree, Mass., with a cargo of coal, in a
sinking condition, and took from her with the
ship’s boat the captain and crew, six in number. and brought them to this port. They were
so badly frozen and disabled that they had to
be taken on board with ropes, having been on
the wreck ten days and tour days without fire
or water, and ail their provisions were di«troyed by the sea.

Foreign Markets.
Liverpool, Dec. 18-Evening.-The Cotton market dosed at an advance of
Jd on Middling uplands;
11m following are the quotations :
-Middling uplands
P°rt> ‘Id; t<> Bfiive 7|d; sales 12,000 bales. Brcad-

w“it6 California Wheat 15s 2d
v-—?u,?>
No.
2; Bed Western 13s 7d. Other articles unchanged. Provisions and Produce unchanged
Fbaxkfort, Dec. 19.—U. S 6-20’s 76 13-16.
,Uv,E“!.‘0,°L’ Dec- 19-H.n A. M.-Cotton quiet:
sales 8,000 bales;
Middling Orleans 7*1; do uplands

through

which

leap with electric force, and constantly alternating
between joy and sorrow, tears and laughter, indignation and admiration, he sutlers and
rejoices with
the characters, absolutely seeming to act with
them,
so intensely is he interested—so
deeply is he spellbound. The story never flags from ihe
beginning to
the end, and the love portions of it are
especially
beautiful, and sucli as to enlist the syiupath.es of

Lqxdox, Dec. 19—1.30 P. M.—American securities
72^; I1IinoisCentral shares

Eiie"share6’20'8

BaleS

mSm^AV?'c-J9
rE,cllan*eon London 13* premium
New York
currency, long sight, ‘'ll V7-,
1 W

40 cents

per

at

50 cents
per

to

Stocks:-.
American Gold.
1335
IT. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.....!.’77!!!'!!!ll2i
C. S. Fjvo-Twenties,
coupons, 1862,.. ,'.108)
C. S. F'Vj-Twentics,
coupons, 1801.(05*
H'
S’ Nive-Twenties, coupons, 1865.105}
u. S.
Five-Twenties, coupons, new.108 @ 1
C.

read it should send in their orders.
say, bay the

Once

New York

Steam

read

and

SOL

SLOCUM,

Beading..

Among the

writers ol the New York
mentioned
Mrs. (Mary J. Holmes, Mrs. Leon Lewis,
Mary Kyle Dalla*, Mrs. C. A. Mnrfl. ld,
Marsaret Blount, Mrs. Ann 8. Stephens,
Almeida M. Brown, Helen Forest Graves,
Helen Corwin Fisher, Edmnnd Firke,
Leon Lewis, Win. Henry Feels, Alfred B.
Street, Edward 8. Ellis, Emerson Bennett.
F. Hamilton Myers, Edward Mtmurn,
James Reynolds, Francis 8. Smith, and

Weekly

Boston Stock a.tat
Sales at the Brokers’ Board,

Dec 19.
American Gold.
3332
U S Coupon Sixes.
1881,.HD
United States 7-30s, June. KHj
July.
1044
United States5-20s, 1801 ..
107*

18»4.101J

July. 1865.

108
1081

1807

United States Ten-iorties
101
small..
1031
Boston and Maine It R Rights.
2*
Kasicrn Railroad.H2

Michigan Central Railroad.!!!!!!'.

great
J. H.
Bngaunc, William Ross Wallace, Emma
Alice Rrown, M. Edc»sa Wynne, Mrs. Sarah A. Watson, and a host of others, and that
trio of brilliant humorists, Q. K. Philander
JDoesticks, Josh Bill ings, and Mark Twain
and many others. Besides a host ol Brilliant Es-

sayists, Spicy Paragraphists, Painstaking

Exchange,

and about

atthe
city prisons. Powder" was placed under the
walls of Millbank jail, in which a number of
Feuians are confined. The preparations were
all completed and the fuse had been lighted
by the conspirators without attracting attention, but fortunately, owing to some defect in
the arrangement of materials, the powder did
not explode, and the plot was discovered before the attempt to carry it out could be renewed. No arrests have been made and no
clew has yet been obtained as to the guilty

ITALY.

Florence, Dec. 18.—Prime Minister Manabrea replied yesterday to tlie attacks made
upon the government by the liberal party in
Parliament. In the course of his speech he
said that Italy would sooner or later possess
Borne, but that this end would be accomplished, not by arms, but by moral force. Baron

Baltazzi followed in a sneech m opposition to
the chief minister, saying that the popular
vote in Naples and other cities ol Italy showed
that the nation demanded a different policy.
RUSSIA.

St. Petersburg, Dee. 18.-The Invaliile
Busse says that the poliev agreed upon between France and Austria ou the Eastern
question, if persisted in, will imperil the
peace of Europe.
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DESCRIPTION OF

BOOK, BIRD,
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PRIMING,

Saving completely

reiurnlsbcd our office since I he
with all hinds of New Material,

Great

Fire,
Presses, iStc.,

prepared on the shortto accommodate our
friends and the public with
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possible notice
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Posters, Programmes,

PUT

THE

description ot

Moniteur
of police,

publishes a
placing the
more vigorous censorship.

JE*rinting-.

Which tor neatness and

Ear* Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

Dally

Pres Job Office

No. 1 Printers’ Exchange,
Exchange St., Portland.
N. A. FOSTER. PROPRIETOR.

PERPETUAL

BROOM.
NOW OFFERED

THE

TO

PUBLIC.

Patented April 24th, 1866.
Broom, although recently patented,
THIS
placed before the public, has already become
and ot the
favorite wherever
and

offered,

the

we have scarcely heard of an
has failed to give perfect satisfaction.
The ead is light, its adjustment to the handle is
can pul it on, and a child
so simple, that
ei~hr years old can fill it ready for use.
We ask an intelligent public to examine this Broom,
The
and have perfect confidence in their decision.
economy of this Broom is beyond any other, as a't*!
exceed
the
cost
cannot
the
family
right
purchasing
The broom corn
ten cents to till it with b oom com.
of the manufacturer, or can
can always be
be easily raised by the parties using the same.

anybody

Agents

To canvass,

lo whom

Mexico to the 11th inst. have been received.
The Mexican newspapers pronose Minister
Romero as Minister of Foreign Affairs.
ALLIANCE

WITH PERU.

An Envoy from Peru wa3 on the road to
Mexico to effect an alliance between the two
countries.
SPEECH OF JUAREZ

AT THE
GRESS.

Address

or

apply personally for Agency to

A. C. TUXBURY,

Financial.
New Yobk, Dec. 19— CP. M.—Money very
easy;
loans 6 per
”„,‘nPP„y is large and Increasing; call
eptions at 7 per cent.; discounts 7 @
134. Exchange
firm .',0'"" Closed Arm at 133(5 @
active.Snwks cloKe!ir»r '!UB rales. Governments
without
pressure to
sed
The l,»l™lt’,Uy K’Wor>but
n
th® Sub-Treasury to-day was
$105,500 000

■

Proprietor of Stale,
SACO,

w4w»46

com non ideation s

MAINE.

to

FREEMAN

&

52-wlw

KIMBALL,

There trill be placed

A QUARTER OF A DOLLAR,
Which of course

200 FARMERS!

Skins,

To engage in a light ard honorable business tor the
winter months, in the vicinity where they reside,
which will net them from $56 to $150 per month.
For particulars apply to or address
S. S. SCRANTON & CO.,
19.6 Asylum St., Hartford, Cfc.
November 7. w4w

Also Manufacturers of
PEBBLES, KID, LININGS and ROLL SKINS,-3
GROVE STREET,.PORTLAND. MR
GEO.

L.

CHA.S.

KIMBALL,

H.

DREW.

JOS. P.

FLING,
31 Wit

GIVE

Sugar
And in

WeGUABAXTEE to rack

Hats,

Caps,

Packed in
Don’t

«J

Umb ellas BafFa'o and Fancy Bobas,
No. 91 Middle Street, Casco Bank Block,
Portland

The

vvtt

“Boys

in

Blue,”

Or Heroes of the Rank iinil File.
Mrs. A. H. Hoge, of tlie U. S. Sanitary ComA handsome volume oi
mission.
nearly five
hundred octavo page-. The only work that doesjustollmen.Kin
soldier. Disabled soldier.-, soltico
diers’ widows, aud Olliers, can get it nd [.ay in sellHAWKES At CO.,
ing it, Send ior circulars.
at Washington Street, Boston.
d'ClOwll

BY

A Chance to Make

Money.

U tod wide-awake

Agents wanted in every

United States, loengage in
that
a sm

for

can

be

a

very

town

lucrative business

operated everywhere successfully.

ill capital required.

in the

For tall particulars,

Only
sen

descriptive circular. Address,

B.
W.HITCHCOCK, t4 Chambers St., N. Y
November U. w4w4t>

1

PALMER
CONCORD, N.

FOR

A

FRUIT STORE
Dec 19

Street,

Exchange

dtjyl

oc3-,"mw

a

venient.

a block of two bouses thoroughly luilt. ol
and convenient; two stories with French roof’
hard and soft water brought in the kitchen; containon Myrtle st.
For
ing twelve finished rooms each,
further particulars enquire on <he premises ir to
CHAS. RICH Alt DSON,

Also

brick,

dcl8dtfis__133 Cumberland St.
Boardings

DESIRABLE suit o*"Rooms in the roost cenA tral and pleasant location in the <icy, suitable
and wile. Also pleasant chamber tor Gents
Geut
for
or Gent and wife, at No 37 High st.
dcSdtf
A Rare

Business

of the
in Port
is ottered
stoi k about
it
may
Business the past year
pash. The present occupant being about to remove to another State, will
Hell out on iavorable terms. Apply to WM. H. J EKbest Stands
for sale. Present
laud,
OPPORTUNITY,—one
which
be
reduced
desirable.
$10,000.

$25,000

R1S, Real Estate Agent.

dcUhllw*

Page.

at 8

o’clock.

Clothing
dc20-F,M&W

JL.

B o ok
Manufactory.
BAILEY & NOYES'

Promenade & Dance!
ets

ol

the

Library Association,
FOE

THE

Benefit ot the Library Fnnd,

CITY

found in New England.

Some idea of the amount of work done at onr establishment may be had by knowing the faet that
we have purchased since the Great Fire,
July 4tb,
I860, (when our entire stock was destroyed.)

Of English and American

apers have been manufactured

Jose,

into every

Book

Known to the trade.
We warrant

all

our

work to

sessing superior facilities

H. F. Furbish.
dtd

In sets

or

enabled to sell

onr

Books
single book

EQ UAL

of

Q UAL1TY,

At as Low Price* as any House in
New England.

BAILEY & NOYES’
New Block, Exchange Street.
C O B N
LOAD,

OF

THE

Emancipation Proclamation!
Wednesday Evening:,

Portland,

17-dtf

Dec

Christmas and New Year’s

will be celebrated at

0 I T Y
An

G-

Association,

Ex-4,

Assemblies!

DANCING.

317

CONGRESS

a

his term of Fancy

Hall.

Dancing at

Congress

city

dcc!7-dlw_

STREET,

stock

of

Toys. Work, Handkerchief and Fancy
Bom, Travelling Bags, 1.adieu’
Companions,

83?“Ple!se call and examine.
Jewelry ueutly repaired and warranted

Clocks and

317 Congress St., under mechanics’Hall.
dtfnewlaw

Dissolution ot Copartnership.
copartnership of Richardson, Dyer & Co. !b
THE
hereby dissolved by mutual consent. Tho at-

Portland, Dec. 10, ifcC7.

adjusted at the old stand,
R. M. RICHARDSON
J. W. DYER,
J.E HANNAFORD.
decVidlwis

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name of

THE

a

copart-

BI0HABDS0N, HAEBIS & 00.,
lor

tlio purpose ot carrying

on

Wanted.

AND

Terms— L-wiles’ Tickets for Course,.

.$3.00

Gents*
.*.00
Per couple,. 7.00
Dec.
1867.
dtf
Portland,
7,

PORTION
ot my

Grocery,

have taken tlip s'ore No. 143 Commercial Street,
heretofoic occupied by Richafdson, Dyer & Co.
K. M. R CHARDSON,
P.ENJ F. HARRIS,

and

Wanted, Wanted!

PORTLAND

men

toughest,
high heats; knowing, also, that informer years the
Haseltin ». possessed ne3C characteristics to a much

greater degree than any other Lehigh; also having
the knowledge that ono of our heaviest and m sf
successful foundries gives the above the preference
and shown that preference by their this season’s purchase, has rondered my selection as above intimated.
No doubt I shall be congratulated more especially by
those moro directly interested, as I pr< pore to disA handpose of this small lot at a very low profit.
somer article of lump 1 have never had the pleasure
of viewing. Balance of ab »ve cargo consists of Egg
and Stove, and it for doiuest c use an-an-thracite is needed containing the above named qualifications, the same is obtainable at 266Commercial.
JOS. H. POOH.
December 14. dlwis

Ocean Insurance Co.
MEETING.

Stockholders ot the Ocean Insurance Corapanv are hereby notified to meet at the Office
ot said Company on MONDAY the sixth dav of
January A. D. 1k68 at three o'clock P. M.t for the
purpose ot choosing seven Directors tor the ensuing
y« ar, an the transaction of any other business which
may then be legally acted upon.
GEO. A
Portland, Dec 17th, P 67.
ccl7dtd

THE

WRIGHT, Seo’y.

Christmas Presents!

Five Cents Savings Bank.

choke fc’octlon c!

F.4JVCY

DEPOSITS

ry 4th, 1868, will commence
1st.
ary
Dividends at this

before JanuaInterest from Janu-

Bank have been for two years
past at the rate ot seven per cent., exclusive of Government tax.
Office over First National Bank.
Entrance on
Plum Street.
NATH’L F. DEERING,

dccOd&wtjanl is

can

u-ongress Street.
November 25.

Treasurer.

GOODS!

HOLIDAY GIFTS,
for sale by
just received and
MRS. M. A. E. BAKER,

3J-J

CONGRESS »T.

December 14,1SC7.

Organs and Melodeons

dtf

Of the latest

Wanted.
FLOUR BARRELS,

PA AAA

at Forest
West Com-

City Sugar Refinery,
uV/jV/V/V
near foot of
street.

d-*

improve! Style and Tone, Mnnafkctar-

WM.

Emery

Proposals will also be received for new Sngar Barrels, and a sample may be seen at the office of the
Company, 159$ Commercial, at corner of Union St.
feb!2d*wt*
T. C. HERSEY

“HASTINGS,

P.

No. 15 Chestnut Street, Fortland%
MAINE.

Boarders Wanted.
Gentlemen boardeis.

FEW

and

gentleman
be accommodated at No. 20 Myrtle St.
ANovember
wile,
6. dtf
or a

can

AND FOUND.

_LOST
Thursday,

Dec

States Hotel or at Hende son’s Store,
and Portland sts.

corner

of Green

del kl3t*
r~

STOLEN !
of Martin Carter, No 2 Boyd
Street,
THE house
entered Nov
Demand
27th, and Note
Win.
win

a

on

:

|

The Orzan is the best Reed Tnstrumentnowlnnse,
voiced with a rich, mellow and powerful tome.
Tine
great aim has been to manufacture an instrument to
please the eye and satis y the ear.
Also improved Melodeons. the latest of which Is a
newly arranged Swell, which does not put ihe Instruraentoutof tune.
Al-o keeps on hand Piano Forte* of the best styles
and tone.
WH. P. HASTINGS.
dc9eodly
gry~PrlceHst sent by mall.

hereby lorbidden

are

payment

same, aa

dcllld3t*

on

from purchasing
It has been stopped.
MAKT1N CAltTEB.

■A. B APB,
»

CERTAIN.
AjfD

ANNUAL

MEETINGS.

Speedy Cure
FOR

Merchants National Bank.
Stockholders in this Bank are hereby notified that the Annual Meeting, for the cho.ce of
Xtfrectors, and the transaction ot such business as
Jnay legally be brought before them, will be bolden
at the Bank, on
Tuesday, January 14th 1868, ut lift
o'clock, A. 1TI.

NEURALGIA,

THE

Portland,

13,1867.

Dec.

PAYiON Cashier.
dcl3-2tawtd

herebv notified
for the choice of
any other business
will be held at the

Bank

AND ALL

NERVOUS
DISEASES.
Its

Effects or#
Magical.

It is

are

JLank. on

Torsilny the fourteenth day of January
next, at ten o'c ock in the forenoon.
WILLIAM E. GOULD. Cashier.
decl4-dtd
Portland, Dec. IJ, 1*67.

National Traders Bank.
fTIHE Shareholders of “The National Traders Bank
I ot Portland,” are hereby notified ihat their annual meeting will be held at their Bankii g Ro in,
No. 31 Exchange street, on
Tuesday, the 14th day of January next, at
3 o'clock P. Ill,
toclioose five Directors tor the ensuing year, and to
act on any other business that may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
dc!3-dtd
Pori land. Dec. 13,1867.

Second National Bank.
Annual Meeting ofStockhoMers, of
ond National Bank, Portland, tor the

the Secelection
of Directors, and any other business which mav lebeiore them, will be fekl at their Bank)om, on Exchange Street,
Tuesday, 14th January next, at 3 P. OT.

THE

ecome

unfailing remedy In all case* of Neuralgia Facialis, often effecting a perfect cure in lees
than twenty-four hoars, Torn the use ot no more
thmn twoor thui:e Pills.
No other form of Neuralgia or Nervous Disease has
failed to yield to this
an

WONDERFUL REMEDIAL

Portland,

Dec.

—

produce a complete and permanent cure.
It contains no drugs or othor materials In the
slightest degree Injurious, even to the most delicate
system, andean always be used with
PERFECT SAFETY.
It has long been In constant use by ra ny of orr
MOST EMINENT PHYSICIAN*,
who

val

give it their
by

mail

5 CO,
Six packages,
Twelve packages, 9.00,

the 14th day uf January, 1809,
ut 11 o'clock A. OT.
BC. SOME KB f, Cashier.
December 11,1807. dtd

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders in “The
Casco National Bank ot Portland,” will be
their Banking House
Tuesday, January 14th 1808, at 10 1-3

epHE
X

held, at.

o’clock A. OT.,
tor tho election of Director?, and for the transaction
of such other business as may legally come beiore
them.

E. P.GERKISH, Cashier.
declf dtd

Cumberland National

October

44

31.2taw6in

A

Ticket

IT

fouth

West,

and

North

West,

principal

Portland.

W. D. LITTLE & Co, Ayents.

_Dec 14.

dtl

_’__

EXTRA REDFCEI) RATES

0» lifornia.

To

Passage

Tickets for sale at the

,f£^piflfduced rate.*,

.twftjwfe LNION
49

•*

°*

THE

Route*, via. Boston ss4
By all the
Worcester to Albany as4 the Slew York
Central t.ail way to BnflTalo or Ntmanra
Falla) thence by the Great Western or Usbs
ftbore Railroads, or via l*e er York City and
the Frie. Atlantic and Great Western and
Pennsylvania < enlral Railways.
For sale at the Lowest Rates at the Only lTd*
ion t’icket Office, No. 49 1-4 £xchange bt*j

“The

Tuesday, the 14th day of January next,
3 o’clock P OT.,
tor the choice of Directors, and the fronsart,on

8

3ga«3
AT

on

1-9

on

early application

rc-

at the

OFFICE,

TICKET

Fxrhnngp direct, Portland*

IV. IK LITTLE <C

CO.,

dc’Oeodtf

Agents.

them.

that may c<> e-bef^e
SAMUEL SMALL. Ciliicr.
Portland, Deo. 16,18t>7. dtd
any oilier business

Barber Shop for Sale!

_

FKEE1**AN’»
BLOOD FOOD!
-on-

Iron and Mandrake

Syrup,

Stomach, Niimnlntm Ike
nnd
l.iver, Inpidt Iran >• the Blood,
Tone to Ike System generally
ihr

have been

*4

48

Proprietors.
St., Boston, Mass.

120 Tre^oxt

Banjc.

Cumberland National
Portland,** are hereby notified that
iheir annual meetiug will beheld at their Banking

Imper'ect
11011
eqnal.
If the blood Is

27

44

TPIUVEK Sc CO.. Wole

Through

Tuesday,

stockholders of
rpHE
1 Bank of

*4

It iss 11 by nl< wholesale and retail dealers in drngs
and medicine* throughout the Unbed States, and by

THE

13,18G7.

unqualified appro-

aud

on

To Travelers

Canal National Bank.

Room

unanimous

receipt ot price, and postage.
One package.
$1.00,
Postage 6 cents.

Sent

13,18G7._dc!3-dtd

Annual meeting of Stockholders ot ••The
Canal National Bank of Portland,” for the
election ot Seven Directors, and for the transaction
of any other business that may legally come before
them, will be held at their Banking House on

December

AGENT.

Even in the severest cases of Cionlc Neuralgia
and general nervous derangements,—ol many years
standing affecting Ihe entire system, its use tor a
few days, or a low weeks at the utmost, always affords
the most astouLhing relief, and very rarely falls to

Per Order
W. H. STEPHENSON, Cashier.

Digestion

or

Dyspepsia,

it has

no

in had condition, or deficient in
Hundreds
this valuable medicine.
beneiitted by it, and you may be.

quantity, try

suitable for
on or

B^Salci of any kind ot propmtv in 1 lie City or vicinity, promptly attended to on I tic mot favorable
terms.
OctoberlZ. d!

find them at
this office
Also, all persons wishing good girls for
housework, hotels, saloons, stores, Ac., can find tnem
here at short notice.
A. J. COX A CO..
Employmentand General Business Agents, No. 351J

work,

any

_

200 Tons Haseltine Lump 1
which the attention ot Foundry
is invited.
that
TOKnowing
roelters of iron” require th€
stoutest and hardest Anthr *cite hr theii

A

300 Congress Street.

or

men

man,
wood, or

Casco National Bank.

DYER,

HENRY LITTLEFIELD,
d&wistt

made in this bank

0. W. HOLMES,
AUCTIONEER

Lumbermen, Merchanics. any other
FARMER*,
this winter to chop cord
wanting good
to do
kind of

stock consists of

ANNUAL

Flour Business,

December 14.

Gallop &r Esmeralda
Quadrille,
Schotti*chc,
Rcdowa Quadrille,
Danish*
B3r~Class will meet at 7| o’clock.

A

a

A

tlio wholesale

West India Goods,

J. W

llih.

l*olka

WOOD GOODS l

as follows, viz:
At the U S Appraiser’s Office No. 108 hore Street, in
Portland on 'Inesday, the thi- ty-Jtrst day qf Decenther current, at U o'clock A. M;
One Tin Still; One (kipper Worm; Eight Stone
Jugs containing 16 dal ions qf Nt in Hum; Three Keys
containing Eleven dal tons of New Turn.
The kame having been seized by the Collector of
Internal Revenue for the First Collee Ion District of
Maine, and ordered to be sold and the proceeds
dUpo.-ed o. according to law.
Dated at Portland this seventeenth day of December, A. D 1867.
CHARLES CLARK,
dcl7-dlJ5d
U. 8. Marshal District of Maine.

HAURY8TANLKY,
Portland, Me.

THOROUGH Prac'lcal Book-Keeper, wishes
Situation.
Address P. O. B X. U06.
Portland Dec. 1C, 1867.
dc 16-1 lw

DANCES.

Fancy Goods, Jewelry,

December 10.

Street,

Waltz Quadrille,

large and well selected

8COTCH

g|

me. j. w. eaymokd
commence

Uxited States of America. \
District of Maine, sn.
J
Pursuant to a Vend: Expo: to me directed from
the Hem. Edward Fox, Judge of t he United States
District Court, within and »or the District of Maine,
I shall expose and otter for sale at public auction
to the highest bidder therefor, the following
property
and merchandise, at the time and place within said

District,

CENTS.

M,W&Ftt

Doc 3.

will

U. S. Marshal’s Sale.

Information Wanted.
the whereabouts olMr. Frank
H. Stanley, whomored from Stsniord, Conn,
CONCERNING
to this
last March. Address

the
Directors,
legally brought before them,

MANAGERS:
Edw. Hodgkins, Pres.
S. S Hannaford, Vice Prs.
F. J Bailev, Treasurer.
Secretary.
Jacobs,
W. H. Reed.
Tripp.
R. D. Page.
to
8 o’clock.
commence
at
Dancing

VjL

Every

be

oi

Quadrille Band.

SEVENTY-FIVE

FANCt

at Auction
Saturday, at 11 o’clock a. m., on new
market lot, Market street, 1 shall sell Horses,
Carriages, Harnesses, Ac.
AplF. O^BAILEY, Auctioneer.

Vols
Geo. A. Thompson, late private 1st Maine Battalion, supposed residence St, John, N. B.
La layette W. Crosby, late private Co. C, 20lh Me.
Vols.
John Kramer, late Co. Q, 17th U. S. Infantry.
Woodbury P. Hill (colored), late private Co.'B, 43d
U N. Colored Troops.
All of the above named |>arties will he ir something
1o their advantage by sending their address to Box
decHcodim
12, Portland, Me. ICO

ibis
THEthatStockholders
their annual meeting
and
transaction of

Wednesday Evenings.
TICKETS

Horses, Carriages, &c.f

MRS

First National Bank.

.^^MECHANlCS’HALL,
Mu'io by Chandler's

deltdtw*

FRANCES SASTROFF, mother ot Stephen
C. S. Sastrott. <i«c.. late I7th Me Vols.
Lewis S. Merrf 1, late Co. E, 4rh N. II. Vols.
W u. White, late private Co. E, 15th Me. Vols.
WinflcldS. Hunter, late private Co. E, 33 Mass.

OH AS.

Social

family

to do

A

All peiaona

propriate to the occasion.
Refreshments will be offered for sale after the services.
It Is noped that our citizens,
will
join in the celebration of the anniversary of tills important event. Tickets ot admission are placed
at 25 cents each, and can be hid at the book stores.
Dec. 13. dtd

CORLISS

has for sale at

NO.

Assignees Sale,

Boarders Wanted.

the

WEDNESDAY, DEC.
A.

PATTEN Si CO., Auctioneers.
OFFICE EXCHANGE ST.

H.

THE Undersigned Ansignae in Bankruptcy of ths
l tatfi'e of Joseph Levy, will sell at Puollc Auction on Fri lav Dec. 20th, at 10 A. M
at the room ot
K. M. Patten A Vo., Auctioneers, a stock of goods
belonging fo said Estate erndsting in part as follows; via., Cassiinercs Doeskins, Meltons, Pilots,
Chinchillas, Tricoe-, Broadcloths, Vestings, Driltng:, Hollands, Silesian, Fiauuels, Beddings, Jeans,
Suspenders, iiioves, Socks. Comforters, Tie-, &e.
Also, Froca, Sack and Over Coats, Doerskin, Cisidmeres and Satinet Pauls. Sdks Satin, Valencia and
Wooleu Vests, Shirts and Drawer-, Berlin, Linen
ami Cotton Shirts, wlih a varify of other goods,
may be examined afternoon previous to sale.
O. P. SHEPHERD, Assignee.
Portland Dec. 6.
dec7-dfcd

GENTLEMAN and wlte and a few single gentlemen e .it be accommodated with board, in a
new house, centrally si mated, bv applying at
No. 113 EXCHANGE ST.
December 17. d3w*

WALKER, Esq.,
a colored Liwyer ot Boston, one of the Representatives in the Legislature of Massachusetts.
The music will be by Shaw’s Quartette, and ap-

Ocean

lady

a

H. Stewart, In favor of Martin Carter,
against
for SllC 00 w*as stolen.

HALI,.

Address will be delivered by

Brown's

GOODS!

E.

Wanted.

Jan. 1st,

the Anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation,

FOR SALE BV

O’BRION, PIERCE & CO.

Sian

Aj ply to
A. CUSHMAN & CO.
No. 34 Union Street.

separate.

SITUATION Wanted by
iuthiscitv.
Apply at3 Cotton st.

ON

ANNIVERSARY

A. H.
H. D.

On the Grand Trunk Road

purpose*. Will be leas-

A sewing

!6-d2w

BY THE CAB

or

Stories In Smith's

Union St. A desirable location

M<.nulacturing

or

Lost.
12, between the foot ol Elm st.
and Deerintrs Bridge, a Fur Collar; the finder
will be suitably rewarded bv leaving it at the United

OF THE

give satisfaction. Pos-

we are

Blank

Dec

J. C. Proctor.

December 12.

generally,

A ceount

ed entire

E. G.

BLANK BOOK PAPER 1
r

Jobbing

mercial,

THOMAS BALDWIN, Prompter.
Tickets St AO, admitting a gentleman and lato
be
obtained at Crosman & Co's., W. H.
dies.
Wood da Son, J. C. Proctor’s, at Merchants Exot
the Committee.
change and
Grand Promenade at 8 o’clock.
COMMITTEE.
O. M. Marrett,
C. H. Haskell,

Eighteen Tons

Seven Hundred
and Ninety Pounds

Commercial Street.

To Let.
fourth

Second,
New
THE
lock,No. 36
tor

CAN

IIALL.

Israel Washburn,
John B. Drown,
S. E. Spring,

as-

Stationery & Blank Account Books,

These
kind of

13*3

Boarders

CELEBRATION

EXTENSIVE

LYNCH, BARKER A CO.,

septlltf

accommodated with board and rooms at
18 Brown street. Also a lew table boarder.*-.
Dec 17-dlw*

MANAGERS.
A. K. Rhurtieff, Esq.
E. C. SbawEsq.
T. C. Hersey Esq.
\V. F. Md liken Esq.
John.Lynch,
A. E. Stevens,
P. H. Brown Esq
S. U Lyman,
Henry H Furbish Esq.
Geo. W. Woodman, R. M. Richardson Esq.
Jacob McLellan.
Enoch Knight Esq
James M Churchill E q. Otis Cutler Esq
H. N. Jose Esq.
Tbos. E. Twite bell Esq.
J. C. Proctor Esq.
John T. Hull Esq.
5. J. Anderson Esq.
Wm. Dcerln; Esq.
F. O. Libby E*q.
John Q. Twitchell Esq.
Geo. S. Hunt Esq.
John D. Lord Esq.
James Baitev, Esq.
COMMITTEE OF RECEPTION.
O. M. Marrett Esq
C. H. Hashed Esq.
C E. Jose Esq.
C. H. Fling Esq.
Henry Fox Esq.
FLOOR MANAGERS.
Wm. E. Wool,
J. Hall Boyd,
John A. Emery,
C, W. Uichard/on,
Geo. A. Head;
John C Smalt,H. T. Wood,
Elias Thomas 2d.,
Geo. H.Smardon.

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon
Hon

C. E.

Block,68,70.72Gxchan;e si.
the MOST
sortment of

on,
quire ot

Information Wanted.

CHRISTMAS

J.

B lank

SIZE!

Two Buck Houses in a block of three, on
Cumberland,com r of Pearl street; two stories
with French root, gutte»8 lin^l with galvanized non, cement cellar doors, with brick cisterns.
One containing 10 finished rooms, and th'* other nine
rooms—all above ground—with hard and soft water
brought in the kitchen—thoroughty built and con-

H. Reed.

R. D.
commence

rille Sand.

PORTLMO

Keep always on hand

occupied by

now

WAITED.

Music by Gilmores Promenade and Quad-

CO.,

H.

Tripp.

H. D.

Per Box !

ALLENS
No, 11

Hie lower cad of Cnstom House

feet of
ABOUT
Wharf, and the Warehouses and Offlres thereThomas As-cencio A Co
En-

—AT—

the Place !

Forget

300

_oc28dff_

To be Let,

Christmas Eve’ng, Dec. 25, ’67,

Third Box.

Every

ON

M we shall offer tor sale on the
promises, the
premises, t ie valuable lot oi land with tho bttildings thereon, on Park strecr, house No 69. U Is a
a *,a^ 8tory Brick Hoase. ihorou
;hly and
laithtuliv built, and Is tlnished from the garret to
cellsr. it has t-n tlnished rooms and a basement
in the re&r, two cisterns, one a
tilteriug, and a barr..-l
drain running tho whole depth o'theUou?e: a wood
shed, stable, an l an excellent well of water in the
yard. It is pleasantly an 1 centrally located, and In
a very desirable nelghb »rhood.
The lot >s about
thirty-six fee on Park Street, and running back on
the south-easterly line about one huudred and thirty-one ;eet. A good house lor occupancy or invest
raent.
Title clear. Possession given immediately.
rtou<e can be oxatuined between the hours of II and
3 on Monday and Tuesday previous t o sale,
For
of lot on i firthor jnrtlealars, ploisecallon
ienry Willfa, 31 Exchange Street, or on the Auctioneer.
J. S BAILEY.
IX*'-ember 13. dtd

No 33 rauforth

rooms, at

Let.

To

CHANDLER, Prompter.

Mercantile

Cents

25

Board, pleasant
WITH
st._

July23dtf

Tickets Oae Dollar and Twenty-Are eta.
MANAGERS:
Edw. Hodgkins, Pres.
S. S. Ilannaford. Vice Prs
A. H. Jacobs, Secr’y.
F. J. Bailey Treasurer.

Under the ausp

Box!

Erery

Only FIFTY CTS.

Manulactured by

Gloves,

November 14.

Springs I

Carriage

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

D.

H.

Box

a

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
1HUBSDAY, Decemb er 20tb, at 3 ./clock P.

MILIOBY CHANDLER'S FOLL BAND.

QUARTER OF A DOLLAR.
One Pound in

Oct 23-dtl

to

L,

Every Ihird

December.—

second an.l fourth stories of Store No. 151
Middle Street, Hopkins Block. Apply
Wednesday Night Dec 25,67, THE
ST. JOHN SMITH.
•ept23dit

P URE

Candies ?

by

K. S. UPII AU,
128 Commercial St.

Third and

HALE,

checked tree.

AWAY I

moled

oc

Richardson's

Term* liberal, possess m given ttrst
For further particulars enquire of

on

Dancing to

taint of the concern will be
141 Commercial Street

COIN COKD

GBEENOUGH, M0OALLA.S & 00.,

Grand Christmas Ball

we

Napkin Kings, C'nr.l Cases, Razors, Scissors, Knives, Clocks, Ac., Ac.

WANTED !

Dealers in

Wool and Wool

to

ROBERT BONNER, Publisher,
No i#0 Beekman street. New York.

GEO. L. KIMBALL & CO.,

^______

commekcial.

and

Town and County Rights for Sale.

OPENING OF CON-

The Natio ml Congress was opened on the
8th inst. The hall was crowded with members
and spectators. President Juarez, in a low
tone of voice, delivered the opening speech.—
He thanked the United States for the friendly
feeling shown and the moral support given to
Mexico during the war of independence; justified the executions at Qucrciaro as necessary acts of justice; returned into the hands of
Congress the extraordimry powers which he
had assumed and betorc they bad expired;
promised that foreigners sh mid be protected
whether treaties were made with their governments or not.
Senor Eseqnel Montes, the President of the
Congress, replied, thanking the people of Mexico for their conduct during the war; deel ring that the United States was their only ally;
denying the accusation that prisoners of war
bad boed ill treated; pronouncing the recognition of the Republic by foreign governments
unnecessary, and concluding with a declaration that Mexico was fully able to defend herself.

Subscribe.

Single copies, $3 per annum; four copies, $10. whicn
is $2 5(P» copv: eight copie-, $20. The party who
sends us $iu for a club o! ughtcopies (all sent at one
time) will be eu‘itled to a copy free. Postmasters
and others wboget up clubs In their respective towns
can afterwards add single copies at $2 50.
No subscriptions taken for a less period than one year.
Canada subscriber roust send T-wentv cents in ad
dition to the subscription, to pay the American postage. When a draft or monty-order can conven ently be sent, it will be pretired, as it will preveut the
possibi lit y of the loss of money by mail The postage on the Ledger to all parts of the country is only
twenty cents a year, or five cent* a quarter, payable
at the office wher the paper is deliveie t.
£3r"We employ no travelling agents. Address all

$150 per month guaranteed.

Wool-pullers and Tanners,
ot

Greeley, aud Madame LeVert.
Our terms for 1868-Wow is the time to

!

steady employment

Tliird Box

ace

WANTED

FOREIGN MINISTER.

Havana, Dec. 18.—Dates from the City

Dstiugaished women of the
Uuited Stages, including Mrs. Horace Mann, Mrs.
Mrs.
General Banks Mis. HorMaria
Child,
Lydia
Twelve of the most

purchased

Good

Write for it!

M arri age

MECHANICS’

ON

To Let.

AT

50 cents per Box.

To be

RANDOLPH, CAROLINE CONRAD, Mrs. VAUGHAN, their delightful Short Stories; WILLIAM
CULLEN BRYANT, ALICE CARY, Dr CHAS.
D. GARDKTTE. GEO. D. PRENTICE, NATHAN
EMMA ALICE BROWNE, Mrs.
D. URNER.
SCHULTZ, WM ROSS WALLACE, their Poems.
ANew Feature of tiie Ledger.-Advice to
Young Women.—A new feature of the Ledger, in
the beginning of the year, will be a series of Twelve
Articles, written expre-sly tor Young Ladies, by

very many
instance where it

sold,

PAPER.

FAMILY

it, than upon any other paper. Us moral tone is always pure and elevated. Tli° lea ing Clergymen 01
the United Slates, the Presidents ot the principal
Colleges, the greatest Poets, Wits and Statesmen ot
the country, are among the contributors to its colThe reader always gets more than bis
umns.
money’s worth in the Ledger. We have always had
the BUST WHITER8, and a ways shall have them,
Whatever we have promised in
cost what it may
our advertisements heretofore, our readers will bear
us witness that we have always performed: and not
onlv that, but a great deal more. For instance, in
our las" Prospectus, we announced a story by Henry Ward Brxo iFB, which we gave; but we did
not announce Horace Greeley’s Ac audiograph, y, which we are now putdishing; nor (lid we announce the series of Articles entitled Advice to
Yojno Men, by the Twelve College Pressidmts.
The rule on widen the LEDGER is couducted is to
get the best of everything, whether it has been promise 1 or not. The public recognize this fact; and it
is trora their desire to obta n the very best piper
that they give the Ledger tho preference; bonce its
unparalleled and unapproacbed circula ion, being
over three hundred thousand copies.
Now, tor the new year: All our present corps of
popular authors will continue to write for the LEDGER ; we sha 1 begin the new year wiin a new storv
bv Mrs. SOUTH WORTH; the How. HORACE
GREELEY will continue his Autobiography; FANNY FERN her sparkling sketches; JOHN G. SAXE
Ids humorous Poems; SYLVANUS COBB. Jr
his entertaining Stories; HENRY WARD BEECHER, his original papers; J AS, PART ON his instructive Biogrophicai Sketches; MissDUPUY her Dramatic Narratives: MaRY KYLE DALLAS, aMY

dispatch cannot be surpassed

MEXICO.
FOR

GREAT

The reason that, the NEW YORK LEDGER has
the largest circulation is. that it is the best paper.

BOOKS, PA31PKLETS

A fter

Ocean Association, Ex-4,

PORTLAND, MK„

Why should itnothave the largest circulation? More
labor, more talent more money, are bestowed upon

We have superior tacilities for the execution of

Successors
ROMERO PROPOSED

FOE 1868

All the Greatest Writers

Mercantile

YEAR'S

InJEvery

New

THE NEW YORK LEDGER.

Cards, Tags, Blanks, Labels,
And every

ffs
—A!KD—

PRESENTS!

Collators

s

20tli,

Under the auspices of

Only

THE

OFFICE^ EXCILANU® bTKLLT*

M., a fin* assortment ot English Plated wara
and Sheffield Cutlery, Just importod p.*r Steamship
Moravian by Thomas Sbepherd. It consists of Dinner Service, To
Sets, Cornef Dishes, Dish C vers.
Urns, Butter salvers, Pitchers, t ake ami Fruit Baskets, Cups, Goblets, Spjons, Parks. L quor and
Pickle Castors, Jce. Also, P^arl ami Ivory Handled
Table Cutlery, Carvers, Pickle Pork?, Jtc. Upon lor
examination Monday alteraoou, 231.
December 18. did

LKT.

Wharf.

There will also be Tables for the sale ot Fancy
Articles
Admission 25 cents. Tickets for sale at the
door.
Doois open at } o!7. Per oriuance to commence
at J of
8.__dc .8dtd

fit*

HEW

TO

brielc an I wooden building
Messrs. Davis, Baxter A Co., on

^

Rich Sliver Plated Ware and Cutlery f r liristmas and New Year.
TUESDAY, De< ember 24th, at 10 o'c’ock A.

To Let.

a

•' ecember

WCymbrrTn!l?r^thepab118'

E

B >ARI), large pleasant rooms suitable
gentleman and wile, at 52 Free sL oc24<lti

B.’s,

give

THE

<

35g|“?
ThiaAiE*Wy

ITH
\\7
T
lor

Concert!

Friday Evening,

FOB

PlTTEJI Ft CO„ Auiri.ueet.
OFFICE EXCHANGE STREET.

medium Fur goods, such as Royal Ermine, Hudson
Bay and American Sable, FrciirU Sable, Uennsn
Siberian Squirrel,
Muffs, Capes and Bcaa,
CUWren s Furs, Gloves,
Gauntlets, Caps, Collars,
Kobra,Buffaloes,
Coats, Ac.
S1?i*u
1,8
worthy the
Z0’’1 »'thout rewire, and i.

evening

or

m

Stock of Fur Good, at Auction.

on very reasonable rei ms, will seat from 3 to
400.
Apply 10 Cha.les P. Kimball or to the
subscriber
J.B THORNDIKE,
Dec.ti. dtf
Superintendent.

!

Mechanics’ Hall Library Iloom,

CHRISTMAS
f
pi

OF

BILL-HEADS, CIRCULARS,

€.

To Let.
Mechanics Library Kro.n, by day

Black’

and

£S„

MONDAY, December 23d,at t« o'clock A. M
ONand
3 o'clock P, U.
assortment
t tine and

House to Let.

a

Including the Play

KXPBBSSI.r

f

ONLY

-AT—

TERMS.

P-10SPECTU3

NIGHT

Tlie

POUND I

at Auction.

an

CANDIES. Vocal

other occasional contribu-

ild by ev« ry
News Agent in the United States. The price is Six
Ce ts, but i cases where agents have to pay extra
freight;% higher price Is charged. When there is a
News Agent in tne town, we desire our friends to
get the New York Weekly through him. When
sent by mall, singlo copie 4 $3 per annum; tour copies
Toe
$10 which is$2 5u a copy; eight copies $20.
party who sends us $20 for a club of eight copies (all
sent at one time), will be entitled to a copy kbeh.Postmasters and others who get up club.^, in their
respective towns, can atterward aid single copies at
$2 50.
The New York Weekly end the Ulus rated Literary Album, will both be seutfor $G per annum.
Address
STREET & SMITH,
w4t50
li Fruukfort St., New York.

Executed with Neatness and Despatch.

FRANCE.

Paris, Dec. 18.—The
circular by the prefect

hundred

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY is

parties.

Arms and ammunition secreted by Fenians,
have been discovered and seized by the police
at several places in England.
A despatch from Massowah says a report
from the interior had reached the British expedition that King Theodore had set fire to
and destroyed Debra Tabor.
Dublin, Dec. 18.—The examination of-John
Martin and others connected with the funeral
demonstration on the 8th inst., was concluded
yesterday, but the decision of the court was
reserved.
This morning the accused were
brought before the magistrate, and Mr.
a^ain
Martin and Mr. Sulor were committed for trial
on a charge of misdemeanor.
They immediately furnished the requisite bail ana were
discharged from custody.

ene

Specimen Copies Sent Free
EVERY

Refined

HI

K.

to the subscriber at his i-l ice of business,
No. 125 Middle atrejf, or on the premises, secoml housj from the Western Promenade on Bramha' Street.
LEON M. BOWDOIN.
November 30, dtt

Will

tors.

Exchange Street.

Catalogues, &c.,

18.—Evening.—Another
to-day to blow up one of

romance

1 Mavettu St

*

dim*

o.

Fart ot

ty be

mnny others, to say nothing of those
stars in the Literary firmament, A.

112

Daily Press Job Office,
No. 1 Printers’

m

December

ONE

EMERSON BENNETT.

sat

Ko

Hoorn* t» Let,
Board, in Suita or binjlcv ioc o.utleraen

WITH

freshmen ts ami Fancy *Arti le*.
Tickets for single evening 25c each, to be had ot
Ctaas. CustU& Co.,Short
boring, A. G. Schlotterbook & Co., an l at the door.
<?el4-dtd

B Y

Cleveland & Pittsburg..'.'.V*.874
Chicago* Rock Island.98*

Let.
rr”

Of CrlCS

8ont8ivi«S5eio
pJX’tJmT

and their wives, in a very pica ant location
No. 5)Spring stiee% between High and Park.

HI IX ED

more

Weekly,

1 01 ,OUr

Tdeco^dtl'

Boxes !

OF PURE SUGAR

we

lnni
Ten-Forties, coupons.
Seven-Thirties,...
.— J04l
York Central,. .Ilf?
Erie,.....•■•■.•
71?

Michigan Southern,.

To

APPLY

This preat story is commenced
every lady reader.
in No. 6 of the present volume, and tho3e who
desire

market.
New Yoek, Dec. 19.

stock

GREAT BRITAIN.

Je'ss

at

¥

together with a miscellaneous crowd of adventurous
soirits presenting almost every phase of human
character, each of whom plays his or her part in the
thrilling drama. The story is replete with scenes
and incidents which cause the blood of the reader to

lor

E U K O P E

a

Juniata,

they have to pass. Oneafer
another are introduced the hardy pioneer, the cunning tr®pper, the wily savage, the eccentric seeker
alter adventure, the tender maiden, severed
by the
lorce of circumstances from friends and kindre
',the
heroic and daring youth who^e aspirations are loit>,
whose soul is fearless, and whose deeds are daring,
scenes

of Life.

York, Dec. 19.—Ship Marlboro, from
Liverpool, reports off the Highlands, in the
late gale, James Drolley, seaman,fell from the
New

press under

Candy
Candy

>

_

pound.
pound.
pound.

-AND-

Is the greatest product of his transcendent great
ly
pen. It is a tale of the great border, and the characters which figure in It are as various as the
many

^ec*
Flour dull at 7 50 (a)
Legal Tenders 75.

FROM ARKONA—INDIAN AFFAIRS.

Dec.
tempt was mede

per

....

papers of the Mutual Express Company

London,

cents

v'uawru ***

Cigars, Cistile and Kamil,
q! 1',“’
sizes, Limes, bairel Pickles,
Canned I’eaclics, French Mustard,
es, pure Cream Tartar, Vinegar, Broob,,
rigs. Tamarinds, Mnstarii, stove and Hhoe
ing, Cotfee, Xu., Ac. These goods are tr«h
K. 0. BAILEY,
good Older.

Atlantic treet.. Enquiieat
A K,MENr
declidli? °ul,,mc,vStreet.
decleugl
, m. CRKSSY A CO.

KACH BOX CONTAINING

EMERSON BENNETT,

h.

AN

30

SLOCUM $
BY

U. S
New

CAIilFORNIA.
ORGANIZATION OF

at

OR,

iS^wkS!^1*01800*
Wheat 2 50.

K*w York

Candy

Heady.

The Maid of the

At Auction,

FRIDAY, December JOth, it 10 o'clock A. V.
I shall sell at Office. ISO Fore Street, M tssortl
msntot Fancy Gvxta, Toys, Ac,, cnaelstlng In part
ot
Perfumes, IHtris) for 1066, BCT,
fill?’
»:ui
1066, Needles, Cases, S upenders, Ptns. Thread,
Envelope., Velret Ribbon, Shoe Strings,
Jewelry, Watch Chains, Ac.,
to.?},1.’v*?«»strings,
cher with other g.oods both useful and
orn iinenlnTl“<lEvery article will be sold wtthout re»e,.
BAILRY, Auct.
Decembet ig
_

Look at the RETAIL Prices.

er,

BENNETT,

No. 6.—\ow

I7--Spirits Turpentine

sight 23.) discount.

roman

Fancy Goods, Toys, Jewelry,

To Let.

NEW YORK WEEKLY

bales.

on

has

THE PEOPLE DEMAND IT!

lOOO

Commenced in the

improved; sales at
wo
lc’-8a\esand 2 50 for**e8in
180
for strained,
No. 1. Tar firm at 2 00.
Cotton brm at 13Jc for Middling.

and short

!

Copies

America’s gifted

From the pen of

S. C., Dec. 17. Cotton active and
CipvRLESTON, advance(*
ic; Middling at 15c; sales
2w,er grade?

esUmamdP2tOl(),CD0e0baks7COttOn“mOre d0i"gl

ciicu’ation

»<*.

suitable tor salesrooms.
ALo. Olllces in 3.1 and 4ih stories—one of which
a large
sky-light for Photographic Room.
Apply to
WM. BOYD.
Wl8-dtt

-----

The Miid cf the Juniata!

bales.

o

Down Go the Prices!

OK,

({n i5e.

8 00.

a

Sol Slocum ;

Savannah, Ga.,Dcc 17.—Cotton quiet and steady;
Middlings at 14$c; sales 1000 bales; receipts 2727

,i^w,i7OTO?’

has

now

ot

—

ED FOR GOVERNOR.

Rufus Bullard, the mau recommended by
the Georgia Convention to be appointed Governor was an agent of Adams’ Express in
Georgia duriDg the war, previous to which he
was a telegraph operator in Boston and this

The NEW YORK WEEKLY

Mobile, Dee. 17.—Cotton 11 active general demand and closed firm; Middlings
14c; tull sales400
bales; receipts 5204 bales; exports 52M bales.
Kec* 17-rCotton Quiet; sale* 540
w4UGQa*V
bales;
Middling at 14c; receipts 1455 bales.
Kiiw Orleans,
pec. 19 Cotton active; Middling
uplands at lojc; sales 5300 bales; receipts 5448 bales;
exports 369 bales. Sugar in fair demand; common
9Jc; full lair 12fc; prime to choice 124 @ 131c. Mo!* ;^3’n la,r tieulanai common 50c; prime to choice

receipts 1300

in

sales.

ON

Also, Rooms in second story, corner of Middle and
Exchange street—also over stjre No 78 Middte st.,

-OR THE-

MAID OF THE JDNIATA!

jr

To Let.
Bojd’s Block, on Exchange street,

011

SLOCUM;

Brackett
b aek .tt

on«i door from Middle st.
STORE

ENTITLED,

(gi 98c. Oats 80c. Flour—choice family firm; others unchanged.
Hess Fork at 23 SO. Bacon—shoul
dersll|@12c; clear sides 15J @ lojc. Lard at 13) @

bales;

BENNETT,

auction

doclSdtl_U4j Etchao^ sif^,,

GIVEN AWAY.

the New'

Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 17.—Cotton 13} @ lie. Corn
90

,nn
1100

and Sketch Paper in
United States.)

_LET.

To Let.
TENEMENT corner ot saleoi
d
Streets. Enquire Of
JABEZ C. ^'OODMs.k

A

Now is the Time t » Subscribe!

oats.

70

Story

the

inactive and nominally unchanged. Corn higher and
In fair Inquiry for ear lots; sales 6000 bush, old ami
new at l 14, aud 1600 do
early at 1 12 m 1 13. Oa s
fur Western. Barley in good
nominally
inquiry
ami Arm; sties of 6300 bush. Canadian in three lots
at 1 C0U\ e—sales 10,0' 0 bush. Western at 1 55. and
1000 do at 1 58
Mess Pork, Lard and High Wines
aro inactive and
nominally unchanged. Dressed
Hogs offered at 9c for Western, without buyers.
Albany, N. Y.. Dec. 19.—Beeves—receipts for
the week 3,600 head; demand moderate at a decline
of | @ $c on best, aud $ @ Jc on inferior, live
weight.
Sheep—i aceipts 7.000; quota1 ions 4(&7c, outside;
extra 8$ (a) 9jc. Hogs—receipts 5,400; sales 4,000.
Chicago, Dec*. 19.—Flour dull; Spring extras at
8 37$ a) 9 75.
Wheat less ac ive and 3c lower; No. 1
at 1 92 (a> 1 94; No. 2 at 1 81$ @ 1 814.
Corn quiet aud
l$c lower; sales at 54c. Bye dull at 150 (a) 152. Barley firmer but quiet; No. 2 at 1 70. Proyisionsgteady.
Mess Pork at 19 75 @ 20 00 cash. Green
Mea's in fair
demand; hams 10
10}c; shoulders Me trom the
bmck. Bulk meats—shoulders
quiet at 7$c lo 'se,
and 7$c packed. English and
pickled meats inactive
fcominai. Lard quiet at 11$ @ 12c. Receipts—
4.000 bbls. flour, 6,50 > bush, wheat, 20,000 bush, corn,
7.000 bush, oats, 9,500 hogs. Shipments—1,000 bbls.
flour, 5,000 bush, wheat, 18,000 bush, corn, 1,600 bush,

A BOSTON TELEGRAPH OPERATOR RECOMMEND-

passed.

An ineffectual attempt was made to get up
the House bill against further contraction of
the currency, during which a letter from the
Secretary of the Treasury was read, saying
there would be no contraction for December

CONVENTION.

THE RECONSTRUCTION

Greatest

"gc

1*1 AMSACH ('MATTS.

CONSTITUTIONAL

(The

To

MONEY

NEW YORK WEEKLY

?•?*

970 bbls. at l2jj @ 13$c. Whiskey quiet. Rice dull.
Groceries quiet and stea y. Naval Stores dull; Spirits Turpentine at 51 @ 52c; Rosin 2 55 @ 7 00. Oils
dull; Linseed 1 00 @ 2 02. Petroleum quiet at 10$ @
11c for crude; refined bonded 2'c. Tallow steady.—
Freights to Liverpool steady; Cotton 6-16 (a; 7-lGd D
sail, and 9-161
steamer; Corn 5| ^ sail.
Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 17.—Flour ste dy; sales 15
bb.8. Wisconsin Spring at 11 25; 3J bbls. Canada
Widte at 13 25; 50 bbls. Amber Western at \ l 00; 50
bbls. Wbie Western at 13 00; 125 bbls. cty ground
Spring at lu 00 @ 10 25; rye Flour at 8 5 \ Wheat

BANK

MlSCBEEAHEOPg.

the

iS’JJF111*
? ?ai Je<1

_

SUSPENSION.
New Orleans, Dec. 19—The Bank of New
Orleans has discontinued business on account
of depression in trade.
fires.
Two more fires occurred in Vicksburg, Miss.,
last night- One ot which was accidental and
loss trifling. Tbe other was the work of an
incendiary and the loss $18,000.

Middling
lower;

ly J-i'y

}*

AOUIMIANA.

Destructive Fire.

MISCELLANEOUS.

New York. Dec: 19.--Cotton rather more steady;
sales 2.300 bales;
uplands at 1M @ 16c_
Flour dull and 5 @ 10c
sales 1,800 bbls.; State
at 8 51 &
Bound Hoop Ohio at 9 90 @ 13 00;
**60; Southorn dull; sales at 10 00
°°» California dull at 12 25 @ 13 50. Wheat dull
®
*S 2c lower; sales 500 bush.; White
3 *0» Corn more
steady; sales 43,000 bush.;
Western 1 37 @ 1 37$ in store, and 1 39 @
1
40$ afloat; new do 1 38@ 1 40 afloat. Oats steady;
sales 42,0.-0 bush.; Western 84c in store, and 67kc
afloat. Beef quiet. Pork firmer; sales 250 bbls.; new
mess 20 e5; prime 18 00 @ 18 50. Lard heavy; sales

THE MORGAN RAID.

J. It. LUNT <t; CO.,
Druggists, 34S Congress St., sole Agents
for

njnlnc.

dtw

December 19.

Portland, at less than co t, owner being out of
health, cannot attend to it. Cheap rent, central
location.
ty An? steady workman with 950 00 can secure It and pay th? balance in his own time, as it
must be soldtiumeduftielv.
J. A. BENNETT,
Address
At Davis' rhotograph Rooms, T Market Square, or
dclb-dtf
or call there.

IN

True ami

on

hand and lor sale

on

Franklin

Portland, Dec. 6, 1867

dc9-d!m*

Mistake.

GENTLEMEN

Dec 9-cod till dc 25

W. D. ROBINSON.
4 a Exchange

Dest Yellow
SOl'TMKKN

f!A BBLS. BEST
*>V MEAL, for

4

st.

YELLOW

Bnltmwean.1 for anle b,

Pressed Hay.

CONSTANTLY
Wharf, by the undersigned.
JOSEPH LIBBY, Agent.

no

Differ in opinion respecting the
promotion of Temperance, whether Prohibition
or a License Law is the mod feasible, but the Ladies
tell me there Is but One Opinion among them, that
the Handsomest lot 01 Christmas Presents is to bo
found at the store cf

>reIo<lot»n

to Let,

•
Portab'e Melodeon. Inquire at LEW
O IS* PHOTOGRAPH ROOM, 12 Market SquarqDee IT-dlw

p—

nr'r 1

vE

MlSCEIiliAlTEOtTS.

ifiiscELLAiraoirg.

Poetry.

_

"?»TEW

Menlo"®*

PALGRAVE'
> £T TBANCIS TCRS'ER
Lion Hearts of young Italy!

itSTWEm®!

NEW GOODS,

tSTOBE

COPARTNERSHIP.

i!TD

NEW

J. W. & H. H.

GOODS 1

Oh the field where none died in rain.
Lion-hearts of young Italy?

Field where death was victory,
Blood that gushed not in vain
When the deadly rifle of France
Pour’d its floods of iron tain;
’Neath the pine-dotteil slopes of Tivoli
The triumph is with the slain.
Lion-hearts of young Italy 1
Noble ei ror, if error,
To make their fatherland one!
Through her five-and-twenty centuries
Rome couuts no worthier son
Than be who led them to die
Where death and riumph were one—
Lion-hearts of young Italy!
For the blood ol Mentana
To the blood of Thermopylte calls,
And the blood ot Marathon answers.
Not in vain, not in vain he falls
Who stakes his life on the die
When the voice of Freedom calls,
Lion-hearts of young Italy!

MERCHANTTA1L0R,
Having decided

change Ida location of business !■
January. lfc(J8, and being desirous to open
to

at that time

My Dea.b Sib— Allow me to thank
you
for the pleasure and the profit I have gained
from the few numbers ol the Spiritual Magazines which have reached me. I do not believe you can serve your race and your age
more nobly than by laboring as
you do to
bring the doctrine of immortality from the
realm of faith into that of knowledge. I like
your method. We need /acts. I do not see
how we can leam any thing of an alter life
except as that life reports itself. At best cur
faith assures us only of the fact that life
reaches on beyond the tomb—nothing of the
modes of spirit-lile. Many minds trained in
scientific methods, know nothing of faith,
take nothing on trust.
To such, the tacts
you have to report come like sunlight on the
clouds. I would give up everything I have
except faith in God and hope tor men, rather
than the treasured words which have come
to me from the higher life. You want facts.
Has it never occurred to our skeptical friends
that the greatest tact of all is the belief of
some ten million of men and women?
Are
these men demented? Many of them on my
own side of the water, I know well.
They
are men who know how to weigh evidence.
They are in the Senate chamber, on the
bench, in the universities, on scientific surveys. One of them is a poet, whose books
are the delight of every cultivated mind in
England. Another is a bishop, whose eloquence was surpassed by do preacher who
met with him in the Pan-Anglican
Synod.
Is it Dot sale to assume that fac.s which have
convinced such men deserve at least a decent
hearing ?
Let us take a fact: Mr. Simmons, a member
of the United States Senate, from Bhode
Island, a grave and careful man, published to
the world over his own name, a statement
like this: He was in the presence of a woman
who called herself ‘a medium.’ On the table
before him lay a pencil and sheet ol paper.
The pencil moved—no visible band touching
itr-aud wrote ‘P. T. Simmons.’ After writing
the name, it moved back and dotted the i.
The band writing, the Senator says, was that
of his son, living then, .-she thought, in California. The agent that moved the pencil
went on to write a communication,
claiming
to be vouug Simonds, and
giving an account
of his death in SaD Francisco, a few days before. Now, the Senator affirms that the next
California mail brought tidings of his son’s
ueain. corroDoraung m all
respects tbe account he had received in tbe presence of the
medium. What shall we say? That the
grave Senator uttered a falsehood? Who
will say that? A lady, well known in literary circles, was present at the sitting and
puts herself in print re-affirming the Senator's
statement. Did they both falsify? No one
who knows them will say that. Were
they
mistaken ? The case does not admit of misI
take.
Either these things
are true,
or
no truth outside the
dull routine of life

be
established by testimony. Will
the writers who finish tbe Zouave Jacob and
put down Spiritualism in the daily press of
can

London, sneer al men just as intelligent as
they, (or believing that young Simmons was
still a living, consciousn being—a man whose
love

and memory did ot die with the
body—and that under certain conditions he
was able to lift the veil, and make his
presence known to his father?
Then let them at
least treat the facts with common decency,
and give us a more rational conclusion.
Meantime they may do well to remember
that thirty years ago these same papers sneering at the British Association for the Advancement of Science. Thirty years hence
it may not be pleasant for editors to look
over their files of ’07.
Facts similar to these are of everyday occurrence.
Take one of a different type. Very
wonderful things, I am told, were done iu
the presence of a lady, who lives in Charlestown, Mass. Mrs. Cushman, (of whom you
have made mentiou,) is not tie tore tue public as a medium, but she gives settings occasionally to those who wish to investigate. I
visited her house in company with a Boston
clergyman. A guitar was laid on my knees,
and alter a few minutes lifted
up, and played
on by unseen hands.
Tilts was in full daylight. The concert lasted an hour. It was
utterly impossible lor the lady to touch the
strings. No mortal, under the circumstances,
could have made the music. Of this we were
both satisfied. We did not decide
hastily
but only alter the fullest investigation. Now
the agent that played the guitar, whatever it
was, acted wonderlully like a human being.
We requested a particular tune—it was
played; then another, that was also played, and
so on for an hour.
How could we resist the

by

unseen
us, was a
a man or a woman,
we
our words

knowing
knew, hearing
reading
thoughts, and able, under conditions we may not understand, to move material thirgs?
‘We are compassed about
our

with a cloud of witnesses.’
We need to return to the early faith, the faith of the founders of
Christianity, the faith of all great poels
of all ages. This age is
steeped in materialbut
reaction has begun. Men are cryism,
out
for
the
ing
knowledge of Eternal Life.
With tbe eloquent Bishop of Rhode
Island,
I hail the influx from the spirit worJd as a
gift of the Father, sent in his own good time
to His children to wean them from
doubt, to
confine them in faith, to take away the
sting
ot death by the knowledge that

immortality

gauzy abstraction, but real human
W. D. Gunnikg.
Coleman, Esq., London.
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Opened this day at the
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Gifts.
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co"««tESS BIBBEr,
»large lot ot

FMCI <*OODS
SUITABLE FOR

HOLIDAY

than at any other establishment In this city

GIFT* j

Dolls, IFallels, Perfumery, Ac., Ac.
Also, a fine lot ot

SILVER PLATED WARE !
Tea Sets, Cake Baskets,
Castors, Call Bells Ice
Salvers, Syrup Cups, Butior Lish’es
Gold Lined Go 11 lets, Cups,
Mugs. Spoon Holders auil Salt
Stands, Butter
Fish
and Pie Knives, (lake and
Fruit do
°J"p JLiaiU^, SfKions, Forks.
and SI»™. Boxes of SllK?lk aniJ
ver Plated
PI»tU! Steel i\nivo*,
▼er
a hue htock of

File Goli

orirdde^mrHoTiiHvi■ e,f ,'rUd‘T;1

Jewelry,
Thpsc
du

CASH!
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and I

want

BE

Scotch Cups

BUCB.

WX,opE.«

HARRIS’,
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

c13

of Elegant
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dlwis

$35.00

$45.00.

to

$30.00

$35.00.

to

Former price $45.00 to $50.00.

g^parlinlsr attention paid
Jobbing Price.

es!

p:lce $16.00 to $18

t*

is authorized Io adjust
S H. WEBB
J. L. FOGG.
Portland, December 17, 1867.
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a
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FREE
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of the Latest Styles ot Goods and Fashion.
ment of

FOR
which 1

Make up to Order at
dtf

desired.

Call early and

P.

secure

B.

the best

selections.

FROST,

SO. 339 1-9 CONGRESS STREET.
Fori land,

Dee. 2. 1867. dim

JORDAN & RANDALL
HAVIlfO REMOVED

Store No. 145
( Evan*
Would

respectfully

Middle

St.,

Block,!

Invite the trade
stock of

Tailors’
Selected

THE

TO

to

examine theh

Trimmings,

Expressly for this

Market.

personal attention to business we hope to
merit, a snare of public patronge.
WILLIAM P. JORDAN,
GEO. A. RANDALL.
Portland, March 18. 1867. dtf
Bv

T

fl

CENTRAL

At the

great

PARIS EXPOSITION.
consequently stand ahead otthe WORLD in the

And

manufacture ot PLANO FORTES.
I also keep a large assortment ot other FIRSTCLASS MAKERS, which 1 can sell at the manufacturers* lowest prices.

Old Piano* taken in

exobane;* for Hew.

Pianos to Bent.
Tuning

and Repairing

Ware room

337

promptly

Congress* Street.

win. n.

(Formerly
aug6dtf

of the

attended to.

Twoitmiiif.

firm of C. Edwards & Co.)

First Mortgage Thirty Year, Six
per Cent. Coupon Bonds,
Principal and Intercut payable in Cold
Coin,
Represent the preferred claim upon one of the roost
important lines of communication in the word, as it
is the sole link between the Pacific Coast and the
Great Interior Basin, over which the immense overland travel must pass, and the
JTJaiu Trunk Line Across the Continent.
The »oad is now nearly completed from Sacramento the Richest Mining Regions in the Salt Lake Basin, and is being rapidly carried Iorward by the
largest force of laborers ever employ ad by any Rai
road Company on this continent.
The natural,legitimate, commercial business oi the
road surpasses all previous expectation, and Is profitable beyond rarallel. even among the oldest roads in
existence. The Earnings and Expenses for the Quarter ending Oct 31, were as follows, IN GOLD:
Gr ss Earnings.
Operating Expenses.
$10£.088 01.
$592, 847.93
Net Earnings.

$491,759.31.
This

result, however, would
inability oi wagon

been far greater
the
freight and passengers from the temporary terminus

British Periodicals.
The

teams to Iorward

in the mountains.
The United States Government and the State and
Cities of California have so ai led and fostered the
Great Enterprise that 1 he company will assume
very
light annual Interest obligations, and will have the
following ample Resources at command for the Construction:

Edinburgh

(Whig.)

Review

A'lfS*,,en). 11.000.000
LOANS, (subordinate Hen).
3,000,000
U S SUBSIDY BONDS, 720 miles,
(Slibnrdiate lien). 35,517.000
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS. 35,317^000
Resources first 710 miles. $77,8*34,000
The FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS are in sumso
$1000 each, with the semi-annual go’d coupons attached, and are offered for sale, for the present, at
93 per cent, and accrued interest from July 1/t, in
cuirencv, at which rate they yield nearly NINE
PER CENT, upon the investment.
These Bonds, authorized by the Pacific Railroad
arts of Congress, are issued only as ihe work progresses, and to the same extent only as the Bonds granted
l>y the Government; and are the prior lien upon the
whole valuable projiert.v furnished by the above Resources. They possess spcoial assurances and advantages o*cr other Corporate Securities, and are destined to rank among the Best. Investments in the
World, from their unusual attractions of safety,
soundness and profit
Conversions of Government Securities

AND

Mortgage

Wiili the same rate of Interest.
iy Boh.Ib can he obtained through the subscribers
dir.cily, or through responsible Banking Agencies.
Descriptive Pamphlets, Maps and information can
he had at the
Office of tl.e C.P. R. R. Co., No 54 William at, N. If., and of

Fisk

JSc

Hatch,

Bankers and Dealers in Gor’t Securities,
These periodicals are ably sustained by the contributions of the best writers on Science,Re’Igion and
General Li erature, and stand unrivalled in the world
of letters. They are indispensable!> the scholar and
the professional man, and to every reading man, as

they

furnish

a

better record of the current literature

of the day than

tan

bs

obtained

-—AND—

financial Agent- of Ihe €• P. R. R. to.,
No. .3 Nassau Street, N. Y•
A>D OF

Brewster, Street & Co,, Boston.
Nov 30 d3m

other

from any

TIN

source.

Terms for

1868.

Kladc

as

Per

A.

annum.

For any one of the Reviews,

10 00

A.

rates, viz:
The North British from Januaiy, 1863, to December, 1867, inclusive; Edinburgh and the We tminster
from April, 1864, to December. 1867, inclusive, and

Quarterly for the years 1861, 1866 and
1867, at the rate of $1.50 a year for each or anv reRevicw; A so Blackwood lor 1366 and 1867, for $2.50
a year, or the two years together for $4 00.
the London

Publishing Co
110 Falto.t Street, N.

Scott

Y.

Oils S

Oils, Oils,

Extra Parafine

2000 Gallons Extra Whiter Lard
oil.
1000 Gallons Bleached Winter
Sperm nil.
!Oot» Gallons Bleached Winter
Whale Oil.
2000 G&uons
swindle Winter Oil.

3000 Gallons Oleine Wool Oil.
A. p.

A

LARGE

Just

Fore street.

SALlj

last summer; part of l er sail_Carr es 300 tons coal, or 030 paya\ue
litid-. Moissses, Go' 0 box sliooks. Sbe has a Hate
Poop, an 1 will be sold low by applying at Dyer Sc
Pierce. Market St.
dc4dl«*
DVEK A PIERCE.
_

types,

TWEUTV.PITE CENTS PER DOZt'N
At A. S. DAVIS’ I’hotograpb
tialleites, No. 27
arket Square, opposite Preble Strtel.
iy9U

Advances made on Goods to the
Island of Cuba.

MANSON

Are prepared to make liberal advances on a’l kinds
ot Lumber, Cooperage and
Provisions, to auv ol the
Ports of the Island, and their connections with the
Brat class Houses ol the
Island, make this a deBira° f0t part,ca
w's'llnBt0 >l*lp Woods to that

marlret

Dec. 1867,

detetf

One of those genteel and desirable Houses
1)u’lt 1
seasoD, oontainingten rooms, besides
HMI a very convenient wash room in tlis baa ment:
the house is well arranged and finished with

Hill

All ihe Modern Improvements.
Marble Mantle Pieces, Bribing Boom, Hot and Cold
Water carried over the House. Qas In every room.
In short it is all a person conld desire tor a genteri
residence. Terms easy.
For particulars call on ihe subscriber at 2b0 Congress street, opposite Preble House.
Dec

E. K. PERRY.

10-dlf

81800 for a stood 1 1-2 story House
One Aerc of I.und. in Westbrook,
within three minutes walk of the Horse Cars.
The house is modern and convenient. Plenty
excellent S'ott Wator at the ''oor. Has a good hart

MAnd

and wood-house.
Apply to
dcC-d3w*

llirce story brick bouse on
Slreet, now occupied by the Right
Bishop Bacon, is now ottered for sale.
nouse contains thirty
rooms, and is a
desirable lacation for a
The

First Class Hotel

Sts.

OF FRAMES

McKENNEY,

Comer ot

Congress and Center Sts.

French A German Mirror Plates
SOLD VKHY LOW

A. M.
OLD

or

Freo
1 ev.
1 he
very

Genteel Board-

ing House,

It being but a tew steps from the centre of business.
The lot is very largo, containing more than nineteen
thousand square leet. This is a rare
opportunity lo
purchase one of the be«t locations in Portland. Ap-

plyt2,,

WILLIAM H. JERRIS,
Esiale Agent.

rctSdtf_Real

Linnd fer.Sale.

PART of the late Mary S. Runt’B Estate, near
v,a Tnkc.v’s Bridge; In panels to
Enquire in person or by letter of

^Por!laD(1,

enitf uichasers.

JAMES JOHNSON,
ei
A
Stroud
water, Westbrook, Adm'r of said Estate wfffc
w ill
oct 22-d&wtf
annexed._
w

for gale—One Mile from Portland.

rflHE beautiful residence occupied
by Rev. W. P
A
Merrill, situated in Westbrook, on the Back
Cove road, known by the name of the
Maclugonne
The grounds are tastefully laid out witk
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and shade
about
200 pear, apple, plum and
trees;
cherry trees
in bean.ng: plenty of currents and
goosebe'ries;
about n acre ot stiawberries-raised
1,600 quarts
this year. The lot embraces nearly lour
acres, with
streets 60 feet wide all round it. The
buildings—a
tine house with 15
rooms, French root and cupola,
and a piazza round three
sides; warmed with <urnace, good well and cistern in cellar; gardener’s
house and summer house, and
good stable well
finished with cellar.
Terms easy. For pirticnlars enquire on the nremiBes, or ot WHITTEMOKE & STARRIRD, on
Commerce street; or FEKKALD &
SON, corner
ot rTeole and Congress stieets.
Sept. 3. dtt

"Ja,

HE cottage house No. 26
Myrtle Street. Has a
brick cistern, filtered water. The house
contains
nine rooms in thorough repair and
nearly new. For
particulars enquire on the premises. Possesion
given the first of November.
II n,'t sold by tlie first of
November, a part of
the house will be to let.
oct3 dtf

Genteel Residence tor Sale inGoj>
ham.
Ono of the Finest Residences
in Uorham,
Now occupied by Major Mann i s offered for sale. The house is tw*o

sfcorie

finished inside

.For.further

jySOdtf
\ alliable .hotel
for Sale.
Property
rtsHE Oxford House,
pleasantly situated in tlie vilI
lage ol Fryeburg, Oxford county, Maine, is offered
saIe ?' kavgain, it applied lor soon.
,a
I he House is large, in
good repair, with furniture

wi,b al)
necessary
outbuddingVbrOU“llOUt’togeU,cr
For full particulars

inquire

of

HORATIO

Lana

BOOTHBY,

Piafr'etor.

on

Commercial
Lease.

and Center Sts.

FRAMES RE-GILDED!

Street-^

on

whole lor a term of years.
Or he will erect buildings suitable for
mg orotlier purposes, if desired.
b,! reco1veli b* E- Ethe

Greene,

dc5-eod*w! f

(VI.

DlcKEitHEI,

Corner of Congress and Center Sta.

Star Match
w. k

o.

Corporation,

kT milliken,

BubOTiber!"

Jots
or
part
4

UPJ1AM,

Portland,

oOth._maySIdtf

Octobe^ E»t

geD,’°ak

to the public the Star Match,
INtorottering
them the following advantages to the

we

a,‘d

CouSTe8s >">•

over

{Directors.
)

TU»T DECEIVED, cargo ©UlfUBER»l ■«AND or FOKCrE fOAL. Thi* Coal is
direct from ibe mine and delivered on board vessel
without landing on wharf at Georgetown, consequently it is clean and fresh mined.
AT WHAItf? SIGAH LOAF egg and
GKEEHIFOOD stove size?—lehigb.
Also, cargo LOEBECBV L'OAL, stove
burning.
}**, cargo JOHN*’, stove and egg sizes.
HAKI.Kir.il egg and broken

^--tree

.tas-levJ;,.
he

Kbove named Coals need no praise.
AHKB M. BAKKK.
Dec 9-ls dtf
Richardson’s w harf*
___

.DR.

Sev

JOHNSON’S
Foam

Dentifrice

l

Tn!?(ilurS,apiiy0slcians«ndc“*“^ a8be°ngseparting pleasant odor to the breath, i„ ,
not be excelled. It acts not only as a
Powder hot n«
a soap and wash, three in one.
Contains
onsgritoracid. Try it. For sile by all dri>e„j''.'
M. D JOHNSON, Demtst!
October 30. dtf
a

Eating

House.
S. NT.
KNIGIIT,
Formerly of Gothic Hall
IIoilj.

E.

Re-opencd

LADIES &

a

Ileseltlne,

Saloon tor

GENTLEMEN,

Near th.oid site, but a few rods
below, where they
slioulil be pleased to see the Old
Customers and as
118 n,ay w'8^ to favor us with a
call.

moI'Lne,)T

PoteS^y6-d„

BENJ-E-

Gas Fixtures!
We

Gas Fixtures !

ne.^

BAILINGS,

our

of

Steam and Gas

bust-

Fittings,

WINDOW

SHUTTERS,

Gratings, Pumps, Ac., Ac
and

prepare* 1 to sell the Ceebrated English
Cannell Coal in lots io suit purchasers at
Boston prices. This coal is extensively used in Boston and New York. lor open
grates an«l sieves, in tact
is tlie only coal.that is suitable tor that purpose.
We have also made arrangements lor a large amount
of the Harlelgl) Lehigh Coal tor Furnaces and Parlor
Stoves; this is the best coal mined, b« ing very pure,
and tbe most economical c«*al in in uso.
For Ranges and Cooking stovts we hare the Johns
Lackawana and Lorbery Coal.
We keep Constantly on hand a
variety of the cho’cest family coal, at prices as cheap as the
cheapest.
Also the best qualities of hard and soil WOOD.

prepared to furnish them as low as they
can tie purchased in Boston.
Our stock is entirely new, and is selected
from the
latest and most lashionnbie styles.
We invito persons who Intend to
purchase fixtures
to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere
M. & H. T.

vr
q
,It
Nos.
and 13 Union Street,PLUMMER,
9,
PorUand, Me.

September 12. dtf

Varney

and Wm. G. Davis aforesaid, and
severally
made oath to the truth of the
loregoing certificate
and acknowledged the Bame as their tree act.
Before me,
(Signed)
THOMAS M. GIVEEN,

Justice Peace.
Cumberland, ss. Registry of Deeds. Received
Nov. 7. 1867, at 9h 50m A. M., and recorded in Book
352. P;ige4S7.
Attest:
THOMAS HANCOCK,
no

I2d6w___Register.

Copartnership

!'•

I>.

Paper Pantalets.
FURLONG

J9APER p.lIVTAI.ET J'O'IIMW
Are now prepared to supply
tlioir agents ior Maine,

the Market t’>rough
6

DEERING, MILLIKEN & Co.
POUT1.AI1D,

With this superior article. They are the cheapest
and most economical Paper Goods over put oa ihe

market!

Furlong Paper Pantalet Oo.,
MECHANIC
FAI.ES,

Notice.

subscribers have firmed a copartnership
rpHE
A
der the firm
name

un-

of

will

tervllle,&c., at

of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cube in all Cases, whether of
long
or

recently controcted, entirely removing th«

and Grain,

cess.

7

ihePnblir.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
Manufacture of Dairy and Table Salt,
bat remedies handed out tor general use should have
At old stand
heir efficacy established by well tested experience in
the bands ot a
regularly educated phvsbian, whose
No. 130 Commercial Street.
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties he must
EDWARD H. BUKGIN,
lulcl; yel the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the
K. S. UERB1SH,
world,
whirh are not only useless, but
EDWARD S. BURGIN.
always injurious.
1 lie unfortunate should be particular in
Portland, Sept. 80, 1867
oct. 5,-eodtf
selecting
.bis physician,as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general
practice: tot
L. DAMON, has this day been admitted
ft is a point generally conceded by the best sypiiilograas a partner in our film.
The business will be
pliers, that the study and management of these come
tlie firm name 01
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS,
practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makSIIIPS> TANKS Mil,I. WORK OF ALL
himsell acquainted with their pathology, commonly
KIN OS,
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and danBridge Work, and General Machinery bnllt to or- geroua weapon, the Mercury.
der. Casting* for Buildings, Vessels, aud all other
purposes promptly lurm'slied.
IIare Confidence.
Repairs on Manne and Stationary Steam Engines
and Boilers faithfully
All who have committed an excess of
executed, and baving control
any kind
and Wel1 Cfluipped
ier
U
Whil
be
the
can
Forge,
solitary vice ot youth, or the stingqnick.y
turn sh188
ing rebuke ot misplaced confidence in maiurer years,
8EKK FOH AA ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
FOKQUVfm OF A HfY SVZE
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
(or each purposes.
We also have
good lacllilics for
Prostration
that may follow
such
supplying
patterns as may be wanted. Having
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
the necessary tools and men, we propose to build in
system.
Do not wait lor the consummation that is
order
sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Caution

to

The Company are not res|wnsljle tor
baggage to
any amount exceeding 850 in value (and flmt pen» trail unless notice ia given, and paid tor at the rate tt
one passenger for every $50u additions value.
C. J. BitYIM1ES, Maiiuijiuy Uirector.
IT. BAILEY, focal Superintendent.
Portland, Nov 0, 1867.
,ltp

'0RTLANQ4fUJCHESTERR.fi
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
On and after Monday, April
ggMgan train*
tt, itMtf
gyiiTMPg train* will run as follows:
Passenger
leave Saco River for Portland at
5.10 and 9.00 A.M., an,I S.40 P. M.
Leave PorUand

J2J
1

Copartnership

c“ STAPLksS& SON16*®’“n,,er

with in ter or arrangements
asorderee, Bank Vaults,
Steel Lined Cliesis. Iron Doors, Shutters, &c., and
would rcler to tba Sates in the First National and
Pori land Savings Bank, and the Vault and lion
Doers In Hon Geo. W, Woodman’s r.ew
s’orea, built
under the superintendence of our Mr. Damon as

specimens.

CHARLES STAPLES,
CHARLES STAPLES, Jb.,
GEORGE L. DAMON.
Portland, August 1. 1867.
aug2tod6m

(copartnership Notice,
n'UE undersigned have this
day formed
A nendup urder the firm name of

aad>OssU)eei!1St

»

^^SSSSSSSW^'
Portland, April 12, 1807.y

Mnrchants 9

o^ir^T0!in
PORK, LARD, Fl&H, &c.

groceries, flour
DONNELL,

JUSTUS GKEEL1T,
A. BUTLEli.
auGeodtf

ISvO:

IlFFfAEB

SOAPS !

LEA THE A-

GORE,

solicit. Ilie

attention ot tbe trade
WOCTLD
consumers to lliclr Standard Brands ol

and

REFUTED SOAPS,
—vjz:—

EXTRA.
FAM1LT,
-VO. I,

OLKIVK,
CURdltAL

SO I) A.

OLIVE,
'•RANK’S PATENT,
A N I> A M V. RICA M l: A ST I LK.

SDPEU10K QUALITIES, in package* an I tatrade and lamily use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials,and asour goods arc. manulactured

All

ol

ble. lor tbe

under ibe personal supervisiouotour senior partner,
who has bad tiurty years practical experience iu the
business, we therefore assure the public with condeoce that we oak aud wiil lurnisb the

Beat Goods

at

ot

VIA

Grand

Complexion.

by one oi
disease, home ot
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed tc
have if. All such cases yield to the
proper and onl*
of treatment, and in
rejoice in perfect health.

correct course

a

short time

are

There are many men of the uge of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from tlieblado-r, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manntr the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment wiil often be
found,and sometimes small panicles ol' semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a rhiumilkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearanee. xhcre are many men who die of this
difficulty
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE or SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect, cure in »uch
cases, and %
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons? who cannot personally consult rim Di.,
can do bo by writing, in a plain manner, a
description or their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
wiH be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
returned,!? desired.
Address:
UR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble Honse,
Portland, M©,
KEF"* Send a Stamp for Circular.

Condition,

LEATHE ,(*

Through trains leave daily, from Bangor, Skowhegan, Farmington, Augusta and Portland, and on arrival oi Steamers from liangor and St.
John, making
direct connection, without * topping, to all points as
above; thus avoiding Hotel Expenses ami Backing
in crowded Cities.

CB^Bagcage checked through, without change.
At Reircthment Rooms, am lor
Sleeping cars,
American Money is Received itom Passengers holding Through TicketsA tri* weekly line oi first class steamers from Sarnia, fore only $20.00, irom Portland to Milwaukee
and Chicago; Stare Rooms and Meals included.
Leaving Sarnia on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday evenings, on art Ira) oi Trains irom the East 1
Through Tickets can be procured at all the Principal Ticket offices in New England, anu at the Company’s Office.
E. P. BEACH, Gen*l Agent, 175
Broadway, N. Y.
O. J. BRYDGES, Manas' ng Director.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern
Agent, Bangor.
D. H. BLANCHABD, Agrut.
Congress St, under Lancaster Hall, Portland.
Portland, September 23,1«67.
sept25-dtl
2P2

ME.

CLAFLIN & CO, New York, General
t3f“H.
Agents for United States.
dc6eod3m

E. W.

STEAM 3EF1MED SOAPS I
hold BY all TnB

Wh«lf#jile Grorcr*

Thronghflni

Leathe &

the

State.

Gore,

»ni Commercial Si. IJfctj, Bench Street.
W
POKTLAKI), MAIM*.
arch 2«—dti
_

STAR

A X L E S
d

SPRING
*

Bangor
7 40

%

CANT ON
Mass.

Ph

i

5

PERFECT FITTING XUTS
ll
i11'1reads,
uniform in sire, thoroughly inspected, and warrant
to
entire
ed
give
satisfaction.

Kinaley

Iron &

October 2.

eod3m

machine c«., Canton, Mi

Medicar

Notice.

G. H. CHADWICK, M. D,, will devote special at
tcuiiou to Disea es ol tbo Eye. No. 3011 Congress St
8
office hours from 11 A. M. to 1 P. M.
May 18. tl

R.

R.

ARRANGEMENT.

alter Monday, April lath,
urrent, trains will lease Pot Hand lor
and all Intermediate station on this
line, at
da'ly' lor Lewleton aDlJ Aubumonly,at

a'm’

MT-Freight trains

It is suitable fora first das* Dry Goods
In* business. Address B., Pre.-s Office.
December 6.

or

Clothing

_

G

TO

NEW

Store

W. B. LUNr.

LD inform the i ublic that he lias opened a
Provision and Grocery Store at the Corner or
St. Lawrence and Monument streets, where he will
keep a full assortment of Choice Family Groceries
and Provisions, which he will sell at t»e lowest market prices. A share ol the public patronage solicited.

WOC

BRISTOL,

R. I.

Only One Hour Thirty

IHinutea

BY RAIL FROM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.
leave Bouton and Providence RailCARS
road «taiaon daily (Sundays
excepted), at 9.30

1’.

M., connecting with the New and Elegant
Steamers Providence,OAPT.SIMMONS.on MonFridi'it«• Bris t«I, CAPT.

BKAYTON,

on

gage checked

through.

Tuesdays, Thursdays

and Satur-

days.
*»**engers by this line to PHILADELPHIA,
B4L1IMORR and WASHINGTON can connect with
the New
Jersey, Camden an./ Amboy Railroad. Bag'tickets. Berths and State-Rooms secured at the of-

fice ot tnc

Company,

NO. 3 OLD STATE
»n<l at
road.

HOUSE,

the Station of Boston and Providence Ball-

GEO. SHIVEBICH,
October 7.

H. O. BBIGGS,
General Manager

lSCT.^Sly**

for boston;
Arrangement

^

*

"***

will

run

l

The new and superior sea* going
»tenmcrs JOHN BROOKS, and

MONTREAL, having been fitted
with a large

the

up at great expense
number or beautilul
season as

follows:

Rooms,

tat?

Leaving _Atlanlic Wharf, Portland it 7 o’clock
and India Wharl, Bouton,
every day a.. >Vlock, P.
(6uuua>g excepted.)
Cabin lare.»l..w
..
1.00
Freight taken as usual,
L.
BILLINGS,
Agent.
u
e

»»

September 10,1867-dtt
4

TUB PORTLAND

Kerosene Oil
Would inform

Comp’y,

the public that they continue t
Manufacture

Portland

Kerosene Oil,

Erom Albert Coal
Exclusively*
The prevalence of

a large
quantity of Inferior and
In the market, at a
cheap priceof
which are little belter than Naptha itself—
many
and the cxls ence of Cilse reports In
regard to tha
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL, render it a matter
of Justice
to
ourselves, as well as safety
to
consumers, (hat some notice should be
taken of these
facts.
Therefore, we again
present an advertisement,
and
would
eall
attention to the high st.udard ol our
oil, the
Hie teet of which Is 133 degrees of
Fahrenheit, and

dangerous oils

considerably higher; also, we would
say that we are determined to maintain iti long established reputation.

Portland Kerosene i»il Company.
Portland, Me., Aug4th,

1867.

_augUdly.

V‘:“
Oonereas

f

Bt,

THOMES, SM411D0K & CO,
JOBBERS OE
WOOEEJVS,
Tailors’ Trimmings!

Portland
Maine.

)

AND

AGENTS FOR THE

Ne Plus Ultra Collar
‘**6

Comp’y,

BlllOEFORO, tie.
Union Street,

L.

B.

FOLLETTE.

HOSIERY Aim

OZOVES,

HOOP SKIRTS AND OORSETS,

Ladies’ & Children’s

Underflannels,

(First Door from
Middle.)
Francis O. Thornes, Je20Tjastf Goo.
H. Smardon

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
HT“ Comer of Congress St. and Tolman Place.
|Eeb 7, 1867.—<I1t

Dress and

LIVERY

Clink

Making l

J5TA RLE !

boarding and baiting

JACKSON,

respectful y announce to her friends
anti the public lhat she has returned t
WOULD
the

By the subscriber,

in the stable recently occupied
Samuel Adams, rear of

»

citypnd laken the rooms over A. J. llptoi’s. ELM
SI
First Door from Congress, where she will be
happy to meet them.
9T Satisfaction in every respect will be
guaranv25eoU4 w

teefl;_no

bv

Lancaster hall:
Prices reasonable.
July 23. dtl

B. P. RUGU, Agent.
*

SMALL

Portland and Forest City

<0

KSIGHTS,

IMPROVED

Dye Douse.

Excelsior Organs & Melodeons

Office
Congress Street.
811 unllmlt6d
anpply Of Pare Son Water,
wml
where gentlemen can have

Itlannfaelnry and tVnrr-Rooms,
No. lO
Market
Square,

315

»

their aoile.1 and

CLEANSED,

cleansed

CkS^Cill and
no7todeciM

soe

samples.

Just received

New Stock of

or
or

IVo. 345

» TORE.
WM. L. WILSON.
No. 88 Fed-r»i Si.

Marrett, Esq., and

DRY

GOODS,

Consisting in part of
Grrmna ISroad t'loihn,

Braver*,

( nnimrrn,
Meltons, dec
Ladies Dress Good* in Grant
Variety,

saMsfactory,

satisfac-orv,
You

ran
can

return it
return it

Awlgetyonr money!

And get your money!
At the Great American Tea Company’s, 21 Free St
dec2dlm
O. H. KOBINSON.

<C

McFarland,

Desire 10 call tlie attention to tlie Ikct that more than

4 O
PROTECTION

In new and Choice Styles and Fabrics.
Black Silk*, l.ndic*
Cloakings, shawls,
Muslins, Jaconet Cambric’s and other White Goods,
Domestics amt
Housekeeping goods,Gloves, Hosiery,
Oat., aCv
Ail our goodsare new, and selected with care from
the carious markets,
bought exclusively lor cash, at
the current low rates, aud will be told uniformly at
the very lowest market prices.
W. & F. P. AOAMS.
ocldlw t eodtl
Portland. Sept 30, 1807.

lath,
1

SECOXV HAND

RATE SAFE,
PRICE, will please call on

MODERATE
EMERV & WATERHOUSE
Middle Street. Portland.
Or at 110 Rnilbary
Siren, Boston.
cy*Second-]iand Safes taken in exchange for sale.
Fi »Srln» Sanborn’s Steam Improvement »t-

*
Swrl'w.,10?
l> mery, WaterliousoM^*rl“n<i’,‘
& Co.

Safes,

■Ian t5— SMlsIwin each
mo&adv

can

order

,.i

In

n.

8.
oc23

Coflee, t’oftec, Coffee.
Coffee, Coffee!
Save your money
Save jour money
»

exchange

By buying
By buying

Your Tea and Coffee of the Oreat American Tea Co

_dec2dlm

Star Shuttle Sewing Machine is for sale at
*• H.
No 18 Stone «t.
FOUG, Agent.
Dec H-dlw#

WE

for new, at

STEVES8

A-

CO.’S,

Wnre-Rooms, MlMIUIefb

Rurt

Coffee,

Noticed

Pianos Wanted

remainder of time

Cheapest and be-t
Cheapest and best
Teas, Teas, Teas, Teas,
Teas, Teas, Teas, Teas,

THE

A.

Black nod Fancy Doeskin*,'

If not
Jf not

21 Free Street.

Congress St.,

Moscow and Cnslot

Coffee
buy of us,
You buy of us,

a

the

OF

TE«

You

At

Goods!

FULL & CHOICE STOCK

&c.

Coffee

Tilton

Dry

W. & f7 PT ADAMS,
hereby Inform their friends nnd
WOULD
public that they have taken the stand

PURCHASER* TAKE NOTICE!

Any Tea
Any Tea

PORTLAND, Me.

large lot ot

a

Fresh Peaches & Damsons in Cans.
Also Dried Peaches, Strawberries and
Raapberrlca
which lam selling cheap, at the
JAFASESli

clwomdo

Recently occupied by Edwin
are now owning a

A. FOSTER & CO.

JPeaches, Damsons,

Nov 30-d2w*

A BCHIT KCTl'KE A: KiVGAN EEKUVr.
IX Messrs. ANDERSON. DONNELL * CO., have
made arrangements with Mr. STEAD, an Architect
ol established reputation, and will in future carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to build are invited to call at their
office. No. 306 Congress street, aud examine elevations and plans ol churches, banks, stores, blocks ol
buildings, 4c.

YORK!
VIA

FIRST

rilHE liability of the South Berwick Bank to ReA deem irs bills will expire March 29, 1868.
A. C. ROBBINS, l
Bank
F. E. WEBB,
J Commissioners.
Nov 1867.
cc3U3m

Grocery

LIKE

tws'fKors^g.

Hank Notice.

Provision and

bkisto l

Watervlllannd all intermediate stalions, lease Portland at. 8.25 A. M,
lram irom Bangor is due at Portland at 2.15 P. M.
in season to connect with train lor Boston.
Prom Lewiston and Auburn only,at s.to A M

Of their Safe* gave AMPLE
late tire. Parties desiring a

dlw

..

for

You

One of the best Stores on Congress St,
can be had by buying out the
STOCK OF clothing:

Steamship Belgian, Capt Graham, will leave
this port (or Ltverpo d, on SATCRD4 Y, Dec. 21»t,
immediately alter the rriva] of ilie train ot the previous day troin Montreal, in be followed
by the Austrian, Capt Alton, on the 2-th.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin (according to accommodation]
$. 0 to $80
Steerage,
egg"
Payable in Gold or Its equivalent.
63^*Fof Freight or passageapply to
H, & A. ALLAN, No. 3 India St.
Poitland Not. 30. btl

otien reaches

On a”11

MfcSljHI.'U.iiKI

WOODBURY, Sopt.

A Rare Cliancc !

!~

fbobi best

itk

i

CENTRA!

8UINE

Cane Chairs Rc-Seated,

Nsv 25-eod4w

CANADIAN

UNFfEDSTATES

AND

The

West 1

nol6dtl_

GORE’S

Steamship Co

CARRYING THE

./■. JTj.

■yS~£Z

Fares $6,00 less thsn by any osher route frrm
Maine, lo Detroit, Chicago, St. Paul. St. Louis. Milwaukee, Cincinnati, and all parts West and South

Electic Medical Injhnnary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly Invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for tbeii

AND

Montreal Ocean

The West!

r
A nd colors restored and satisfaction guaranteed in
overy case.
Sacks, Capes, and Cloaks cleansed bcanti fully with
every aj pearance of new. We dye and finish Italian
Crape* and Velvets.
Ladies can have their Dresses lor Mourning
dyed and finished in twelve hours. Feathers
or dved, curled and dressed in a
style hitherto unknown.

kinds of Cane Work neatly executed at
the State
Rc,0jrm School. Orders left at the Institution Post *Omce, or No 8S Exchange street,
promptly attended to. Chairs taken and returned by

Shippers are requested to serd their vetglit to th«
Steamers as early as 3 r'. M.on the
day that they
lea-e Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY & FOX, Galt's Wharf, Po Hand.
J. F. AMES, Pier 38 East River.
August 15, 1*67.
utf

1

Railway

faded garments,

all

St.

re,id"Dt-

te

erpecial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action i?
specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable In all cases of obit ruction? after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It in partly vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be takes
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of tne country, with lull direction*
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
’anl.lH65dA'w.
No. 14 Preble Street, Port laud*

Leave Galt’s Wharf. Portland, every
Wednesday
l Saturday, at 4 o’clock p.
M., and leave PieVaa
East River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday, at 4 o’clock P. M.
1 he Dirlgo and Franconia are fltteil
up with tine
*000 ir mo" at ions lor
passengers, making this rhe most
speeiiy sale anil comfortable route lor travellers tie^ttk and Maine, Passage InSlatelloom
16.00 Cabin passage $3.00. Meals ext'a.
Goods lor warded by tliis line lo ii from Mon
trcal, Quebec, l.angor, Bath, Aug r»u. East port and
John.

Fall

Trunk

MISS S. E.

the Lowest Prices I

Uaving recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, coDtamg all tbe modern improvements, we
arc enabled to^ furnish a supply ol
of the
Hcsi Q,iiu I it
adapted to the demand, for Export audPtftucMlic f ofiNumptiou.

'he 1

i-awtfui(StxS3 It# litis Road has lust been put in
i~'T ^SjCood Punning
with an addiof new Hails, six new Locomotives and a lar-e
amount of Knliing Slock, and Is now Running
Tin ough Express Trains Daily, making direct connect ion between Portland and
Chicago in Fifly-Two

ranted

or no charge made.
Bardly a day passes but we are consulted
more young men with the above
whom are as weak and emaciated as

no-

an

TUB

'■ou

Beauty

nasy Theummin Can Temit fy to Tills
by Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emission? in eleer_.
complaint generally the iesult ot a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warHot*

dt?"

Shortest, Cheapest and Best-Route

middle-Aged Hen.

Commission

s *0? JB

tor Loss

and 5 30 P. M.

»

Kiver 6"Cl’* A M*J Boriland

Gorham Tor West Gorham,
Baldwin, Denmark. Behago,
Bricgion, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
■jORway, Bartlett, Jackson Li min/ton, Cornish,Por
.er, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Centor for West Buxton.
Bonny-Eagle
I'1 Vmar"'k’ N"a’id
ParsonsfieM
*,n<,i“ HW

copart*

Donnell, Oreely & Butler,

Portland, An?. 1,18G7.

Limbs,

and

made to
a

And taken the store No 31 Commercial
st., corner
of Franklin and Commercial, where
they will conlinue the business ns

J. B.

Disabled

M.. 2 0

..Wastage*connect at
wt&ndiah, Steep Fall*,

Notice.

Fire and Burglar Proof Safes of any Size,

7.15

Wfer

-154P MaiM kaVv

_

GEORGE

and

o'">W8J

*0.1

UM

g.oo p. m.

Through Ticket* to Canada, and

JVo. 14 Preble Street,
Near the Preble IIease,
be can be consulted
privately, and jwitb
WHERE
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
hours daily, and from 8 A. INI. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction

standing

2.15 p.m.

from South Paris auj Intermediate statons, at

Local Train

Hours.

BIS

ot disease from the system, and
malting a perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to tbs
fact of his long-standing and well-earnad reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

continue the business ot

Corn, Meal, Flour
—AND—

HOUND tT

PRIVATE HEIUCAL ROOMS

dregs

ED1VARD II. BURGIN <£ CO.,

makufactub

THE

arrive as tallows:—
From Lewiston. Auburn and South
Paris, 8.10 A It
From Montreal, (guebec, Bangor, 'Wa-

Flonr.

£*i*. J.H.HU4A8&ES

ran
rU>>

*

Trains will

NKY~&hBAXTF?it.8aid

,

are now

B.

Cannell Coal.

OAR BE

CANADA.

A, M.

are

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland, s*. On the fourth day of November personally appeared Jan. H.
Baxter, Isaac If.

RAILWAY I

Mail Triin lor WatcrvPle, Bangor, Montreal, Quebee and the West atl.JOP. M.
Local Train for South Paris, and intermediate stations, at 5, P. M.
No baggage can be received or checked after time
above stated.

tlrates.

and Lard.

line.

rawnim Booked to I.ondonderry nod
•
nrrpool. Heiurn Tickets granted al

—

Head of Maine Wharf.

iPorfe

sriCAMSll.ll' COMPANY.

1

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter Monday, Nov.
tt, 1867,
•WSb1™'™ will run as lollowa:
Train
lor Lewiston and South Paris at 7.40
Express

COMMERCIAL ST.,

Open

PORTLAND AND NEW YORK

<Efcll$tic.

LfflrffaiaiHJ

our teams.

have connected GAS FIXTURES with

IRON

WOOD

600

Eating House,

claim

consum-

any other Match, viz:
Each bunch is full count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 576 more than the common
card matches.
The full count is equals to about six bunches more
In a gross than other matches.
They keep in any climate,
nicy have less odor than any other Sulphur Match.
They are longer than any other Sulphur Card
Match.
They answer both for Splint and Card Matches
They do not black the wall wl en rubbed on it.
Tney are packed in fine shipping order, in cases
contain ng 10, 20 and 30 gross each, in 1-4 gross packages.
The above named firm are the sole Selling Agents
tor the corporation.
E. P, GERRISH,
)
J. S. MARRETT,

er,

No. 60

may3dtf

TRUNK
OF

Kandall, McAllister & Co*

WE

of

SOFT

California

STEAM

Union Street

Mi*.

AND

Agent.

Urdu red Kales.

GRAND

Delivered at any part of the city at short notice.

JAS.

Immediately^

WO Houses and lots In City. Price J9tio
and $1
6t.O. House lota in
Cape Elizabeth $50 toSloa
JOSEPH REED,

Me,.

purchasing.
HARD

ami

DI1UOO
nuNi^i rtran"r>UDlil

Arrangement, JV»v. II, 1807.

w HATCH, 8up«iintfii<l^nt.
Augusta, Nov. 5,1867.
nov!2dtf

iLlX'S? r^SUI,«“I0R

or

N P. RICHARDSON.

M-,v-nth
May

T

Furnace*.

We keep constantly on hand a lull assortment of
Choice Family Coal.
Those wishing to purchase large lots will do well to give us a call before

English

firm.

name

Leliig;li,

For Ranges and Cook Stoves, John’s White
Ash, Diamond, Red Ash, which are free of all
impurities and very nice. Also Cumberland ! A
cargo just landed, fresh mined, for Blacksmith use.
Lettish Lump, for Foundry Use!

Coal for

WOOD,

manaiactur-

Would inform hia friends and the
public that
he has in connection with

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS.

SOFT

Co.

And taken the store recently occupied by Messrs. I
KandaiJ, McAllister & Co
Elliot & McCallar,
nov6dlm
No CO Commercial street.
No.
11 Mni*lcot Square.
juumoer
ana, Coal.
added
a
stock
ot
Having
large
goods to that purchased ot Messrs. E. & M., we are
undersigned have on hand for delivery, tbs
prepared to furnish
rpHE
and
ot
style
every
description Boots, Shoes and RubC0ALl a‘ L°WksT
bers, which we shall sc 1 at the very lowest cash
prices, hoping thereby to retain all former patrons
Laths,
and give our iriends and the public
Shingles, Clapboards,
generally an opportunity to buy good goods at desirable prices.
Spruce and Pine Lumber. Spruce Dimeusions sawed
to order ai sbori notice.
A. LEWIS EL WELL.
J. F. BUTLER.
1‘bKKI.Vt, JACHSOAI * CO.,
oclbdti
High Street Wbart, 302 Commercial,
^Portland, Oct 15, 18C7.
Pr29lB1foot
of High street,
hTbAXTErT-ISAAC H. VARNEY~~and
WM. G. DAVIS, all of
Portland, County ot
Cumberland and State of Maine, hereby certily that
they have this fourth day of November, A. D. 1867,
at said Portland, joined a limited
partnership in acaccordanee with the provisions of the revised Statutes
SACKS mACSOLM, XX Floor.
ot Maine, Cliap. 33.
200 SACKS sn voiWA.XX Flonr.
550 SACKS CITY tliLLe XX Flonr.
PartnersMI> 6ha11 be yAR300 SACKS OOI.DKX KAGLK, XX
2il—Said Wm. G. Davis of said
Portland, la the «l?ur,o Ianl,inS lrom Schooner Hume, at Ctntrai
Srecial Parlner, and said Isaac H. Varney and BaiWharf, and for sale by
ter of said Portland are the General Partners.
UP HAM & ADAMS.
3d—'The said firm is to transact at arid Portland
December 2. d2w is
tho business of Jobbing Fancy Goods and Small
Wares, and General Merchandise, and said Davis
contributes to the capital thereof the sum ol eight
thousand dollars ($8000) cash.
BBI-S CHICAGO MESS FORK.
4th—Said parlnerslup commences trom November
1
LV/ W lOO UHLS CHICAGO CLEAR PORK.
4lb, A. D. 1807, and ceases one year from that date.
200
rterces
Culbertson Blair & Co., LAUD, in
In wltnc'S whereof we have hereunloset our bands
store and fir sale by
this fourth day of November A.
D, 1807.
BLAKE JONES A GAGE,
Signed
JAS. B. BAXTER,
No. 1 G.rlt Block, Commercial St.
1. H. VaJBXEY,
November 28 d2w
WM. G. DAVIS.

VERY CHEAP BY
A.

AND

bis

a

me

To be Sold

McKENNEY,

<ltf

HE subscriber is desirous of
improving
T„„
Commercial street, and will lease

BY

ress

thoroughly

and out, and in situation is
unsurpassed in that
beaui tint village.—The lot is
large, upon which it
fiuit trees of various kinds, shru
berry, &c. A nice
spring of excellent water is liaudy to the door, and
large cistern in cellar. It also has a fine si able. This
excellent property will commend itself lo
any man
who is in want of a pleasant home w ithin 30
mmutes
ride or Portland.
particulars enquira of W, H. Jerris, Real Estate Agent, at Horse Railroad
Office, Opposite
Preble House.

Hanson* Dow, .14J Union at.
r rveburg, Sept, a), t8«6.

received, Black Walnut, Gilt and Rosewood
Mouldings. Will bo sold very cheap by
1TI.

Only 31000 cash required down.
W. H. JEBfils,
Beal Estate Agent.

Valuable Real Estate lor Sale.

A

$7.

«

Or

TO IRON-WORKERS, et als.

•

old, c ilk. a Vli’over

GHTJROHLL,BROWNS &

LOT

MANASSEH SMITH,
IJOctober t. dtf

fuller.

decl7-d3m_*08

Portland, 16

McKENNEY,

Corner of Con

Subscribers, by remit ing direct to the Publishers,
numbers at the following reduced

Messrs

Ci<y by

McKElVIVEY,
Comer of Congress and Center

may obtain back

iviz
tons O. M„ 11 vcm

in the

1TI

NUMBERS

FOB

one

Of all kinds made Cheap by

A.

Subscribers should prepay by the quarter, at the
office of delivery. The Postage to any part of the
United States is Two Lents a number. This rate
oily applies to current subscriptions. For back
numbers the postage is double.

Gallons

M.

any

PHOTOGRAPHS

POSTAGE.

The Leonard
decl8-eodlw

ns

7 00

For all lour of the Reviews,
12 00
For Blackwood’s Magazine,
4 €0
For Blackwood and one Review.
7 00
For Blackwdod and any two of the Reviews,
10 00
For Blackwood and three ot the Reviews,
13 00
For Blackwood and the tour Reviews,
-15 00

BACK

TYPES

Corner of Congress and Centre Streets.

$luo

For any two of the Reviews,
For any three of the Reviews,

Cheap

OAK.

For Sale.

Central Pacific First
Ponds

Blackwood’s Edinburgh magazine (Tory.)

SALE,

ST., ABOVE

FREE

INTO

ADVANTAGE,

The Westminster Review (Radical.)
The North British Review (Free Church.)

OK

have

but for the

Now realize for the holders
FROM TWELVE TO EIGHTEEN PER CENT.

The London Quarterly Review (Conservative)

&

continue the business of

ELWELL & BUTLER,

■

FOR

Lands,Bonds, Consessions, etc, (withonr lien).$13 800.000
CA Hl’AL STOCK, Net tamings,

First Premium over all Competitors

copart-

a

of

Under the firm

NE W BRICK HO USE

E

XfUNATIONS IJ1

The Subscriber is Agent lor the sale of the celebra
ted Pianos, made by Steinway & Sons* who
were awarded the

name

a

KISAi. IS VIATIC.

Cheap Coal.

For

subscribers have this day formed
copartTHE
nership fbr the purpose of conducting the retail
the Shortest notice. Boot, Shoe and Rubber Business,

—■

dtl

SUGAR LOAF LEHIGH,

Notice.

will

!

Pacific Railroad

CUT AND MADE TO ORDER!
if

If. C. FREEMAN.
decUdlw

Tew

JL>.

6.

pi ice.

Delivered in any part of the city.
WM. H. EVANS.
CHAS H. GREENE.
Portland, Nov 1st, 1807.
noldtf

BEEVES,
No. 36 Free Sireet, (up stairs) Portland.

-I—■■■

Also the bes' qualities HARD and SOFT WOOD,
as cheap ns the cheapest
!
ROUNDS tt CO.,
Head Franklin Whan, Commercial Street.

Old

Stand
481 Commercial 81, Bend Smith'* Wharf.
We have on hand and offer for sale at the lowest cash prices, the different varieties of Hard and
Soft Coals, nil ot the first quality, and delivered in
the best possible order. Also

H A HD

Our

order,

«ire perfect satisfaction.

And warranted t.

Wharf{

CLOAKS!

-A.

October 2.

Also a very large assort-

so on
are all

Easiport

dcSltt

SEMI-WEEKLY

Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. tor
all stations on this line, and fur Lewiston and stations on the Androscoggin Road.
AW
Bangor and stations on Maine Central road.
Leave Portland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 P M,
f >r Hath.
Saturdays only leave Portland at 8.15 P
M, tor Bath and Augusta.
Trains are due *t Portland at 8AJ A. M., and 2.10
P. M. daily.
The through Freight Train with
passenger car attached, leaves Portland fur Skowhcguu every morning at 7 o.clock.
Pare as low by this route to Lewiston, Waterville,
Kendall's Mills and Bangor as by the Maine Central
road, and tickets purchased in Boston for Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers j'rom Bangor, Newport, Ac., will purchase liekets to Kendall's M-ills only, an*l after taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickels and make the tare the Banie through to
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central toad.
Stages tor Koekland connect at Bath; and k r Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival oi train lion
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A.M.: and tor Solon, Anson
Norridgewoek, Athens and Moose Head Lake al
Skovhegan, ami for China. East and North V n*«nr»lboro* at Vassal boro*: for Unity at Kendall’s
Mill’s,
ind for Canaan at Plsbon’s Ferry.

705

down to five hundred pounds.
nrBt class, prepared I u the best ot

And

Wiutcr

50

8f07

«

1,800
Coals

$8

can now

COAL AND WOOD l

Cloaks!

2 000 Pounds,
«...
1,900

101

Sailing vessels will be' at Eas'port to take freight
tor sr. Andrews and ( ai ds.
Winter rates will be charged on and after
Dec Kith.
A. R. S CURBS.

Portland & Kennebec R. R.

nice CHESTNUT COAL
Grain Business, WEat. $7.00 peroffer
ton, delivered at any j»art oi the
No.
city. Also for sale at the lowest market

OqrD,Fiour&

Evans

Secure Profitable Investment.

which will be

Leave Boston tor Portland and Intermediate Stations at 7.30 A. 31., :md 3.00 and 5.00 P 31.
Freight Trains dally each way, (Sunday excepted.
t KA5 018 CJHaSi
Portland, Nov 8, 1867.
no3H

vii:

Oity,

,,

^§^5HS(^"udiiys

P'

,eaveSt- J"ba “<1 Easlport
every
Passengers will connect at Eaatport with Stace
*
Coaches for Kobbinston and Calais.
"
at .Sc John with E. & N. A Ral.war
A11
c,7nn«Ct
7
tor Shc-diac ancln ermcdla'estattos.
received oodav ui sailing until I o'clfc

^S^t^hrelghi

, Sl{,

5
excepted) thr Saco
n
BlllUe“
fon*Tal 0 4.>,8.40 A Al, 2.05 and 5.20 P M.and Ri'
For South Lrrvvick Junction, Portsmouth
Roa,..n
and hi termed iate Station* at 6.45, 8.40 A M, and
2.56

the following prices,

Delivered at any part of the

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

WINTER
ARRANrjFlUKNT
Commout i*^ Monday,
t Uh\
LWnGi'V'-J Passenger Trains loave

Furnaces, Ranges & Cooking Stoves

$7.

at the store formerly occupied
by Webl>
Fogg,
1C8 Commercial Street, bead ot Merrill*#
S. H. WEBB,
«J. L. FOGG,

Copartnership

I will open on MONDAY, October 7th, in connection with my Tailoring i stablisliment, a large Show ltoom expressly for Ladies' Ctoaks.
wheie they can find a large assortment of

stock ol

Discount from Dost I

Largo

S&CQ &

ocl22dtr

SUITABLB FOB

at

.pu,?.r"ir:

g^.r 'hln
Tturs'iny"*

k't land

?

WEEK.

al1®r Monday, December
2d,
NEW iiULNSWICK,
Winchester, will leave Hailii! IS01,."1 '’ta,a “'reel, evd0,'k

,P,°

r*!f £)B
orvMtTs l) \ Vvr .Ts5 Jc

aiiLICOiliH.

Co,

Calaia St. John.

TRIP Per

ONE
< ~t

** o

Steamship

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

BrFTrans'ent rates $2.00 to 2.50 t>sr day,according
FKEK Carriage to and fioin Hoiihc—
auq Steamers.
june4dtf

offering our customers and tbe public
generally, all tbe bust qualities of

August

FOUO & FREE WAN,
for the purpose of conducting a wholesale

Por.land, Dec. 13, 1867.

OPENING

that will be

a

day formed a copart-

WEBB,

furnishing Hotels and Restaarnats at the I.owOctober 19. W&Stf

CLOAKS!

Notice.

At the old

Ladies’ Cloak Goods !
Sold at

subscribers have this
THE
nership under the style of

And will

r—
hand

Dissolution ot Copartnership.

member ol the oli firm
unsettled accounts.

—

on

the firm

A T

$12.00.

ov\ u.

We have

by mntual consent. Bcnj. F. Harris will
the liabilities and is a'one authorized to use
name in settlement.
ALBION F. H'RTilS.
BENJ. F. HARRIS.
Portland, Dec. 11, 1867.
declldlw

assume

1««».

I,

to room*.

are now

os

T11E

W All E

00.

and all other goods in like proportion of discount.-*This reduction of price is not made to undersell other establishments, but I am determined to sell my

Proprietor,

COAL!

Copartnerships

Copartnership heretofore existing between
tlie subscribers under the -lyle of Webb &
Fogg is thisday dissolved by mutual consent. Eith-

-OF-

GOODS

Fine French Fancy Pants
From $10.00 to
Former

of

copartne-sldp heretofore existing between
under Hie
THE
of Harris Brothers, is this day
dissolved

of G-orbam Co.

Manufactured by ROGERS, SMITH & CO., in double and tliribble plates, consisting of
Forks, Spoons, Tea Sets, Castors, Ice Pitchers, Butter Dishes, &c.

II

Fine American Suits

We

Eaatport,

HE.

J. II. RUNG,

PsirticuBar Notice !

Wc intend to keep a full assortment of the choicest
Groceries, and by so doing hope to leceive our s’’are
ot the public patronage.
decl7*llw

uuder

Former prtce $50.00 to $no.CO.

From

the store No. 112 Congress Street, forE H. (’LARK.
F. H. STRUCT.

Dissolution

AUGUSTA,

Sashes and Blinds l

High Street,_

merly occupied by S. Vanwart.

International

STREET.
JFRK

No. 291 Commercial Street, Hobson’s Wharf, foot ot

a

subscribers have this day formed
the
nership
FALL MD WINTER CLOAKS! The

will sell

Fine French Suits
From

and

have taken

i®

■TEA HERS.

*

HO US E,

STATE

constantly on hand and tor sale by
K. DEEKING,

Grocery Trade,

_

I

Doors,

er

Pa terns

PLATED

SOLDI

what I say.

mean

Tinr

more

Toilet

Manufactory

Morocco cases, and of the latest styles.

In fine

Fine Heavy Overcoats
From $30.00 to $40.00Former price $55.00 to $00,00.

Kn/ve-,

OnVery

Europe

and America.

GRAND

2500

A tine stock ot Fancy Boxes, Glove. Jewelry „nrt
Handkerciiiel Boxes, Work Boxes. Boxes ot'Perfumery, Ladies’ Conipan ous, Watch Stands,
China Mats, Mat.h Safes, Toy Tea Sets,
Furniture. Pioturc Books, f amToy
ily Bibles, and a very fine lot ot

Table

in

My present stock

Benjamin Coleman, Esq., contributes no
article to the London Spiritual Magazine for
November, in which he introduces the following letter written by Prof. Uunning of Harvard College. It is very interesting:

Holiday

Our stock of WATCHES is the LARGEST ever offered in this
Stale,
among which can be found Watches from the most celebrated Makers

|

U^BF.OPKSKD

name

--—

Prof. Gunning upon Npirlinal Evidence*.

B.

new

LADIES’

Miscellany.

means no

in French Jet and Coral Set si at Prices
which come >vithin the reach ol all.

Somotlilnsr

present

A MUCH LESS PRICE!

F OR

Long to the remnant that fought,
Boys too young for the battle,
Naked and hunger-distraught;
No, not too young to die,
Falling where each one fought,
Lion-hearts of young Italy!
—London Spectator.

or

SUITABLE FOE ALL KINDS OF PEESENTS!

which he will sell at prices so low that noperj
son need go without a garment on account ot tb«
price. You have only to call and be assured you can
purchase as good a garment, and at

Brief the day of November,

spiritual being,

Elegant

Goods!

FP"*

J3T“ Spruce dimension, all kinds, sawed to order.

8TROUT,

First Class Retail

Cbur

75.000 Noasoned Pine Outs.

Postuso, Dec. nth, 1X67.
undersigned linve this dav formed acopartnership under the style ol
the purpose of carrying on

tAj*

•««*•

Boards

rpHE
A

for

AUGUSTA

Pine Shiaszta*.
50.000 Reasoned Pine NhinPi,1B

_dclSeod3t*
Copartnership Notice t

Streets,

F^Et

50.000

Hecl7,is«7.__

large invoice of

a

Silver Ware f.om celebrated

Yoars, to be martyrs ot God,
Yours, for your country to die.
Yours, to be Men of Mentana,
Highly esteem’d ’moug the high;
Theirs, to look ou at your victory!
For did not enough of ye die,
Liou-hearts of young Italy 1

the music that

New and

STOCK ofWOOLESS,

(hem as they lie
Crown’d with the fortunate dead;
Pity not them, but the foe—
For the precious drops that they shed
8ow but the seed ot victory!
Pity the foe, n»t the dead,
Lion-hearts of yonng Italy!

Union

SHINGLES.

50.000

as

CLARK &

a

New Stock of Goods!

to bis

PINE

copartnership heretofore existing between
Phi ip Coombs owl Fred L. Whcler, of Port-

Tainters, Glaziers awl Paper Hangers, under the firm name of COOMBS & WHEELER, is
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
PHILIP COOMBS,
FRED. L. WHEELER.

McDUFFEE,

and

Have just received

CLOTHING!

not

conviction that here,

Middle

Corner of

FROST,

would call Hie special attention ot W* fornier P»tr0«»»
and all In »“"101

Passionate instinct for truth,
Children and heroes in one.
Reason higher than reason,
Light from beyond the sun—
Did not enough of ye die
To bind your country in one,
Lion-hearts of young Italy!

Pity

B.

I’-

Dissolution of Copartnership
land,

,

yield.wbor© none died in vain.
Bearitless.boys and famine-gaunt
'Corpsesalong the plain—
plil not enough of ye die

HOTELS.
---

THE

...

—

MERCHANDISE

are

eod2m

boots

AT COST :
closing nut a lot of Ladies’and Misses'

Polish and half Polish, Glove Calf, l.ace and
Button Boots at cost. These roods are from the celebrated manufactory of E. C, Bnrt, New York.—
They arc ma >c I om the best of Glove Call, and all
warranted, which we shall sell as low as they can Do
bought at wholesale in New York.
Anv one w shlng to buy a nice Boot, will save
money by calling on us be. re purchasing elsewhere.
ELD'EMi A RFTI ER.
No. 11 Market Square, Portland, Me.
November 23. dtf

